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For the last few years Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) has been emerging as the next dominant form of access control. According to a 2014 NIST special publication, “ABAC enables more precise access control model as it can consider numerous attributes in authorization decision.” ABAC can unify the advantages of the traditional discretionary, mandatory and role-based access control models by using appropriate attributes, while going beyond the capabilities of these. ABAC has become recognized as a model expressive enough to define finer-grained and flexible authorization policies suitable for modern application domains such as cloud computing and Internet of Things. Meanwhile, in recent years, various online social network (OSN) applications such as Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn have become widely used. In OSNs, authorization for users’ access to specific content is typically based on the interpersonal relationships between the accessing user and content owner. Recently ReBAC has been expanded to cover systems beyond OSNs. Efforts to combine ReBAC and ABAC have also been published.

This dissertation makes fundamental contributions to our understanding of ABAC and ReBAC from three perspectives. Firstly, it clarifies and resolves conflicting claims in the literature regarding the expressive power of ABAC and ReBAC. It has been argued, on one hand, that attributes can encode relationships so ABAC subsumes ReBAC. On the other hand, it has been claimed that the multilevel or composed relations of ReBAC (such as friend of friend) bring fundamentally new capabilities. This dissertation develops separate classifications of ABAC and ReBAC models with respect to salient structural and dynamic properties. It shows the equivalence, dominance or non-comparability of the expressive power of various model classes in these classifications. The results
of this analysis show that ABAC and ReBAC, when defined with sufficient generality, are equivalent in expressive power. For less general forms of ABAC and ReBAC the relative expressive power depends strongly on the details of the respective models.

Secondly, this dissertation analyzes the safety and expressive power of an existing ABAC model, viz. $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$. $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$ is designed with just sufficient capabilities to configure commonly used forms of discretionary, mandatory and role-based access control. In particular $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$ restricts attribute values to be from finite fixed domains. The safety analysis of $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$ is shown to be decidable by providing a reduction from $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$ to safety decidable $\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}_{\text{pre}A}$, which is a structurally different ABAC model with finite fixed domains. Two enhanced versions of $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$ are defined. One of these is shown to be equivalent in expressive power to $\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}_{\text{pre}A}$. The other is shown to have undecidable safety and thus expressive power beyond $\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}_{\text{pre}A}$. The question of whether $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$ is strictly less expressive than $\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}_{\text{pre}A}$ or equivalent to it, is left open.

Finally, the dissertation introduces a novel form of ReBAC model (OOReBAC) considering object-to-object relationship independent of users to control access of resources. A proof-of-concept implementation of OOReBAC for multicloud resource sharing using the open source OpenStack cloud platform and specifically its Swift object storage service is provided.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION

Attribute Based Access Control has become very popular due to its generalized structure and flexibility to specify policy. The concept of using attributes for access control has been around for many years, e.g., the X.500 standard [45] was an early effort for managing object information with attributes. Attribute-based access control (ABAC) is considered one of the most generalized forms of access control as it can capture the salient features of discretionary access control (DAC), mandatory access control (MAC) and role-based access control (RBAC) using appropriate attributes such as access control lists, security labels and roles respectively [82], and bring in additional elements such as location and time. ABAC enables more precise access control as it can consider a higher number of discrete inputs into an access control decision [77]. Different ABAC models with rich policy languages and sophisticated features have been proposed [81, 82, 86, 103, 125, 139].

Meanwhile, in recent years, on-line social networks (OSNs), such as Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn, have introduced an alternate form of authorization based on mostly the interpersonal relationships between the accessing user and the content owner, rather than on attributes. Different access control models have been proposed in this context [39, 43, 51-53, 68, 69]. These are generally called Relationship-Based Access Control (ReBAC) models. OSN ReBAC models mostly use user-to-user relationships [39, 43, 52, 53, 68, 69] while user-to-resource and resource-to-resource relationships have also been considered in some cases [41, 51]. Several access control models have been proposed for OSN ReBAC considering both single and multiple relationship types for authorization policy specification [41, 51, 52, 68]. Subsequently, additional models have been proposed to extend and generalize these OSN ReBAC models so that they can be applicable to computing systems beyond OSNs [19, 56, 67, 110].

1.1 Motivation

ABAC has been around for a long time and can be viewed as a generalization, unification and extension of earlier access control concepts including discretionary, mandatory and role-based
access control. ReBAC is relatively recent, with its initial motivation stemming from its essential application in online social networks but now generally regarded as having broader applicability. Both have considerable applications in industry, and are anticipated to continue being important for the foreseeable future. Though a number of formal models have been proposed for both ABAC and ReBAC and a considerable body of research has been published, still there is no well-accepted consensus ABAC or ReBAC model as we have seen for traditional access control models (viz. DAC, MAC and RBAC). One reason for this is there are very few attempts on doing formal study to analyze the core characteristics of ABAC and ReBAC. Existing literature mainly deals with developing and formalizing sophisticated models where most of them are domain specific.

ABAC for web services \cite{139} proposed an ABAC model for web service authorization, while \cite{125} defined an ABAC model for semantic web technology. UCON \cite{103} was proposed to capture authorization continuity and attribute mutability. \cite{86} defines an ABAC model for service oriented architecture considering requester’s privacy preference. ABAC\textsubscript{\textalpha} \cite{82} is proposed to configure DAC, MAC and RBAC, while ABAC\textsubscript{\textbeta} \cite{81} extends ABAC\textsubscript{\textalpha} to incorporate different RBAC extensions. NIST ABAC \cite{77} provides a detailed explanation of ABAC concepts and considerations for deployment of enterprise ABAC capabilities. XACML \cite{98} proposes a standardized mechanism to specify ABAC authorization policy, request and policy evaluation. Attribute-based encryption supports fine-grained sharing of encrypted data \cite{34,48,91,100,106,112}. On the other hand, ReBAC is relatively new. Most of the existing ReBAC models are defined for OSNs \cite{31,41,43,51,53,68,72,101}. Recently a few works have been published which consider ReBAC beyond OSN, for general computing systems \cite{39,56,58,67,69,109}.

1.2 Problem Statement

There is a fundamental lack of understanding regarding the relationship between ABAC and ReBAC, reflected in the fact that claims in the literature exist in support of the conflicting views that ABAC subsumes ReBAC on one hand, and that ReBAC brings additional capabilities beyond ABAC. At the same time there is a proliferation of ABAC models without a formal understand-
ing of their safety properties and relative expressive power. Finally, the potential of ReBAC has only recently been recognized and there remain many directions in which ReBAC models can be developed.

### 1.3 Summary of Contribution

The major contributions of this dissertation are as follows.

- A conceptual and semi-formal comparison between attribute and relationship based access control models
- Safety analysis of an existing attribute based access control model (ABAC$_\alpha$)
- Safety and expressive power analysis of two enhancements of ABAC$_\alpha$
- A formal representation of an object-to-object relationship-based access control model (OOReBAC) and its implementation in open source IaaS cloud platform Openstack object storage Swift

### 1.4 Organization of the Dissertation

Chapter 2 gives a brief background and preliminary concepts of ABAC, UCON, ReBAC, expressive power comparison framework and the open source cloud IaaS platform Openstack. Chapter 3 provides a conceptual and semi-formal comparison between Attribute and Relationship Based Access Control Models. Chapter 4 proves the decidability of safety in ABAC$_\alpha$ by reducing it to safety of finite domain pre-UCON (which is previously known to have decidable safety). It further develops an enhancement of ABAC$_\alpha$, viz. $\text{ABAC}^{\text{AM}}_\alpha$, and shows that $\text{ABAC}^{\text{AM}}_\alpha$ is equivalent in expressive power to finite domain pre-UCON. It also presents another $\text{ABAC}^\alpha$ extension, viz. $\text{ABAC}^{\text{MI}}_\alpha$, with infinite domain entity attributes and shows that safety of $\text{ABAC}^{\text{MI}}_\alpha$ is undecidable. Chapter 5 develops an object-to-object relationship based access control model and presents a proof of concept implementation in open source cloud platform Openstack. Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation.
Chapter 2: BACKGROUND

This chapter reviews background material germane to the dissertation research contributions described in the following three chapters. This review includes a discussion of relevant ABAC, usage control (UCON) and ReBAC models, a formal framework for comparing expressive power of access control models and the open-source OpenStack platform for cloud computing.

2.1 The ABAC\(_\alpha\) Model

ABAC has been studied for a long time and many different formal models have been proposed \([77, 81, 82, 86, 103, 125, 139]\). Several of these are application specific or limited to a specific domain. ABAC for web services \([139]\) proposed an ABAC model for web service authorization, while \([125]\) defined an ABAC model for semantic web technology. UCON \([103]\) was proposed to capture authorization continuity and attribute mutability. \([86]\) defines an ABAC model for service oriented architecture considering requester’s privacy preference. ABAC\(_\alpha\) \([82]\) is proposed to configure DAC, MAC and RBAC, while ABAC\(_\beta\) \([81]\) extends ABAC\(_\alpha\) to incorporate different RBAC extensions. NIST ABAC \([77]\) provides a detail explanation of ABAC concepts and considerations for deployment of enterprise ABAC capabilities. XACML \([98]\) proposes a standardized mechanism to specify ABAC authorization policy, request and policy evaluation. Attribute-based encryption supports fine-grained sharing of encrypted data \([34, 48, 91, 100, 106, 112]\).

In this section we particularly present a review of the ABAC\(_\alpha\) model. This material is primarily relevant to the results developed in Chapter 4.

2.1.1 The ABAC\(_\alpha\) Formal Model (Review)

ABAC\(_\alpha\) is an ABAC model that has “just sufficient” features to be “easily and naturally” configured to do DAC, MAC and RBAC \([82]\). The core components of this model are: users (U), subjects (S), objects (O), user attributes (UA), subject attributes (SA), object attributes (OA), permissions (P), authorization policy, creation and modification policy, and policy languages. The structure of
Figure 2.1: ABAC$_{\alpha}$ Model (adapted from [82])

ABAC$_{\alpha}$ model is shown in Figure 2.1. Table 2.1 gives the formal definition of ABAC$_{\alpha}$.

**Users, Subjects, Objects and their Attributes**

**Users** (U) represent human beings in an ABAC$_{\alpha}$ system who create and modify subjects, and access resources through subjects. **Subjects** (S) are processes created by users to perform some actions in the system. ABAC$_{\alpha}$ resources are represented as **Objects** (O). Users, subjects and objects are mutually disjoint in ABAC$_{\alpha}$, and are collectively called entities. **NAME** is the set of all names for various entities in the system. **Attributes** are set-valued or atomic-valued functions which take an entity (user, subject or object) and return a value from a finite set of atomic values. Each user, subject, object is associated with a finite set of user attributes (UA), subject attributes (SA) and object attributes (OA) respectively. Each attribute is a set-valued or atomic-valued function. **attType** is a function that returns type of the attribute, i.e., whether it is set or atomic valued. **SCOPE** represents the domain of an attribute which is a finite set of atomic values. Potentially infinite domain attribute such as location, age are represented as large finite domains. For each attribute att, SCOPE(att) can be an unordered, a totally ordered or a partially ordered set. **Range**(att) is a finite set of all possible atomic or set values for attribute att. Each attribute takes a user or a subject or an object, and returns a value from its range. **SubCreator** is a system function which specifies the creator of a subject. SubCreator is assigned by the system at subject creation time, and cannot change. UAVT, SAVT, OAVT are sets of all possible **Attribute Value Tuples** for users,
Table 2.1: ABAC\textsubscript{\textalpha} Formal Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Sets and Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U, S, O are finite sets of existing users, subjects and objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA = {ua\textsubscript{1}, ua\textsubscript{2}, ..., ua\textsubscript{l}}, finite set of user attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA = {sa\textsubscript{1}, sa\textsubscript{2}, ..., sa\textsubscript{m}}, finite set of subject attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA = {oa\textsubscript{1}, oa\textsubscript{2}, ..., oa\textsubscript{n}}, finite set of object attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SubCreator: S \rightarrow U. A system function, specifies the creator of a subject.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attType: UA \cup SA \cup OA \rightarrow {\text{set, atomic}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each attribute att \in UA \cup SA \cup OA:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOPE(att) denotes the finite set of atomic values for attribute att.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range(att) represents a finite set of atomic or set values as the range of att.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ua\textsubscript{i}: U \rightarrow Range(ua\textsubscript{i}), ua\textsubscript{i} \in UA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa\textsubscript{j}: S \rightarrow Range(sa\textsubscript{j}), sa\textsubscript{j} \in SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oa\textsubscript{k}: O \rightarrow Range(oa\textsubscript{k}), oa\textsubscript{k} \in OA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuple Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UAVT \equiv \times\textsubscript{i=1\textsuperscript{l}} Range(ua\textsubscript{i}), set of all possible attribute value tuples for users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVT \equiv \times\textsubscript{j=1\textsuperscript{m}} Range(sa\textsubscript{j}), set of all possible attribute value tuples for subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAVT \equiv \times\textsubscript{k=1\textsuperscript{n}} Range(oa\textsubscript{k}), set of all possible attribute value tuples for objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uavtf: U \rightarrow UAVT, current attribute value tuple for a user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>savtf: S \rightarrow SAVT, current attribute value tuple for a subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oavtf: O \rightarrow OAVT, current attribute value tuple for an object</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authorization Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P = {p\textsubscript{1}, p\textsubscript{2}, ..., p\textsubscript{n}}, a finite set of permissions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Authorization on Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each p \in P, Authorization\subscript{p}(s:S,o:O) returns true or false.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specified in language LAuthorization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creation, Deletion and Modification Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject Creation Policy:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Subject Creation by User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrSubCreatebyUser(u:U,s:NAME,savt:SAVT) returns true or false. Specified in language LConstrSub.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject Deletion Policy:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Subject Deletion by User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In ABAC\textsubscript{\textalpha}, subject deletion has fixed policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A subject can be deleted only by its creator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject Modification Policy:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Subject Modification by User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrSubModbyUser(u:U,s:S,savt:SAVT) returns true or false. Specified in language LConstrSubMod.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Creation Policy:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Object Creation by Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrObjCreatebySub(s:S,o:NAME,oavt:OAVT) returns true or false. Specified in language LConstrObj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Modification Policy:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Object Modification by Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrObjModbySub(s:S,o:O,oavt:OAVT) returns true or false. Specified in language LConstrObjMod.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Languages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Each policy language is an instantiation of the Common Policy Language CPL that varies only in the values it can compare. Table 2.2 defines CPL for ABAC\textsubscript{\textalpha}. Table 2.3 shows the set and atomic instantiation for different languages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABAC\textsubscript{\textalpha} operations are formally specified in Table 2.4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2.2: Definition of CPL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \varphi ::= \varphi \land \varphi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

subjects and objects respectively. The functions \( \text{uavtf}, \text{savtf} \) and \( \text{oavtf} \), return current attribute value tuples for a particular user, subject or object respectively.

### Authorization Policy

\( \text{ABAC}_\alpha \) authorization policy consists of a single authorization policy for each permission. **Permissions** are privileges that a user can hold on objects and exercise through subjects. It enables access of a subject on an object in a particular mode, such as read or write. \( P = \{ p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n \} \) is a finite set of permissions. Each **Authorization Policy** is a boolean function which is associated with a permission, and takes a subject and an object as input and returns true or false based on the boolean expression built from attributes of that subject and object.

### Creation and Modification Policy

User creation, attribute value assignment of user at creation time, user deletion and modification of a user’s attribute values is done by security administrator, and is outside the scope of \( \text{ABAC}_\alpha \).

Subject creation and assigning attribute value to subject during creation time is constrained by the values of user attributes. Only creator is allowed to terminate and modify attributes of a subject. Modification of subject attributes is constrained by the creating user’s attribute values, and existing and new attribute values of the concerned subject. Object creation and attribute value assignment at creation time is constrained by creating subject’s attribute values and proposed attribute value for the object. Modification of object attribute value is constrained by subject and object’s existing attribute values and proposed attribute values for object. \( \text{ABAC}_\alpha \) has

---

1In the original definition of \( \text{ABAC}_\alpha \) [82], subject creation and modification have identical policies. However, a correct configuration of MAC in \( \text{ABAC}_\alpha \) requires different policies for these two operations. Hence, we define \( \text{ABAC}_\alpha \) here to have separate policies for these two operations.
subject deletion however there is no object deletion. An existing subject can be deleted only by its creator.

**Policy Languages**

Each policy is expressed using a specific language. CPL is the common policy language part for each language. Each language is a CPL instantiation with different values for *set* and *atomic*. CPL is defined in Table 2.2.

**Authorization Policy:** The boolean expression of authorization policy is defined using the language LAuthorization which is a CPL instantiation where *set* and *atomic* refers to the set and atomic valued attribute of concerned subject and object.

**Creation and Modification Policy:** Subject creation, subject attribute modification, object creation and object attribute modification policies are all boolean expressions and defined using LConstrSub, LConstrSubMod, LConstrObj and LConstrObjMod respectively. LConstrSub is a CPL in-

---

**Table 2.3:** Definition of Languages for ABAC$_{\alpha}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>set</th>
<th>atomic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAuthorization</td>
<td>seta(s)</td>
<td>setoa(o)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LConstrSub</td>
<td>setua(u)</td>
<td>setsa(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LConstrSubMod</td>
<td>setua(u)</td>
<td>setsa(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LConstrObj</td>
<td>setsa(s)</td>
<td>setoa(o)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LConstrObjMod</td>
<td>setsa(s)</td>
<td>setoa(o)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.4:** Functional Specification of ABAC$_{\alpha}$ Operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Updates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access$_{(s,o)}$</td>
<td>$s \in S \land o \in O \land \text{Authorization}_p(s,o)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreateSubjectbyUser$_{(u,s:NAME,savt:SAVT)}$</td>
<td>$u \in U \land s \notin S \land \text{ConstrSubCreatebyUser}(u,s,savt)$</td>
<td>$S' = S \cup {s}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteSubjectbyUser$_{(u,s:NAME)}$</td>
<td>$s \in S \land u \in U \land \text{SubCreator}(s) = u$</td>
<td>$S' = S \setminus {s}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModifySubjectAttbyUser$_{(u,s:NAME,savt:SAVT)}$</td>
<td>$u \in U \land s \in S \land \text{SubCreator}(s) = u \land \text{ConstrSubModbyUser}(u,s,savt)$</td>
<td>$\text{savtf}(s) = \text{savt}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreateObjectbySubject$_{(s,o:NAME,oavt:OAVT)}$</td>
<td>$s \in S \land o \notin O \land \text{ConstrObjCreatebySub}(s,o,oavt)$</td>
<td>$O' = O \cup {o}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModifyObjectAttbySubject$_{(s,o:NAME,oavt:OAVT)}$</td>
<td>$s \in S \land o \in O \land \text{ConstrObjModbySub}(s,o,oavt)$</td>
<td>$\text{oavtf}(o) = \text{oavt}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
stantiation where \(set\) and \(atomic\) refers to the set and atomic valued attribute of creating user and proposed attribute values for subject being created. LConstrSubMod is a CPL instantiation where \(set\) and \(atomic\) refers to the set and atomic valued attribute value of concerned user and subject and proposed attribute value for subject. LConstrObj is a CPL instantiation where \(set\) and \(atomic\) refers to the set and atomic valued attribute value of creating subject and proposed attribute value for object being created. LConstrObjMod is a CPL instantiation where \(set\) and \(atomic\) refers to the set and atomic valued attribute value of concerned subject and object and proposed attribute values for the object.

**Functional Specification**

\(\text{ABAC}_\alpha\) functional specification has six operations: access an object by a subject, creation of subject and object, deletion of subject, modification of subject and object attributes. Each \(\text{ABAC}_\alpha\) operation has two parts: condition part and update part. Table 2.4 shows the specification of condition and update parts for \(\text{ABAC}_\alpha\) operations.

### 2.2 The UCON\_finite\_preA Model

Usage control (UCON) was introduced by Park and Sandhu \[103\]. The family of UCON\_ABC models integrates Authorization(A), oBligation(B) and Conditions(C). UCON covers continuity (ongoing control) and mutability along with authorization, obligation and conditions. Among the family of UCON\_ABC models UCON\_preA covers pre-authorization of access, which is the most common mode of access control.

#### 2.2.1 The UCON\_finite\_preA Model (Review)

In usage control authorization model entities are subjects and objects, and subjects are a subset of objects. Each object has a unique identifier and a finite set of attributes. Attributes can be mutable or immutable. Usage control Pre-Authorization model (UCON\_preA) evaluates authorization decisions of permission prior to the execution of commands. Figure 2.2 shows the components of
The UCON\textsubscript{preA} model, i.e., pre-authorization UCON with finite attributes, is defined through a usage control scheme \cite{107}, as follows.

1. Object schema $OS_\Delta$, is of the form $\{a_1: \sigma_1, \ldots, a_n: \sigma_n\}$ where each $a_i$ is the name of an attribute and $\sigma_i$ is a finite set specifying $a_i$’s domain. UCON\textsubscript{finite} considers single object schema for different objects and considers only atomic values for each domain $\sigma_i$.

2. $UR = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_k\}$, a set of usage rights, where $r_i$ defines a permission enabled by a usage control command.

3. $UC = \{UC_1, UC_2, \ldots, UC_l\}$, a set of usage control commands.

4. $ATT = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\}$, a finite set of object attributes.

5. $AVT = \sigma_1 \times \ldots \times \sigma_n$, set of all possible attribute value tuples.

6. $\text{avtf}: O \rightarrow AVT$, returns existing attribute value tuple of an object.

7. Each command in $UC$ is associated with a right and has two formal parameters $s$ and $o$, where $s$ is a subject trying to access object $o$ with right $r$. A single right can be associated
with more than one command. Number of commands (l) ≥ number of rights (k). There are
two types of usage control commands, Non-Creating Command and Creating Command.
Each command has a precondition part and an update part. Table 2.5 shows the structure of
non-creating and creating command of UCON_{\text{finite}}^{\text{preA}}.

(a) In UCON_{\text{finite}}^{\text{preA}} non-creating command, $f_b(s,o)$ is a boolean function which takes
the attribute values of s and o and returns true or false. If the result is true then the PreUp-
date is performed with zero or more attributes of s and o independently updated to new
values computed from their attribute values prior to the command execution. Also the
usage right r is granted. Otherwise the command terminates without granting r. $f_1$ and
$f_2$ are the computing functions for new values.

(b) In UCON_{\text{finite}}^{\text{preA}} creating command, $f_b(s)$ is a boolean function which takes the attribute
values of s and returns true or false. If the result is true then the PreUpdate is performed
with creating object o and zero or more attributes of s will be updated to new values
computed from the attribute values of s. All attributes of the newly created object o are
assigned computed attribute values. Also the usage right r is granted. Otherwise the
command terminates without granting r. $f_1$ and $f_2$ are the computing functions for new
values.

(c) In UCON_{\text{finite}}^{\text{preA}} deleting command, $f_b(o_1,o_2)$ is a boolean function which takes the attribute
values of $o_1$ and $o_2$ and returns true or false. If the result is true then the Pre-
Update is performed with deleting object $o_2$ and zero or more attributes of $o_1$ will be
updated to new values computed from the attribute values of $o_1$ and $o_2$. Also the usage
right r is granted. Otherwise the command terminates without granting r. $f_1$ is the
computing functions for new values of $o_1$. 
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2.3 ReBAC Models

As OSNs have gained popularity, several ReBAC models have been introduced to capture various authorization policies. More recently, researchers have proposed extended ReBAC models applicable to other computing systems beyond OSNs. In this section, we review these two types of ReBAC models. These models are particularly relevant for Chapter 3.

2.3.1 ReBAC for Online Social Networks

Fong et al. [68] presented a Facebook-like access control model, featuring four types of policies that cover four different aspects of access in OSNs. The four policies include user search, traversal of the social graph, communication between users and normal access to objects owned by users. The policy vocabulary supports expressing some topology-based properties, such as k common friends and k clique. The model uses single relationship types between users.

Carminati et al. [43] proposed an access control model which considers type, depth and trust metrics of user-to-user relationship between accessing user and target user. It also considers multiple types of relationships between users. In [41], Carminati et al. proposed a model which utilizes semantic web technology. This model considers multiple type relationships between users and resources.

Cheng et al. [52] proposed a user-to-user relationship based access control model with a regular expression-based policy specification language. Social graph of UURAC contains user-to-user
relationships only. The connection between resources and users are referred to as controlling user (e.g., owner, tagged user). URRAC model \cite{51} extends UURAC to include user-to-resource and resource-to-resource relations. In both models, multiple types of relationships are supported, and policy language can specify relationship path patterns between accessing user and target resource or user.

Subsequently Cheng et al. \cite{53} defined an attribute-aware ReBAC model to express the contextual nature of relationships and users. The authors have extended their earlier UURAC model to incorporate node attributes and relationship attributes. They further introduced the concept of a graph attribute such as count which is associated with the relationship graph other than with a particular node or edge.

Bennett et al. \cite{31} proposed a ReBAC model that considers multiple types of relationships between users and demonstrates how conflicts and potential misconfigurations can be automatically detected using the Alloy Analyzer \cite{1}. Pang et al. \cite{101} proposed an access control scheme for OSN where they have taken hybrid logic approach to use public information along with relationships.

2.3.2 ReBAC Beyond Online Social Environment

Fong et al. \cite{67} proposed a formal ReBAC model intending to widen the application of ReBAC beyond social computing. The model considers multiple relationship types between users with directional relationships and access contexts, and uses a modal logic language for policy specification. The connection between users and resources is maintained through a system function called ‘resource owner.’ Fong et al. \cite{69} extended the policy language of \cite{67} and characterized its expressiveness. Subsequently they defined hybrid logic for ReBAC which can express complex relationship requirements \cite{39}.

Crampton et al. \cite{56} proposed the RPPM model that can be applied to general computing system. The model considers users, resources and other logical and physical entities (i.e., files, folders, organizations, etc.) as nodes of a labeled relationship graph. Policies are defined using
path conditions. The model allows multiple types of relationship between different entities. The model uses a two-stage decision process: it first computes the path between requester and the requested resource and tries to find matches from a list of policies, and then it determines whether those policies are authorized. Rizvi et al. [110] demonstrated an implementation of RPPM model in an open-source medical record system. Subsequently they extended their model to be interoperable with RBAC [109]. Recently Crampton et al. [58] proposed a framework for inter-operating multiple ReBAC model instances by initiating request in one system to target resource in a second system.

Most ReBAC models consider user-to-user and possibly user-to-resource relationships. Very few of consider resource-to-resource relationships. Models that consider resource-to-resource relationships typically do so through users. Recently Ahmed et al. [19] proposed a ReBAC model which considers object-to-object relationships without intervening users, and demonstrated an implementation of the model in the OpenStack’s [9] object storage, Swift [13]. This is further discussed in Chapter 5.

All the models reviewed so far are operational models. Recently a number of ReBAC administrative models have also been proposed for general purpose ReBAC [50, 57, 127] which consider graph dynamics such as adding/deleting nodes (entities) and or edges (relationships). In particular, [50] introduces the concept of dependent edge in ReBAC and considering dependencies during edge deletion.

## 2.4 Expressive Power Comparison Framework

Expressive power comparison is a fundamental problem in access control and has been extensively studied in the literature [24, 25, 47, 93, 99, 117, 119, 122, 131, 132]. Expressive power of an access control model is more precisely the expressive power of the schemes of that model, which captures the notion of policies that can be represented in systems based on that model’s schemes [131]. Tripunitara and Li [131] defined a formal framework for comparing expressive power of access control models which is based on simulations that preserve security properties. In their framework
they presented two types of simulations: reductions and state matching reductions. They showed that state matching reductions are necessary and sufficient for preserving compositional security properties. A state matching reduction from scheme A to scheme B ensures that all states of scheme A can be realized in scheme B. Conversely a state matching reduction from scheme B to scheme A ensures that all states of scheme B can be realized in scheme A. If the former is true, then scheme B is at least as expressive as scheme A. If both the former and latter are true, schemes A and B are equivalent in expressive power. This notion of equivalence is also called bisimulation in the broader computer science literature.

An access control model is defined to be a set of access control schemes, i.e., the schemes expressible using the constructs of the model. An access control scheme is a state transition system \( \langle \Gamma, \Psi, Q, \vdash \rangle \), where \( \Gamma \) is a set of states, \( \Psi \) is a set of state transition rules, \( Q \) is a set of queries and \( \vdash: \Gamma \times Q \rightarrow \{true, false\} \) is the entailment relation. The notion of state-matching reduction and expressive power equivalency are formally defined as follows.

**Definition 1.** State Matching Reduction:

Given two schemes A and B and a mapping A to B, \( \sigma: (\Gamma^A \times \Psi^A) \cup Q^A \rightarrow (\Gamma^B \times \Psi^B) \cup Q^B \), we say that the two states \( \gamma^A \) and \( \gamma^B \) are equivalent under the mapping \( \sigma \) when for every \( q^A \in Q^A \), \( \gamma^A \vdash^A q^A \) if and only if \( \gamma^B \vdash^B \sigma(q^A) \). A mapping \( \sigma \) from A to B is said to be a state-matching reduction if for every \( \gamma^A \in \Gamma^A \) and every \( \psi^A \in \Psi^A \), \( \langle \gamma^B, \psi^B \rangle = \sigma(\langle \gamma^A, \psi^A \rangle) \) the following properties hold.

1. For every \( \gamma^A_1 \) in scheme A such that \( \gamma^A \xrightarrow{\psi} \gamma^A_1 \), there exists a state \( \gamma^B_1 \) such that \( \gamma^B \xrightarrow{\psi} \gamma^B_1 \) and \( \gamma^A_1 \) and \( \gamma^B_1 \) are equivalent under \( \sigma \).

2. For every \( \gamma^B_1 \) in scheme B such that \( \gamma^B \xrightarrow{\psi} \gamma^B_1 \), there exists a state \( \gamma^A_1 \) such that \( \gamma^A \xrightarrow{\psi} \gamma^A_1 \) and \( \gamma^B_1 \) and \( \gamma^A_1 \) are equivalent under \( \sigma \).

**Definition 2.** Expressive Power Equivalency of Access Control Models:

Given two access control models \( M \) and \( M' \), if for every scheme in \( M \) there exists a state-matching reduction from it to a scheme in \( M' \), and vice versa, then we say that \( M \) and \( M' \) are equivalent in expressive power.
In order to show that a reduction from model $A$ to model $B$ is state matching, we have to show the following:

1. For each scheme in $A$, construct a mapping $\sigma^A$ that maps $A$ to a scheme $B$ in $B$.

2. Prove the $\sigma^A$ mapping from $A$ to $B$ satisfies the following two requirements for a state-matching reduction:

   (a) For every state $\gamma_1^A$ reachable from $\gamma^A$ under the mapping $\sigma^A$ there exists a reachable state in $B$ scheme that is equivalent (answers all the queries in the same way).

   (b) For every state $\gamma_1^B$ reachable from $\gamma^B$ under the mapping $\sigma^A$ there exists a reachable state in $A$ scheme that is equivalent (answers all the queries in the same way).

In order to show that models $A$ and $B$ are equivalent in expressive power, we have to show:

- There exists a state matching reduction from $A$ to $B$.

- There exists a state matching reduction from $B$ to $A$.

2.5 The Openstack Cloud Platform

OpenStack [9] is a free and open-source software platform for cloud computing. It is mostly deployed as infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS). Openstack makes virtual servers and other resources available to customers. The software platform consists of interrelated components that control diverse, multi-vendor hardware pools of processing, storage, and networking resources throughout a data center. Users either manage it through a web-based dashboard, through command-line tools, or through RESTful web services. In this section, we briefly describe Openstack object storage Swift. Specifically, we focus on the access control architecture of Swift. The implementation described in Chapter 5 utilizes Swift.
2.5.1 Swift Storage Structure

Swift is a highly available, distributed, eventually consistent object/blob store. Organizations can use Swift to store lots of data efficiently, safely, and cheaply [13]. Swift users use RESTful API [14] to upload or download objects to and from Swift object storage. Inside Swift, a project is assigned as an account. The account holds containers. Containers are similar to directories, however containers cannot be nested. A user associated with a Swift account can have multiple containers. To manage accounts, containers and objects Swift uses account servers, container servers and object servers accordingly.

Swift Authorization for Object Access

In OpenStack object storage Swift authorization (request to an object access) is currently done by Access Control List (ACL). Swift has two levels of ACL: Account Level ACL and container level ACL [15]. Container Level ACL is associated with containers in terms of read (download any object of that container) or write (upload an object in the container) or list [35]. Account ACLs allow users to grant account level access to other users. The limitations of Swift authorizations are:

- It cannot express object level ACL. To specify object level ACL every object needs to be stored in a separate container.
- It cannot give user access to a particular object if the user is not a member of the account/project.
- It doesn’t support multicloud resource sharing.
Chapter 3: COMPARISON OF REBAC AND ABAC

Attribute-based access control (ABAC) expresses authorization policy via attributes while relationship-based access control (ReBAC) does so via relationships. While ABAC concepts have been around for a long time, ReBAC is relatively recent emerging with its essential application in online social networks. Even as ABAC and ReBAC continue to evolve, there are conflicting claims in the literature regarding their comparison. It has been argued that ABAC can subsume ReBAC since attributes can encode relationships. Conversely, there are claims that the multilevel (or indirect) relations of ReBAC bring fundamentally new capabilities. So far there is no rigorous comparative study of ABAC vis a vis ReBAC. This chapter presents a comparative analysis of ABAC and ReBAC, and shows how various ReBAC features can be realized with different types of ABAC. We first identify several attribute types such as entity/non-entity and structured attributes that significantly influence ABAC or ReBAC expressiveness. We then develop a family of ReBAC models and a separate family of ABAC models based on the identified attribute types, with the goal of comparing the expressive power of these two model families. Further, we identify different dynamics of the models that are crucial for model comparison. We also consider different solutions for representing multilevel relationships with attributes. Finally, the ABAC and ReBAC model families are compared in terms of relative expressiveness and performance implications.

3.1 Attribute Types

In our comparison and classification for ReBAC and ABAC models, attributes play an important role. In this section we identify and discuss various types of attributes based on several different criteria. Some of these attribute types are crucial for ABAC and ReBAC comparison as their existence in a model strongly influences its expressiveness and performance. Others are not quite significant for our comparison purpose. In the next two sections, we use these attribute types to classify ReBAC and ABAC models to facilitate comparison between them.

We classify attribute types using five different criteria. Specifically the criteria are based on (1)
how attribute value(s) are structured, (2) what the attribute scope is, (3) boundedness of attribute range, (4) attribute association and (5) attribute mutability.

Depending upon the type of attribute value, there can be three types of attributes.

- **Atomic-valued or Single-valued Attribute**: If an attribute has at most one value associated with it at any one point in time, it is called atomic-valued or single-valued attribute \([11, 82]\). For example, gender attribute can have only a single value at a given time.

- **Set-valued or Multi-valued Attribute**: If an attribute can have more than one value associated with it at any one point in time, it is called set-valued or multi-valued attribute. For example, a person can have more than one phone number \([11, 82]\).

- **Structured Attribute**: A structured attribute has a number of single or multi-valued sub-attributes \([12]\). For example, a Person-Info attribute can have sub-attributes of name, age and phoneNumber.

Depending upon the scope of the attribute, an attribute can either be an Entity Attribute or Non-entity Attribute.

- **Entity Attribute**: An entity is a thing which can be distinctly identified. A specific person, company an object or event is an example of entity \([49]\). Entity attribute takes an entity as input and returns another entity, a set of entities, or a structured tuple containing at least one entity. For example, an attribute value of parent of a person, owner of an object or friend of a person is another person, i.e., another entity.

- **Non-entity Attribute**: An attribute whose range is not defined on the set of entities in the system is called a non-entity attribute. For example, user’s age or gender does not include another entity as its value. The concept of non-entity attribute depends upon what is defined as entities in the system. For example, suppose roles or organizations are entities in a system, and the range of attributes “assigned-roles” and “worksAt” are a set of roles and a set of organizations, respectively. In that case both attributes are entity attributes. If roles and organizations are not defined as entities in the system, these are non-entity attributes.
Depending upon whether the range of an attribute is bounded or not, attributes can be either finite domain attribute or infinite domain attribute.

- **Finite Domain Attribute**: Range of this attribute type is a finite set of attribute value (e.g., gender, role).

- **Infinite Domain Attribute**: Range of this attribute type is a countably infinite set of attribute values (e.g., time). Particularly important for access control, is that entity attributes where new entities can be created without bound are infinite domain attributes. This is required to accommodate unbounded creation of subjects and objects, which is the typical assumption in most systems.

Considering the association of an attribute we can have two types of attributes:

- **Contextual or Environmental Attribute**: These attributes are independent and not associated with any specific user, subject, object or other entity in the system. They are global and associated with system. For example, `current-time` is system-wide information and not associated with any specific entity. Other examples include system status, network security level, and so on.

- **Meta Attribute**: Meta attributes are attributes of an attribute. Unlike regular attributes that are associated with entities, meta attributes are associated with other attributes. For example a user is associated with a role and the role is associated with a task. Here, the role is an attribute, and the task is a meta attribute.

Considering the mutability of attributes there are two types of attribute:

- **Mutable Attribute**: Mutable attributes are changed as a consequence or side effect of users’ access or activity.

- **Immutable Attribute**: Immutable attributes can be changed only by direct administrative activity of a user or administrator.
The notions of entity/non-entity, finite/infinite domain, atomic-valued/set-valued/structured attributes are important for ReBAC-ABAC comparison as they are key attribute types that will strongly influence expressibility of relationships between entities or configurability of relationship graph.

Unlike these key attribute types, contextual/environmental attribute is a special type of attribute, not related to entities. Meta attribute defines relationship between attributes. Mutability is special feature specified in usage control for consumable authorization. These type of attributes are not relevant to ReBAC-ABAC comparisons with respect to expressiveness or performance. In the following, we will further discuss the definitions of these key attribute types as well as some assumptions for the rest of this chapter.

**Attribute Definitions for ReBAC and ABAC Comparison**

For our ReBAC and ABAC comparison, we consider entity and non-entity, finite and infinite domain, atomic-valued, set-valued and structured attributes. Below, we define these key attribute types (except for single-valued, multi-valued and structured attributes which have been adequately defined above).

**Definition 3.** Entity Attribute: An attribute $\text{att}_i$ is an entity attribute if

i. range of $\text{att}_i$ is a set of entities (i.e. $\text{att}_i: E_j \to E_k$),

ii. range of $\text{att}_i$ is a powerset of entities (i.e. $\text{att}_i: E_j \to 2^{E_k}$), or

iii. $\text{att}_i$ is a structured attribute with at least one sub-attribute being an entity attribute.

For example, if user is defined as an entity in the system and best-friend is an atomic or set-valued attribute of user then best-friend is an entity attribute. At any instant each entity set is fixed but can change over time if the system allows entity changes (i.e., creation or deletion of entities.). If $\text{att}_i$ is a structured attribute and at least one sub-attribute of $\text{att}_i$ is an entity attribute then $\text{att}_i$ is also an entity attribute. For example let’s say ‘roleInfo(roles,assignedby)’ is a structured attribute which has ‘roles’ and ‘assignedby’ as sub-attributes. Here ‘roles’ is non-entity attribute whose
range is set of roles however ‘assignedby’ is an entity attribute whose range is set of users. So ‘roleInfo’ is an entity attribute.

**Definition 4.** Non-Entity Attribute: An attribute $att_i$ is a non-entity attribute if it is not an entity attribute.

Examples are phoneNumber and age. Note that if $att_i$ is a structured attribute then every sub-attribute of $att_i$ must be a non-entity attribute for $att_i$ to be a non-entity attribute.

**Definition 5.** Finite Domain Attribute: An attribute domain is finite if the range of the attribute does not grow over time.

For example, ‘gender’ is a finite domain attribute. Also, ‘roles’ and ‘security clearance’ are finite domain attributes if the system does not allow new roles or security clearances to be added over time.

**Definition 6.** Infinite Domain Attribute: An attribute domain is infinite if the range of the attribute grows over time.

For example, in an OSN, if a new user can be created so he or she can be a friend of other users, the friend attribute is an infinite domain attribute as the range of friend is changed over time.

Finally, we introduce the familiar concept of attribute function composition \[29\] [71].

**Definition 7.** Attribute Function Composition: Nesting two or more attribute functions to form a single new function is known as attribute function composition. The composition of two attribute functions $f : X \rightarrow Y$ and $g : Y \rightarrow Z$ yields a function which maps $x \in X$ to $g(f(x)) \in Z$. Composition is denoted as $g \circ f$, where $g$ is a function whose domain includes the range (or codomain) of $f$. We write $(g \circ f)(x)$ as $g(f(x))$ for convenience.

A function $h(x) = f_n(\ldots f_2(f_1(x))\ldots)$ which is the composition of $n$ functions (same or different), say $f_1$ to $f_n$, is also said to be a composite function. Intuitively, composing two or more functions is a chaining process in which the output of the first function becomes the input of the second one, and the output of the $(k-1)^{th}$ function becomes the input of the $k^{th}$ function.
Assumptions

For ease of our comparison, all the ReBAC and ABAC models considered in this paper comply with the following assumptions.

1. *All non-entity attributes are finite domain.* Attributes such as role, department, title, gender, etc., typically admit only a small number of finite values by their intrinsic nature. Attributes such as location can be ever finer grained, so in principle could be regarded as infinite domain but a large finite domain should be adequate. Time being modeled as a finite domain has similar issue. For our purpose a finite domain assumption is reasonable.

2. *Each entity has a countably infinite set for all possible entities of that type.* For example if users, subjects and objects are the only entities defined in a particular system then the countably infinite sets for users, subjects and objects are \( U, S \) and \( O \). The existing set of users, subjects and objects at any moment are \( U, S, O \) respectively where \( U, S, O \) are finite sets, and \( U \subset U, S \subset S \) and \( O \subset O \).

3. *Identity of an entity is not reusable.* If an entity gets deleted, its identity cannot be used for another entity that is created after the deletion.

4. *All entity attribute functions are partial functions defined on existing entities only.* For example let \( U \) is the countably infinite set of all possible users, and \( U \) the finite set of current users \( (U \subset U) \). An entity attribute function \( f : U \to Y \) is defined only for elements of \( U \) and is undefined for elements in \( U-U \). We understand \( f : U \to Y \) for an entity set \( U \) to mean that \( U \) will change with time but is finite at any moment. Note that if the system allows creation of entities then the entity attributes have infinite or unbounded domain. If the system doesn’t allow any entity creation or deletion then the entity attributes form a finite domain.

5. *For attribute function composition inner attribute functions should always be entity attributes.* We require that a non-entity attribute can only occur as the outermost function
in a composition. So for a composition $f_n(...f_2 (f_1(x))...)$, for $1 \leq i \leq n-1$, $f_i$ must be an entity attribute function, while $f_n$ can be either entity or non-entity attribute.

6. For any set valued attribute function $f$ defined on set $X$, we understand $f(X)$ to mean $\bigcup_{x_i \in X} f(x_i)$. So an attribute function composition $\text{friend}($friend(“Alice”)$)$ means $\bigcup_{u_i \in \text{friend(“Alice”)}} \text{friend}(u_i)$

7. We understand that structured attribute is a multivalued tuple of atomic and or set-valued attributes. So it is more expressive than atomic or set valued attributes. Structured attribute can express atomic or set-valued attribute by having a single sub-attribute.

3.2 ReBAC Classification

In this section we develop a ReBAC framework including a family of structural models. The framework is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and consists of two components. Specifically, Figure 3.1(a) shows a family of structural models while Figure 3.1(b) shows the different types of dynamics found in ReBAC models.

The goal of this framework is to build a classification of ReBAC models that facilitates comparison with ABAC models. While there are many sophisticated proposals on ReBAC policy expression mechanisms such as incoming versus outgoing policy, policy individualization, modal/hybrid/
first order/propositional logic based policies, this framework does not focus on policy specification. Rather it is independent of policy languages and focusses on structural and dynamic aspects of ReBAC.

Figure 3.1(a) depicts ReBAC models in a Hasse diagram with increasing capabilities as we go upwards in this partial order. In ReBAC, entities are represented as nodes in a relationship graph, and relations as entity to entity edges. We use the terms “node” and “entity” as synonyms, and likewise for the terms “edge” and “relation”. The base model ReBAC$_B$ allows for multiple node types (e.g., user, resource project, organization, group, etc.) and multiple directed or undirected edge types (e.g., friend, coworker, spouse, parent, etc.). Figure 3.2 shows an example relationship graph [56] expressible in ReBAC$_B$. Most of the relationship graphs permitted in existing ReBAC models, including [51, 52, 56, 67, 68], can be expressed with the capabilities of ReBAC$_B$.

ReBAC$_B N$ adds node attributes to ReBAC$_B$. Node attributes enable consideration of entity attributes along with relationships in authorization policies. For example, in a professional social network we may have a policy that an employee of an organization $o_1$ can connect to a recruiter of organization $o_2$ only if the recruiter is not already connected to any employees of $o_1$. In this case, the organization attribute of users (nodes) needs to be considered along with professional relationships. Another example is an online dating site where a single male user wants to connect a single female who has less than 4th degree connection with him through only his female friends and is at least two years younger than him. Here we need to consider gender, age and relationship depth along with relationships. Such attribute-aware ReBAC is discussed in greater detail in [53]. Figure 3.3 shows an example relationship graph with node attributes.
ReBAC\_BE extends ReBAC\_B with edge attributes. For example, some ReBAC models use trust value of relationships to show the connection strength between users [42, 43]. In general, when a ReBAC authorization policy needs to consider some properties of relationships beyond relationship types, the relationship graph needs edge attributes to store and express those criteria, such as proposed in [53]. Figure 3.4 provides an example of edge attributes in a relationship graph. Here “Bob” is assigned to supervise “Project\_1” and “assignedBy” is an edge attribute for relationship type “supervises” which specifies who has assigned “Bob” as supervisor. Similarly “tenant\_1” has “tenantTrust” relationship with “tenant\_2” and here “trustValue” specifies the strength of how much “tenant\_2” trusts “tenant\_1”.

ReBAC\_BNE brings together the two separately motivated extensions of ReBAC\_BN and ReBAC\_BE, such as in [53]. Following common practice, node and edge attributes in these models are atomic or set-valued attributes.

Recently Cheng et al. [50] proposed a ReBAC administrative model where they introduced the concept of dependent edge in relationship graph. A dependent edge example of MT-RBAC [50] is shown in Figure 3.5. Here user u owned by tenant x (with relationship type UO) can be “assigned to” a role r (with relation type UA) which is “owned by” tenant y (with relationship type RO) only if tenant y trusts tenant x (with relationship type TT). This particular tenant-trust relationship needs to be considered during role assignment or any time the trust-relationship between x and y changes. If the tenant’s trust relationship is revoked at some point of time, the role assignment needs to be revoked as well. In order to configure this scenario using attributes, we need to store a paired set
of the role values and the required trust relationship. This additional information allows the model to consider cascading revocation [33][62][75] of dependent edges. This edge dependency in a graph cannot be captured using edge types or atomic or set valued edge attributes. To be precise, we will need structured attributes which can store multiple relevant attributes as a single attribute in a certain structure. For the above scenario, the structured attribute can store information of those edges that are required to create another edge. For instance, “dependsOn” attribute of relationship type UA can store a tuple of three sub-attributes: (sourceNode, targetNode, relationshipType), hence, (y,x,TT) for the example above. Consider another example where “securityLabel” is an object attribute. If a graph needs to store the information who has assigned a particular “security-Label” to an object, we can use a structured attribute where sub-attributes are (label, assignedBy). If relationship graph only considers atomic or set valued attributes it won’t be able to store this information. Our final model ReBAC$_{BNES}$ considers structured attributes for both nodes and edges.

This completes our discussion of Figure 3.1(a).

Considering the changes or dynamism in ReBAC there are 4 dynamics shown in Figure 3.1(b). The dynamics are as follows.

- **Static:** In a static ReBAC model, attribute values, nodes and edges of the graph remain unchanged. A static graph is used for access only. Actions such as add or delete relationship between two entities (add or delete edges in the relationship graph), add or delete entities (add or delete nodes in relationship graph are not allowed) and change of attribute values are not allowed.
• **Attribute Dynamic**: ReBAC that allows changes of node attribute and edge attribute values are attribute dynamic ReBAC. For example, consider Hobby is a node attribute of users in a social network. Suppose Hobby(“Alice”)={gardening, painting}. Recently “Alice” gets interested to do “knitting” and wants to change her hobby in the social network site. If the system allows her to update her hobby as Hobby(“Alice”) = {gardening, painting, knitting} then it is an attribute dynamic ReBAC.

• **Relationship Dynamic**: ReBAC that allows changes of relationships between entities (add or delete edges in the relationship graph) is called relationship dynamic. Examples include establishing a new relationship between two entities, or deleting an existing relationship between two entities. We consider relationship dynamic to include attribute dynamic, since for ReBAC models which have edge attributes adding a new relationship requires assignment of attribute values of that edge.

• **Node Dynamic**: ReBAC that allows changes of entities is called as node dynamic ReBAC. Some examples are creating or deleting a user or resource in a relationship graph. Here we consider node creation implies possible relationship establishment and attribute value assignments when ReBAC models have attributes for nodes and or edges. Hence, node dynamic includes attribute dynamic (for some cases) and relationship dynamic.

Each ReBAC dynamic can be combined with any of the ReBAC structural models excluding ReBAC\(_B\). ReBAC\(_B\) can only have static, relationship dynamic and node dynamic. However ReBAC\(_B\) cannot have attribute dynamic as it doesn’t have any attributes. Thus, attribute dynamism is irrelevant for ReBAC\(_B\).

### 3.3 ABAC Classification

In this section, we develop a set of structural models for ABAC with capabilities to configure the ReBAC models defined in Section 3.2. We define the ABAC models by considering attribute types that are necessary to capture relationships and relationship graphs as shown in Figure 3.6(a).
Specifically, we consider entity and non-entity, finite and infinite domain, and atomic-valued, set-valued and structured attributes. As shown in Figure 3.6(b), we also identify the dynamics of ABAC models. While this is not the most general framework for ABAC, it facilitates comparative analysis of relative expressiveness of ABAC and ReBAC.

Figure 3.6(a) depicts ABAC models with increasing capabilities as we go upwards in this Hasse diagram. ABAC\textsubscript{N} considers non-entity attributes only. According to our assumption 5 in Section 3.1, non-entity attribute cannot configure relationship composition, hence ABAC\textsubscript{N} is incomparable to ReBAC\textsubscript{B}. ABAC\textsubscript{N} can only have attributes such as name, gender, location etc.

ABAC\textsubscript{E} considers entity attributes only and can configure ReBAC\textsubscript{B} model which has multiple relationship types and multiple entity types. Most of the ReBAC models fall under this category \cite{51, 52, 56, 67, 68}. For example, consider the system graph in Figure 3.2. To configure it with ABAC\textsubscript{E} we need the following.

- entity types = \{user, project, file, directory\}

- user attributes = \{Participant-of, Supervises\},

  file attributes = \{Resource-for, FileMember-of\},

  project attributes = \{\},

  directory attributes = \{DirectoryMember-of\}.

ABAC\textsubscript{NE} considers both entity and non-entity attributes which is similar to considering node
attributes along with multiple relationship types and multiple entity types as in ReBAC\textsubscript{BN}. For example, in Figure 3.2, suppose the user has attributes \{name, gender, age\} and files have attributes \{securityLabel, size\}. Using ABAC\textsubscript{NE} we can configure these node attributes with non-entity attributes.

ABAC\textsubscript{ES} considers structured entity attributes which can configure relationships and edge attributes of relationship graph. Figure 3.4 shows some simple edge attributes in relationship graphs. To configure the relationship graph “Bob supervises Project\textsubscript{1}” in ABAC, we need to have entity attribute “supervises” for user so we can express supervises (Bob)= \{“Project\textsubscript{1}”\}. In addition, to express the edge attribute “assignedBy”, we will need a structured attribute of user “assignedBy”, so we can express assignedBy(Bob) = (“Project\textsubscript{1}”,“supervises”, “Alice”). Here the sub-attributes for “assignedBy” are (targetNode, relationshipType, assignedByUser). The same is true for the tenantTrust relationship between tenant\textsubscript{1} and tenant\textsubscript{2}. Here we can configure the trustValue with structured attribute trustValue (tenant\textsubscript{2}) = (“tenant\textsubscript{1}”, ‘tenantTrust’, 0.5). Consider the example in Figure 3.5 where the edge (u, r, UA) is dependent on edge (y, x, TT). This dependency can be represented using a structured attribute for edge. To configure this structured edge attribute in ABAC, we need to have dependentEdge(u) = (“r”,“UA”, {(y,x,TT)}).

ABAC\textsubscript{NES} considers entity and non-entity structured attributes which can configure relationships, node attributes and edge attributes. This completes our discussion of Figure 3.6(a).

There are three types of ABAC systems in terms of possible changes, which we call ABAC dynamics. Figure 3.6(b) shows the dynamics as follows.

- **Static ABAC**: Nothing gets changed. In this type of ABAC, everything is static. Change of attribute values (i.e., assigning new values to attributes) or change of entities (i.e., adding or deleting entities) are not allowed.

- **Attribute Value Changes**: This ABAC allows changes of attribute values (assigning new values to attributes).

- **Entity Changes**: This ABAC allows new entity creation and/or deletion. We understand
that entity changes also includes attribute value changes as it needs assigning new values to attributes.

Each ABAC model shown in the Figure 3.6(a) can be combined with any dynamics shown in Figure 3.6(b).

### 3.4 Expressing MultiLevel Relationships With Attributes

Entity attributes can directly configure one-level relationship such as parent, spouse, owner. Only entity attribute is allowed for attribute function composition. ReBAC is all about expressing authorization policy with multilevel or composite relationship (friend ◦ friend, friend ◦ parent etc.). In this subsection, we propose two methods of composite relationship expression using attributes.

1. **Attribute Composition or Chaining:** Attribute chaining is exemplified by attribute function composition as defined in Section 3.1. Traditional ABAC uses direct attribute value of a user to specify policy, while attribute chaining approach allows to specify a policy through composition of attribute functions. This approach requires runtime computation for relationship composition just like ReBAC.

2. **Composite Attribute:** In this approach, all possible or required paths of a relationship graph are captured as attributes. When an update occurs in the relationship graph, this approach needs to update attributes of directly and indirectly related entities. Here the terms possible and required are used in the sense that the maximum possible depth of a graph depends upon its size while required depth means the limited depth required to specify authorization policy.

We discuss both concepts with some examples below.
**Example 1:** Consider the relationship graph in Figure 3.7. Let’s assume the policy for photo only allows access by the owner or owner’s friend.

**Attribute Composition or Chaining:** To configure this scenario with attribute composition approach, each user should have two entity attributes “friend” and “owner” and the authorization policy would check whether a particular user is in owner(“photo”) or friend(owner(“photo”)). According to this policy “Carol” and “Alice” can access “photo”, but “Bob” cannot. If “friend” relationship between “Alice” and “Bob” is removed, it is necessary to update friend(“Bob”) and friend (“Alice”).

**Composite Attribute:** In this approach, to express the relationship graph and policy, ABAC should have user attributes, “friend” and “friendOfFriend”, as well as object (i.e., photo) attributes, “owner”, “friendOfOwner” and “friendOfFriendOfOwner”. Here, “friendOfFriend”, “friendOfOwner” and “friendOfFriendOfOwner” are composite attributes. The authorization policy would check whether a particular user is in owner(“photo”) or friendOfOwner(“photo”). Here, owner (“photo”) = {“Carol”}, friendOfOwner(“photo”) = {“Alice”}, friendOfFriendOfOwner( “photo”) = {“Bob”}, friendOfFriend(“Bob”) = {“Carol”}, friendOfFriend(“Carol”) = { “Bob”}. If “friend” relationship between “Alice” and “Bob” is removed, it is necessary to update friend(“Bob”), friend (“Alice”) and friendOfFriend(“Bob”). This action also requires indirect updates on friendOfFriend(“Carol”) and friendOfFriendOfOwner(“photo”).

**Example 2:** Consider Figure 3.8 where “Alice” has friends “Carol” and “Amy”. “Amy” and “Carol” both have a common friend “John”. So “John” is Alice’s friend ◦ friend through “Carol”.
Figure 3.9: Attribute Composition and Composite Attribute for the Relationship Graph of Example 3

and “Amy”. Removing the relationship between “Amy” and “John” shouldn’t remove “John” from “Alice”’s friendOfFriend list. This means, instead of simply storing friendOfFriend(“Alice”) = {“John”}, we need to store friendOfFriend(“Alice”) = {“Amy.John”, “Carol.John”}. Storing such path information as an attribute value would ensure availability of accurate attribute values. As demonstrated in this example, it is often not sufficient to store only the end user information as an attribute value in case composite attributes are used.

Example 3: Consider another example with the simple relationship graph shown in Figure 3.9.

Attribute Composition or Chaining: In this approach we need to have two entity attributes for users, “friend” and “coworker”. To express a policy that verifies a composite relationship such as friend ◦ friend, coworker ◦ friend or friend ◦ coworker, we can use attribute composition such as friend(friend(“Alice”)) = {“John”}, coworker(friend(“Alice”)) = {Bob}, and friend(coworker(“Bob”)) = {“John”}.

Composite Attribute: In this approach, we need to have “friend”, “coworker”, “friendOfFriend”, “friendOfCoworker”, “coworkerOfFriend” as attributes, so we can express relationship paths that might be found in policies without the use of chaining attributes. This approach has maximum depth limit in expressing relationship based policy dependent on the attribute configuration. Every entity attributes defined in this approach should have a fixed relationship depth. For example “friend” and “coworker” express one level relationships while “friendOfFriend”, “friendOf-
Figure 3.10: Comparison Between ReBAC and ABAC with respect to Dynamics and Attribute Domain

Coworker” and “coworkerOfFriend” express two level relationships.

3.5 Comparison: ABAC vs. ReBAC

In this section we compare ReBAC with ABAC, using the classifications of Sections 3.2 and 3.3. We conduct a conceptual comparison using two metrics: i) dynamics and ii) structural models. As the goal of this paper is to provide high level comparison, we do not provide any formally defined models or policy specifications. In order to use the formal framework of \[131\] to compare expressive power it is necessary to give detailed formal specifications of access control models. This limits comparison results to the very specific models that have been fully specified. We rather seek an intuitive but rigorous and insightful comparison between structurally comparable models.

In this work, we assume only entity attributes can configure relationships and non-entity attributes are finite domain attributes. We have shown that multilevel relationships can be configured with either attribute composition or with composite attributes. ReBAC node attributes can be configured using ABAC atomic or set-valued, and entity or non-entity attributes. ReBAC edge attributes can be configured using ABAC structured attributes of entities. From ReBAC point of view, if ABAC has only non-entity attributes, it means ReBAC graph structure has disconnected nodes with node attributes only. If ABAC has the capability to define entity attributes, it can be
Figure 3.11: Equivalence of ReBAC and ABAC Structural Classification

configured to express relationships. Structured entity attributes can be configured as atomic or set-valued edge attributes or structured node attributes in relationship graph.

3.5.1 Comparison on Dynamics

Figure 3.10 shows a three-way alignment of ReBAC and ABAC dynamics with finite/infinite attribute domains. We understand this alignment to mean the following. The statement that $ABAC_X$ is equivalent to $ReBAC_Y$ is to be interpreted as given below.

- Static and finite attribute domain $ABAC_X$ is equivalent to static $ReBAC_Y$.

- $ABAC_X$ that allows change of attribute values with finite domain attribute is equivalent to relationship dynamic (which includes attribute dynamic where it is applicable) $ReBAC_Y$.

- $ABAC_X$ that allows entity changes and infinite domain entity attribute is equivalent to node dynamic $ReBAC_Y$.

This alignment and interpretation allows us to avoid explicit consideration of all combinations of dynamics and models, which would be overwhelming. It does impose an obligation to consider all three levels of dynamics from Figure 3.10 in making equivalence claims.

We also have the following general result.

**Theorem 1.** *Finite domain ABAC cannot configure ReBAC that changes entities in the relationship*
Proof. (Sketch) Entity changes in ReBAC entail creating new entities in the system and deleting existing ones. In order to configure any kind of ReBAC we need entity attributes in ABAC. Changes of entity from ReBAC requires changing the range of entity attribute for ABAC to potentially unbounded size. A finite domain ABAC cannot have attributes that changes its range over time in this manner.

3.5.2 Comparable Structural Models for ReBAC and ABAC

In this sub-section we compare the ReBAC and ABAC structural models from Figures 3.1(a) and 3.6(a) respectively. Figure 3.11 shows the equivalence of different ABAC and ReBAC models (with blue dotted lines). Figure 3.12 shows the non-equivalence of different ABAC and ReBAC models (purple dotted line shows one model is incomparable with another while green dotted line shows one model is more expressive than another).

**Theorem 2.** ABAC_N is incomparable to ReBAC_B.

**Proof.** (Sketch) ABAC_N has only non-entity attributes which cannot configure relations as discussed earlier.

**Theorem 3.** ABAC_E and ReBAC_B are equivalent in expressive power.

**Proof.** (Sketch) To prove this we need to show

- ABAC_E can configure ReBAC_B

- ReBAC_B can configure ABAC_E

For the former, ABAC_E has entity attributes which can configure relationships via the techniques discussed in Section 3.4. For the latter, ABAC_E can be expressed as ReBAC_B where the entity attributes are relationship types and entities are nodes in the graph.

**Corollary 1.** ABAC_N is incomparable to ABAC_E
Proof. (Sketch) Theorem 2 proves that ABAC\textsubscript{N} is incomparable to ReBAC\textsubscript{B} and Theorem 3 proves that ABAC\textsubscript{E} and ReBAC\textsubscript{B} are equivalent in expressive power. The corollary follows.

Theorem 4. ABAC\textsubscript{NE} and ReBAC\textsubscript{BN} have equivalent expressive power

Proof. (Sketch) With entity attributes ABAC\textsubscript{NE} can configure relationships of ReBAC\textsubscript{BN} and with non-entity attributes ABAC\textsubscript{NE} can configure non-entity node attribute of ReBAC\textsubscript{BN}. So ABAC\textsubscript{NE} can configure ReBAC\textsubscript{BN}. Conversely ReBAC\textsubscript{BN} can express entity attributes as relationships and non-entity attributes as node attributes in the relationship graph. So ReBAC\textsubscript{BN} can configure ABAC\textsubscript{NE}.

Theorem 5. ABAC\textsubscript{E} is less expressive than ReBAC\textsubscript{BE}

Proof. (Sketch) Entity attributes of ABAC\textsubscript{E} can be configured with relationships of ReBAC\textsubscript{BE}. So ReBAC\textsubscript{BE} can configure ABAC\textsubscript{E}. On the other hand we have seen in Section 3.3 that structured attributes are required to configure edge attributes in ABAC. For example consider Figure 3.4 where “tenantTrust” has “trustValue” as edge attribute. Without structured entity attribute, ABAC\textsubscript{E} cannot configure this example of ReBAC\textsubscript{BE}.

Theorem 6. ABAC\textsubscript{ES} is more expressive than ReBAC\textsubscript{BE}

Proof. (Sketch) By definition ABAC\textsubscript{ES} has structured entity attributes while ReBAC\textsubscript{BE} does not have structured attributes. We have seen in section 3.3 with structured valued entity attribute

Figure 3.12: Non-Equivalence of ReBAC and ABAC Structural Classification
ABAC\textsubscript{ES} can configure relationships, nodes and atomic or set-valued edge attributes of ReBAC\textsubscript{BE}. So ABAC\textsubscript{ES} can configure ReBAC\textsubscript{BE}. On the other hand ReBAC\textsubscript{BE} cannot configure more than one-level structured entity attributes because it can have only atomic or set valued edge attribute. A 2-level structured entity attribute means at least one subattribute is also a structured attribute. So ReBAC\textsubscript{BE} cannot configure ABAC\textsubscript{ES}.

\textbf{Theorem 7.} ABAC\textsubscript{NES} is more expressive than ReBAC\textsubscript{BNE}

\textit{Proof.} (Sketch) Essentially similar proof as the previous theorem.

\textbf{Theorem 8.} ABAC\textsubscript{NES} and ReBAC\textsubscript{BNES} have same expressive power

\textit{Proof.} (Sketch) ABAC\textsubscript{NES} has structured entity and non-entity attributes while ReBAC\textsubscript{BNES} has labeled relationship graph (multiple types of relationships) with multiple types of nodes (entities) and structured node and edge attributes. Section 3.3 has shown that ABAC\textsubscript{NES} can configure relationships, nodes and structured attributes for nodes and edges. So ABAC\textsubscript{NES} can configure ReBAC\textsubscript{BNES}. On the other hand ReBAC\textsubscript{BNES} can configure entities with nodes, structured entity and non-entity attributes with structured entity and non-entity node attributes respectively. So ReBAC\textsubscript{BNES} can configure ABAC\textsubscript{NES}. This proves that ABAC\textsubscript{NES} and ReBAC\textsubscript{BNES} have same expressive power.

\textbf{3.5.3 Performance Comparison}

So far we have considered the theoretical expressive power equivalence between ABAC and ReBAC. There are clearly some differences between them in terms of performance. ReBAC does runtime computation of authorization. Even if relationship graph is static and nothing changes, ReBAC still needs to repeat the same computation. To eliminate this massive redundant computation load researchers have considered caching of relationship paths [55]. In Section 3.4 we proposed two solutions for multilevel relationship expression in ABAC, viz., attribute composition and composite attributes. Attribute composition is similar to ReBAC in expressing policy, while composite attribute is more like caching of path information. Attribute composition has polynomial
complexity for authorization policy and constant complexity for update, on the other hand com-
posite attribute has constant complexity in policy authorization and polynomial time complexity
on update to maintain relationship changes.

Performance also depends upon the characteristics of the system. A number of variances re-
garding system characteristics such as relationship dynamics, node dynamics and density of rela-
tionships between nodes (entities) affect performance. For meaningful performance comparison
we need to formally define specific comparable models considering both approach, do their im-
plementation and configure the system for different dynamics (attribute dynamics, node dynamics,
relationship dynamics and density dynamics).

3.5.4 Choices Of Models

Attribute composition or ReBAC approach puts the load on runtime computation, while caching
or composite attribute may need significant update load. If relationship graph changes frequently,
the caching or composite attribute approach needs to have excessive updates to keep the path
information up-to-date.

The choice of models depends on node dynamics, relationship dynamics and the density of
relationships between nodes (entities) in the system. If the relationship density of a system is high,
adding or deleting a largely connected node will affect quite a large number of relationships in the
system. For a static system or a system with non-entity attribute change, regardless of whether the
graph is dense or sparse composite attribute is the best approach for relationship expression. If the
system has huge node dynamics and relationship dynamics, and relationship density is also high
attribute composition would be the best solution. If the system is in the middle between these two
extremes then we can think of an hybrid approach where both attribute composition and composite
attribute are used in the same model. For example to achieve p level relationship composition
we can use m level composite attribute and n level attribute composition where p = n × m. To
specify it more clearly we can say that a composite attribute with 4 level relationship expression
capability such as ffff(u) or an attribute composition with 4 level relationship expression capability
such as $f(f(f(u))))$ can be expressed with a composite attribute of 2 level relationship expression capability using 2 level attribute composition $ff(f(u))$. This means $ffff(u) = f(f(f(f(u)))) = ff(ff(u))$.

Application context for security has the well established 3 layers (Policy P, Enforcement E and implementation I or PEI) \cite{113,114,118}, as shown in Figure 3.13. Policy level P is all about expressibility, modularity and convenience to express policy and independent of implementation detail. From expressibility point of view both the approaches are equal as we have already shown the equivalence of policy expression at the P layer. E layer is responsible for enforcement architecture wherein performance would come into consideration. Depending on the dynamics characteristics we conjecture that some hybrid combination of ABAC with attribute composition and composite attribute would be optimal for most situations.
Chapter 4: SAFETY AND EXPRESSIVE POWER OF $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$ AND ITS ENHANCEMENTS

This chapter analyzes the safety of an existing ABAC model, viz. $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$ [82], proposes two enhanced versions of $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$, viz. $\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}$ and $\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{MI}}$, and analyzes the decidability boundary and comparative expressive power for these extensions. $\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}$ maintains the safety decidability result, while $\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{MI}}$ is Turing complete and thereby has undecidable safety. This results are developed by a comparative study with another existing attribute based access control model $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$ [107]. Precise expressive power comparison of $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$ and $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$ is left open.

Figure 4.1 summarizes the central results of this chapter.

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{\textbf{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} \quad \ldots \ldots \text{Undecidable} \\
\quad \downarrow > \\
\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}} = \text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}} \quad \ldots \text{Decidable} \\
\quad \downarrow \geq \\
\text{ABAC}_{\alpha} \quad \ldots \ldots \text{Decidable} \\
\end{array}
\]

(a) Expressive Power (b) Safety

Figure 4.1: Comparison of $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$ and its Enhancements.

4.1 Safety of $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$

Safety analysis is a fundamental problem for any access control model. Recently, it has been shown that the pre-authorization usage control model with finite attribute domains, viz. $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$ has decidable safety [107]. $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$ is a pre-authorization model and requires finite attribute domains, but is otherwise quite different from $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$. This section gives a state-matching reduction from $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$ to $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$. The notion of state-matching reductions was defined by Tripunitara...
and Li [131], as reductions that preserve security properties including safety. It follows that safety of \( \text{ABAC}_\alpha \) is decidable. The following first presents a reduction from \( \text{ABAC}_\alpha \) to \( \text{UCON}^\text{finite}_{\text{preA}} \), then proves that the reduction is state matching.

### 4.1.1 Reduction from \( \text{ABAC}_\alpha \) to \( \text{UCON}^\text{finite}_{\text{preA}} \)

This subsection defines a reduction from \( \text{ABAC}_\alpha \) to \( \text{UCON}^\text{finite}_{\text{preA}} \). \( \text{UCON}^\text{finite}_{\text{preA}} \) PreConditions are command specific boolean functions while \( \text{ABAC}_\alpha \) policies are boolean expressions. For attribute value update \( \text{ABAC}_\alpha \) uses direct value from the range of the attribute while \( \text{UCON}^\text{finite}_{\text{preA}} \) uses value computing functions (see Table 2.5) to compute the value of the attributes. To relate the machinery of the two models we introduce some additional notations. One is policy evaluation functions and sets of eligible attribute value tuples for creation and modification of subjects and objects of \( \text{ABAC}_\alpha \). Another one is PreCondition evaluation functions of \( \text{UCON}^\text{finite}_{\text{preA}} \). Policy evaluation functions pre-evaluates the policies for a specific set of existing and proposed attribute value tuples and return true or false. Set of eligible attribute value tuples are the authorized attribute value tuples to do a certain operation, e.g., create/modify a subject or create/modify an object. This reduction then defines a single \( \text{UCON}^\text{finite}_{\text{preA}} \) command for each element of eligible attribute value tuples set. PreCondition evaluation function pre-computes precondition for a specific set of existing attribute value, a specific command and a specific computed attribute value tuple, and returns true or false.

**Policy Evaluation Functions for \( \text{ABAC}_\alpha \)**

Each Policy evaluation function evaluates corresponding policy and returns true or false.

**Authorization Policy Evaluation Function:** \( \text{ChkAuth}(p, \text{savt}, \text{oavt}) \) returns true or false. This function evaluates the authorization policy \( \text{Authorization}_p \) to determine whether a subject with attribute value \( \text{savt} \) is allowed to have permission \( p \) on an object with attribute value tuple \( \text{oavt} \).

**Creation and Modification Policy Evaluation Functions:**

- \( \text{ChkConstrSubCreatebyUser}(\text{uavt}, \text{savt}) \) returns true or false. It evaluates the subject creation policy \( \text{ConstrSubCreatebyUser} \) as to whether a user with attribute value tuple \( \text{uavt} \) is
allowed to create a subject with attribute value tuple \( savt \).

- \( \text{ChkConstrSubModbyUser}(uavt, savt_1, savt_2) \) returns true or false. It evaluates the subject modification policy \( \text{ConstrSubModbyUser} \) as to whether a user with attribute value tuple \( uavt \) is allowed to modify a subject with attribute value tuple \( savt_1 \) to \( savt_2 \).

- \( \text{ChkConstrObjCreatebySub}(savt, oavt) \) returns true or false. It evaluates the object creation policy \( \text{ConstrObjCreatebySub} \) as to whether a subject with attribute value tuple \( savt \) is allowed to create an object with attribute value tuple \( oavt \).

- \( \text{ChkConstrObjModbySub}(savt, oavt_1, oavt_2) \) returns true or false. It evaluates the object modification policy \( \text{ConstrObjModbySub} \) as to whether a subject with attribute value tuple \( savt \) is allowed to modify an object with attribute value tuple \( oavt_1 \) to \( oavt_2 \).

**Sets of Eligible Attribute Value Tuples**

Using the policy evaluation functions for ABAC\(_{\alpha}\) we define 4 eligible sets for attribute value tuples as follows.

**Definition 8.** Set of user-subject-creatable-tuples

\[
\text{UAVTCrSAVT} \subseteq \text{UAVT} \times \text{SAVT}
\]

\[
\text{UAVTCrSAVT} = \{ \langle i, j \rangle \mid i \in \text{UAVT} \land j \in \text{SAVT} \land \text{ChkConstrSubCreatebyUser}(i, j) \}
\]

**Definition 9.** Set of user-subject-modifiable-tuples

\[
\text{UAVTModSAVT} \subseteq \text{UAVT} \times \text{SAVT} \times \text{SAVT}
\]

\[
\text{UAVTModSAVT} = \{ \langle i, j, k \rangle \mid i \in \text{UAVT} \land j \in \text{SAVT} \land k \in \text{SAVT} \land \text{ChkConstrSubModbyUser}(i, j, k) \}
\]

**Definition 10.** Set of subject-object-creatable-tuples

\[
\text{SAVTCrOAVT} \subseteq \text{SAVT} \times \text{OAVT}
\]

\[
\text{SAVTCrOAVT} = \{ \langle i, j \rangle \mid i \in \text{SAVT} \land j \in \text{OAVT} \land \text{ChkConstrObjCreatebySub}(i, j) \}
\]
Definition 11. Set of subject-object-modifiable-tuples

\[ \text{SAVTModOA VT} \subseteq \text{SAVT} \times \text{OAVT} \times \text{OAVT} \]

\[ \text{SAVTModOA VT} = \{ \langle i, j, k \rangle \mid i \in \text{SAVT} \land j \in \text{OAVT} \land k \in \text{OAVT} \land \text{ChkConstrObjModbySub}(i,j,k) \} \]

PreCondition Evaluation Functions for UCON\textsuperscript{finite}_{preA}

PreCondition evaluation functions of UCON\textsuperscript{finite}_{preA} check the PreConditions of UCON\textsuperscript{finite}_{preA} commands and return true or false.

- **CheckPCNCR**(uc\textsubscript{r}, avt\textsubscript{1}, avt\textsubscript{2}, avt\textsubscript{3}, avt\textsubscript{4}) returns true or false. It evaluates the PreCondition \( f_b \) and PreUpdate of non-creating command uc\textsubscript{r} as to whether a subject with attribute value tuple avt\textsubscript{1} is allowed to execute command uc\textsubscript{r} on an object with attribute value tuple avt\textsubscript{2} and if allowed whether it modifies subject’s attribute value tuple from avt\textsubscript{1} to avt\textsubscript{3} and object’s attribute value tuple from avt\textsubscript{2} to avt\textsubscript{4}.

- **CheckPCCR**(uc\textsubscript{r}, avt\textsubscript{1}, avt\textsubscript{2}, avt\textsubscript{3}) returns true or false. It evaluates the PreCondition \( f_b \) and PreUpdate of creating command uc\textsubscript{r} as to whether a subject with attribute value tuple avt\textsubscript{1} is allowed to execute the command uc with right \( r \) and if allowed whether it creates an object with attribute value tuple to avt\textsubscript{2} and modifies it’s own attribute value tuple from avt\textsubscript{1} to avt\textsubscript{2}.

Reduction from ABAC\textsubscript{\alpha} to UCON\textsuperscript{finite}_{preA}

The reduction is presented showing the configuration of UCON\textsuperscript{finite}_{preA} object schema, rights and commands to simulate ABAC\textsubscript{\alpha}. Table 4.1 shows the reduction.

Object Schema of UCON\textsuperscript{finite}_{preA}: Every ABAC\textsubscript{\alpha} entity (user, subject, object) is represented as a UCON\textsuperscript{finite}_{preA} object and the attribute entity\_type specifies whether a particular UCON\textsuperscript{finite}_{preA} object is an ABAC\textsubscript{\alpha} user, subject or object. User, subject and object attributes of ABAC\textsubscript{\alpha} are represented as UCON\textsuperscript{finite}_{preA} object attributes. There is no user creation in ABAC\textsubscript{\alpha} so U\textsuperscript{ABAC\textsubscript{\alpha}} is a finite set. ABAC\textsubscript{\alpha} function SubCreator is configured here with a mandatory UCON\textsuperscript{finite}_{preA} object attribute whose domain is the finite set of users (U\textsuperscript{ABAC\textsubscript{\alpha}}). To determine which user is the creator of an
ABAC_α subject, UCON_{preA}^finite object needs to have another mandatory attribute user_name whose range is also the finite set U^{ABAC_α}. ABAC_α has a subject deletion operation. In [107], it is shown that deletion of a subject can be simulated by using a special boolean attribute isDeleted which has a boolean domain. We consider “NULL” as a special attribute value for any atomic or set valued attribute. It is assigned to an attribute which is not appropriate for a particular entity. We need to add “NULL” in the range of UA, SA and OA for this reduction. As there is no user deletion and object deletion in ABAC_α, isDeleted would be “NULL” for both users and objects. The UCON_{preA}^finite attribute set ATT is \{entity_type, user_name, SubCreator, isDeleted\} ∪ UA^{ABAC_α} ∪ SA^{ABAC_α} ∪ OA^{ABAC_α}.

UCON_{preA}^finite usage rights UR: In this reduction each ABAC_α permission is considered as a usage right in UCON_{preA}^finite and additionally a dummy right \(d\) is introduced. Each UCON_{preA}^finite command associates with a right. We use dummy right \(d\) for association with the commands which are defined to configure ABAC_α operations. The set of usage rights \(UR_{UCON_{preA}^finite}\) is thereby P^{ABAC_α} ∪ \{d\}.

UCON_{preA}^finite commands: ABAC_α operations are reduced to specific UCON_{preA}^finite commands. A single ABAC_α operation requires definition of multiple UCON_{preA}^finite commands to account for different attribute value combinations. The reduction defines a creating command for each element of UAVTCrSAVT and SAVTCrOAVT, and a non-creating command for each element of UAVT-ModSAVT and SAVTModOAVT. For example consider an ABAC_α subject creation policy where a user \(u\) with attribute value tuple \(uavt\) is allowed to create a subject \(s\) with attribute value tuple

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.1: Reduction from ABAC_α to UCON_{preA}^finite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Object Schema (OS_Δ):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[entity_type:{user, subject, object}, user_name: U^{ABAC_α}, SubCreator: U^{ABAC_α}, isDeleted: [true,false], ua_1:Range(ua_1),... , ua_m:Range(ua_m), sa_1:Range(sa_1),... , sa_n:Range(sa_n), oa_1:Range(oa_1),... , oa_p: Range(oa_p)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attributes:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATT = {entity_type, user_name, SubCreator, isDeleted} ∪ UA^{ABAC_α} ∪ SA^{ABAC_α} ∪ OA^{ABAC_α}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Usage Rights:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR = P^{ABAC_α} ∪ {d}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commands:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCON_{preA}^finite commands are defined in Tables 4.2 and 4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 4.2: UCON_{preA}^{finite} Creating Commands**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creating Commands</th>
<th>For each ((i, j)) ∈ (UA\ VTCrSA VT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CreateSubjectbyUser_{ij}(s, o)</td>
<td>PreCondition: (s.entity_type = \text{user}) (</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PreUpdate: create o</td>
<td>o.entity_type = subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.user_name = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.SubCreator = s.user_name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.isDeleted = false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.ua_1 = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.ua_m = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.sa_1 = j_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.sa_n = j_n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.oa_1 = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.oa_p = NULL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CreateObjectbySubject_{ij}(s, o)</th>
<th>For each ((i, j)) ∈ (SA\ VTCrOA VT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PreCondition: (s.entity_type = \text{subject}) (</td>
<td>\langle s.sa_1, \ldots, s.sa_n \rangle = \langle i_1, \ldots, i_n \rangle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.entity_type = object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.user_name = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.SubCreator = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.isDeleted = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.ua_1 = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.ua_m = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.sa_1 = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.sa_n = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.oa_1 = j_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.oa_p = j_p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.3: UCON_{preA}^{finite} Non-Creating Commands**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Creating Commands</th>
<th>For each (r \in UR\ \text{UCON}_{preA}^{finite}) (\setminus {d})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access_{r}(s, o)</td>
<td>PreCondition: ChkAuth(r,avtf(s),avtf(o))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PreUpdate: N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| DeleteSubjectbyUser_{r}(s, o) | PreCondition: \(s.entity\_type = \text{user}\) \(|\langle s.sa_1, \ldots, s.sa_n \rangle = \langle i_1, \ldots, i_n \rangle\) |
|----------------------------------|------------------------------------------|
| PreUpdate: o.isDeleted = true | o.entity\_type = object |
| | o.SubCreator = s.user\_name |
| | o.isDeleted = false |
| | o.oa_1 = j_1 |
| | : |
| | o.oa_p = j_p |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ModifySubjectAttbyUser_{ijk}(s, o)</th>
<th>For each ((i, j, k)) ∈ (UA\ VTCrSA VT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PreCondition: (s.entity_type = \text{user}) (</td>
<td>\langle s.ua_1, \ldots, s.ua_m \rangle = \langle i_1, \ldots, i_m \rangle) (</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.isDeleted = false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.SubCreator = s.user_name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.oa_1 = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.oa_p = j_p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.oa_p = NULL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ModifyObjectAttbySub_{ijk}(s, o)</th>
<th>For each ((i, j, k)) ∈ (SA\ VTCrOA VT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PreCondition: (s.entity_type = \text{subject}) (</td>
<td>\langle s.sa_1, \ldots, s.sa_n \rangle = \langle i_1, \ldots, i_n \rangle) (</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.isDeleted = false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.SubCreator = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.ua_1 = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.ua_m = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.ua_m = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.sa_1 = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.sa_n = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.oa_1 = j_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.oa_p = j_p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
savt, so by definition \((uavt, savt) \in UAVCtSAVT\). For each element \((i, j) \in UAVCtSAVT\) this reduction has a command named CreateSubjectbyUser\(_{ij}\)(s, o) which creates an object o with entity_type = subject. There are no changes to the attributes of s while the attributes of the newly created o are set to the values in j. This is shown on the left hand side of Table 4.2. The right hand side of Table 4.2 similarly shows the UCON\(_{preA}^{finite}\) commands to simulate the ABAC\(_{\alpha}\) object creation by subject operation. Turning to Table 4.3 the top left quadrant shows the Access\(_{r}^{ABAC_{\alpha}}\)(s, o) commands, each of which simulates the ABAC\(_{\alpha}\) command Access\(_{p}^{ABAC_{\alpha}}\)(s, o) for \(r = p\). There is no PreUpdate in these commands. The top right quadrant of Table 4.3 shows the simulation of the DeleteSubject\(_{u,v}^{ABAC_{\alpha}}\)(s, o) by DeleteSubject\(_{d}^{UCON_{preA}^{finite}}\)(s, o). The bottom half of Table 4.3 shows the reduction of the ABAC\(_{\alpha}\) modify attribute commands, by user (left side) and by subject (right side). In both cases only the target’s attributes are modified with user (left side) or subject (right side) attributes remaining unchanged as per ABAC\(_{\alpha}\) semantics.

4.1.2 Safety of ABAC\(_{\alpha}\)

In this subsection we show that safety of ABAC\(_{\alpha}\) is decidable. We prove that the reduction provided in the previous subsection is state matching, so it preserves security properties including safety. Decidable safety for ABAC\(_{\alpha}\) then follows from decidable safety for UCON\(_{preA}^{finite}\). In order to show that a reduction from ABAC\(_{\alpha}\) and UCON\(_{preA}^{finite}\) is state matching, we have to show the following:

1. Represent ABAC\(_{\alpha}\) and UCON\(_{preA}^{finite}\) models as ABAC\(_{\alpha}\) and UCON\(_{preA}^{finite}\) schemes

2. Construct a mapping \(\sigma^{ABAC_{\alpha}}\) that maps ABAC\(_{\alpha}\) to UCON\(_{preA}^{finite}\)

3. Prove that \(\sigma^{ABAC_{\alpha}}\) mapping from ABAC\(_{\alpha}\) to UCON\(_{preA}^{finite}\) satisfies the following two requirements for state matching reduction:

   (a) for every state \(\gamma_{1}^{ABAC_{\alpha}}\) reachable from \(\gamma_{\alpha}^{ABAC_{\alpha}}\) under the mapping \(\sigma^{ABAC_{\alpha}}\) there exists a reachable state in UCON\(_{preA}^{finite}\) scheme that is equivalent (answers all the queries in the same way)
(b) for every state \( \gamma_{UCON_{finite\ preA}} \) reachable from \( \gamma_{UCON_{finite\ preA}} \) under the mapping \( \sigma_{ABAC} \) there exists a reachable state in \( ABAC_\alpha \) scheme that is equivalent (answers all the queries in the same way)

**ABAC_\alpha Scheme**

An \( ABAC_\alpha \) scheme consists of \( \langle \Gamma_{ABAC_\alpha}, \Psi_{ABAC_\alpha}, Q_{ABAC_\alpha}, \vdash_{ABAC_\alpha} \rangle \). Where

- \( \Gamma_{ABAC_\alpha} \) is the set of all states. Where each state \( \gamma_{ABAC_\alpha} \in \Gamma_{ABAC_\alpha} \) is characterized by \( \langle U_\gamma, S_\gamma, O_\gamma, UA, SA, OA, uavtf, savtf, oavtf, P, SubCreator \rangle \) where \( U_\gamma, S_\gamma, O_\gamma \) are set of users, subjects objects respectively in state \( \gamma \).

- \( \Psi_{ABAC_\alpha} \) is the set of state transition rules which are all \( ABAC_\alpha \) operations defined in Table [2.4].

- \( Q_{ABAC_\alpha} \) is the set of queries of type:

  1. Authorization\( _p(s,o) \) for \( p \in P_{ABAC_\alpha}, s \in S_{ABAC_\alpha}, o \in O_{ABAC_\alpha} \).
  2. ConstrSubCreatebyUser\( (u,s,savt) \) for \( u \in U_{ABAC_\alpha}, s \notin S_{ABAC_\alpha}, savt \in SAVT_{ABAC_\alpha} \).
  3. ConstrSubModbyUser\( (u,s,savt) \) for \( u \in U_{ABAC_\alpha}, s \in S_{ABAC_\alpha}, savt \in SAVT_{ABAC_\alpha} \).
  4. ConstrObjCreatebySub\( (s,o,oavt) \) for \( s \in S_{ABAC_\alpha}, o \notin O_{ABAC_\alpha}, oavt \in OAVT_{ABAC_\alpha} \).
  5. ConstrObjModbySub\( (s,o,oavt) \) for \( s \in S_{ABAC_\alpha}, o \in O_{ABAC_\alpha}, oavt \in OAVT_{ABAC_\alpha} \).

- Entailment \( \vdash \) specifies that given a state \( \gamma \in \Gamma_{ABAC_\alpha} \) and a query \( q \in Q_{ABAC_\alpha} \), \( \gamma \vdash q \) if and only if \( q \) returns true in state \( \gamma \).

**UCON_{finite\ preA} Scheme**

An \( UCON_{finite\ preA} \) scheme consists of \( \langle \Gamma_{UCON_{finite\ preA}}^{\alpha}, \Psi_{UCON_{finite\ preA}}^{\alpha}, Q_{UCON_{finite\ preA}}^{\alpha}, \vdash_{UCON_{finite\ preA}}^{\alpha} \rangle \), as follows.

- \( \Gamma_{UCON_{finite\ preA}}^{\alpha} \) is the set of all states. Where each state \( \gamma_{UCON_{finite\ preA}}^{\alpha} \in \Gamma_{UCON_{finite\ preA}}^{\alpha} \) is characterized by \( \langle OS_{\Delta}^\gamma, UR, ATT, AVT, avtf \rangle \). Here \( OS_{\Delta}^\gamma \) is the object schema in state \( \gamma \).
• \( \Psi^{\text{UCONfinite}_{\text{preA}}} \) is set of state transition rules which are the set of creating and non-creating commands of \( \text{UCONfinite}_{\text{preA}} \) defined in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.

• \( Q^{\text{ABAC}_\alpha} \) is the set of queries and of following types:

1. CheckPCNCR(\( uc_r, avtf(s), avtf(o), avt_3, avt_4 \)) for \( uc_r \in UC, r \in UR, s \) and \( o \) are \( \text{UCONfinite}_{\text{preA}} \) objects.

2. CheckPCCR(\( uc_r, avtf(s), avt_2, avt_3 \)) for \( uc_r \in UC, r \in UR, s \) is an \( \text{UCONfinite}_{\text{preA}} \) object.

• Entailment \( \vdash \) specifies that given a state \( \gamma \in \Gamma^{\text{UCONfinite}_{\text{preA}}} \) and a query \( q \in Q^{\text{UCONfinite}_{\text{preA}}} \), \( \gamma \vdash q \) if and only if \( q \) returns true in state \( \gamma \).

**Mapping from ABAC_\alpha to UCONfinite_{preA} (\( \sigma^{\text{ABAC}_\alpha} \))**

• Mapping of \( \Gamma^{\text{ABAC}_\alpha} \) to \( \Gamma^{\text{UCONfinite}_{\text{preA}}} \)

  – Mapping of Object Schema(\( OS_\Delta \)), ATT and UR is provided in Table 4.1

• Mapping of \( \Psi^{\text{ABAC}_\alpha} \) to \( \Psi^{\text{UCONfinite}_{\text{preA}}} \)

  – \( \sigma(\text{Access}_p) = \text{Access}_{r^{\text{UCONfinite}_{\text{preA}}}} \) where \( r = p \).

  – \( \sigma(\text{CreateSubjectbyUser}(u, s, savt)) = \text{CreateSubjectbyUser}_{ijd}(s,o), \)

    \( i = uavtf(u) \) and \( j = savt. \)

  – \( \sigma(\text{DeleteSubjectbyUser}(u, s)) = \text{DeleteSubjectbyUser}_{d}(s,o). \)

  – \( \sigma(\text{ModifySubjectAttbyUser}(u, s, savt)) = \text{ModifySubjectAttbyUser}_{ijkd}(s,o), \)

    \( i = uavtf(u) \) and \( j = savtf(s) \) and \( k = savt. \)

  – \( \sigma(\text{CreateObjectbySubject}(s, o, oavt)) = \text{CreateObjectbySubject}_{ijd}(s,o), \)

    \( i = savtf(s) \) and \( j = oavt. \)

  – \( \sigma(\text{ModifyObjectAttbySubject}(s, o, oavt)) = \text{ModifyObjectAttbySubject}_{ijkd}(s,o), \)

    \( i = savtf(s) \) and \( j = oavtf(o) \) and \( k = oavt. \)
• Mapping of $Q_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha}$ to $Q_{\text{UCON}^\text{finite}_\text{preA}}$ is provided below

- $\sigma(\text{Authorization}_p(s, o)) = \text{CheckPCNCR}(\text{Access}_p, \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o), \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o))$.

- $\sigma(\text{ConstrSubCreatebyUser}(u, s, s\text{avt})) = \text{CheckPCCR}(\text{CreateSubjectbyUser}_{ijd}, \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(s), \langle \text{subject, NULL, u, false, NULL, NULL, NULL, ..., NULL, s\text{avt}, NULL, NULL, NULL, ..., NULL } \rangle)$ where $i = \text{uavtf}(u)$ and $j = s\text{avt}$.

- $\sigma(\text{ConstrSubModbyUser}(u, s, s\text{avt})) = \text{CheckPCNCR}(\text{ModifySubjectAttbyUser}_{ijkd}, \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o), \text{avtf}(s), \langle s\text{avt}, ..., s\text{avt} \rangle)$ where $i = \text{uavtf}(u)$, $j = \text{savtf}(s)$ and $k = s\text{avt}$.

- $\sigma(\text{ConstrObjCreatebySub}(s, o, o\text{avt})) = \text{CheckPCCR}(\text{CreateObjectbySubject}_{ijd}, \text{avtf}(s), o, \text{avtf}(s), \langle \text{object, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, o\text{avt}, NULL, ..., o\text{avt} } \rangle)$ where $i = \text{savtf}(s)$ and $j = o\text{avt}$.

- $\sigma(\text{ConstrObjModbySub}(s, o, o\text{avt})) = \text{CheckPCNCR}(\text{ModifyObjectAttbySubject}_{ijkd}, \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o), \text{avtf}(s), \langle o\text{avt}, ..., o\text{avt} \rangle)$ where $i = \text{savtf}(s)$, $j = o\text{avtf}(o)$ and $k = o\text{avt}$.

**Proof that $\sigma_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha}$ is State-Matching**

The proof that the mapping provided above is a state matching reduction is lengthy and tedious. Here we present an outline of the main argument.

**Lemma 1.** $\sigma_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha}$ satisfies assertion 1 of the state matching reduction of Definition[7]

**Proof.** (Sketch): Assertion 1 requires that, for every $\gamma_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha} \in \Gamma_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha}$ and every $\psi_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha} \in \Psi_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha}$, $(\gamma_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha}, \psi_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha}) = \sigma(\langle \gamma_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha}, \psi_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha} \rangle)$ has the following property:

For every $\gamma_1_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha}$ in scheme ABAC$_\alpha$ such that

$\gamma_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha} \overset{*}{\Rightarrow}_{\psi_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha}} \gamma_1_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha}$,

there exists a state $\gamma_1_{\text{UCON}^\text{finite}_\text{preA}}$ such that

1. $\gamma_{\text{UCON}^\text{finite}_\text{preA}}^{\text{preA}}(=\sigma(\gamma_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha})) \overset{*}{\Rightarrow}_{\psi_{\text{UCON}^\text{finite}_\text{preA}}} (=\sigma(\psi_{\text{ABAC}_\alpha})) \gamma_1_{\text{UCON}^\text{finite}_\text{preA}}$.  
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2. for every query \( q^{\text{ABAC}} \in Q^{\text{ABAC}}, \gamma_1^{\text{ABAC}} \vdash^{\text{ABAC}} q^{\text{ABAC}} \) if and only if \( \gamma_1^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \vdash^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \sigma(q^{\text{ABAC}}) \). It can be decomposed into two directions:

(a) The “if” direction:
\[
\gamma_1^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \vdash^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \sigma(q^{\text{ABAC}}) \Rightarrow \gamma_1^{\text{ABAC}} \vdash^{\text{ABAC}} q^{\text{ABAC}}.
\]

(b) The “only if” direction:
\[
\gamma_1^{\text{ABAC}} \vdash^{\text{ABAC}} q^{\text{ABAC}} \Rightarrow \gamma_1^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \vdash^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \sigma(q^{\text{ABAC}}).
\]

The proof is by induction on number of steps \( n \) in \( \gamma^{\text{ABAC}} \).

\[\square\]

**Lemma 2.** \( \sigma^{\text{ABAC}} \) satisfies assertion 2 of the state matching reduction of definition 1.

**Proof.** (Sketch): Assertion 2 requires that, for every \( \gamma^{\text{ABAC}} \in \Gamma^{\text{ABAC}} \) and every \( \psi^{\text{ABAC}} \in \Psi^{\text{ABAC}}, \langle \gamma^{\text{ABAC}}, \psi^{\text{ABAC}} \rangle = \sigma(\langle \gamma^{\text{ABAC}}, \psi^{\text{ABAC}} \rangle) \) has the following property:

For every \( \gamma_1^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \) in scheme \( \text{UCON}^{\text{finite}} \) such that \( \gamma_1^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \vdash^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} (\Rightarrow \gamma^{\text{ABAC}}) \rightarrow^{\ast} \psi^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \Rightarrow \sigma(q^{\text{ABAC}}) \), there exists a state \( \gamma_1^{\text{ABAC}} \) such that

1. \( \gamma^{\text{ABAC}} \rightarrow^{\ast} \psi^{\text{ABAC}} \gamma_1^{\text{ABAC}} \).
2. for every query \( q^{\text{ABAC}} \in Q^{\text{ABAC}}, \gamma_1^{\text{ABAC}} \vdash^{\text{ABAC}} q^{\text{ABAC}} \)

if and only if \( \gamma_1^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \vdash^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \sigma(q^{\text{ABAC}}) \).

It can be decomposed into two directions:

(a) The “if” direction:
\[
\gamma_1^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \vdash^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \sigma(q^{\text{ABAC}}) \Rightarrow \gamma_1^{\text{ABAC}} \vdash^{\text{ABAC}} q^{\text{ABAC}}.
\]

(b) The “only if” direction:
\[
\gamma_1^{\text{ABAC}} \vdash^{\text{ABAC}} q^{\text{ABAC}} \Rightarrow \gamma_1^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \vdash^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \sigma(q^{\text{ABAC}}).
\]

The proof is by induction on number of steps \( n \) in \( \gamma^{\text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}} \) in scheme \( \text{UCON}^{\text{finite}} \).

\[\square\]
Theorem 9. \( \sigma^{ABAC_{\alpha}} \) is a state matching reduction.

Proof. Lemma 3 shows that \( \sigma^{ABAC_{\alpha}} \) satisfies assertion 1 of Definition 1 and Lemma 4 shows that \( \sigma^{ABAC_{\alpha}} \) satisfies assertion 2 of Definition 1. Thereby, \( \sigma^{ABAC_{\alpha}} \) is a state matching reduction. \( \square \)

Theorem 10. Safety of \( ABAC_{\alpha} \) is decidable.

Proof. Safety of \( UCON_{\text{finite preA}}^{\text{finite}} \) is decidable \([107]\). Theorem 9 proved there exists a state matching reduction from \( ABAC_{\alpha} \) to \( UCON_{\text{finite preA}}^{\text{finite}} \). A state matching reduction preserves security properties including safety \([131]\). \( \square \)

4.2 Safety and Expressive Power of a \( UCON_{\text{finite preA}}^{\text{finite}} \) Equivalent \( ABAC_{\alpha} \) Enhancement

\( ABAC_{\alpha} \) and \( UCON_{\text{finite preA}}^{\text{finite}} \) are both attribute based pre-authorization models which have finite attribute domain and unbounded creation of subjects and objects. However there are significant differences between them such as clear distinction between user and subject, subject capability to create and modify another subject or modify itself, attribute mutability, and strong coupling between authorization and update. This section proposes an enhancement of \( ABAC_{\alpha} \), viz., \( ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} \). It provides state-matching reductions from \( ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} \) to \( UCON_{\text{finite preA}}^{\text{finite}} \) and vice versa. Thereby, \( ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} \) and \( UCON_{\text{finite preA}}^{\text{finite}} \) are equivalent in expressive power and safety of \( ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} \) is also decidable.

4.2.1 \( ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} \) Model

In this subsection we define an extension of \( ABAC_{\alpha} \) with subject attribute mutability during creation and modification of subjects, and capability for subjects to create and modify subjects (including self-modification). We name this extended model as \( ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} \). \( ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} \) has the same basic sets and functions as \( ABAC_{\alpha} \) and we use the same notation for attribute value tuples. The main difference between \( ABAC_{\alpha} \) and \( ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} \) are in their creation, modification and deletion policies, policy configuration points and operational functionalities. An \( ABAC_{\alpha} \) subject can only
Table 4.4: ABAC\textsubscript{AM} Formal Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Sets and Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U, S, O, UA, SA, OA, SCOPE, Range, UAVT, SAVT, OAVT, uavtf, savtf, oavtf are same as ABAC\textsubscript{(z)}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Authorization Policy**

- **Authorization on Object**
  
  Same as ABAC\textsubscript{\(z\)}

- **Authorization on Subject**
  
  For each \(p \in P\), AuthorizationonSubject\(_p\)(s\(_1\), s\(_2\)) returns true or false.
  
  Specified by LAuthorizationonSubject

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creation, Deletion and Modification Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject Creation Policy:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Subject Creation by User</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same as ABAC\textsubscript{(z)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Subject Creation by Subject</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrSubCreatebySub(s(_1), s(_2), S, savt(_1), savt(_2), SAVT) returns true or false.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specified by LConstrSubCreatebySub</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Deletion Policy:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Subject Deletion by User</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrSubDelbyUser(u, s) returns true or false.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specified by LConstrSubDelbyUser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Subject Deletion by Subject</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrSubDelbySub(s(_1), s(_2), savt) returns true or false.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specified by LConstrSubDelbySubject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Modification Policy:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Subject Modification by User (with mutability)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrSubModbyUser(u, u, s, uavtf, UAVT, savt, SAVT) returns true or false.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specified by LConstrSubModbyUser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Subject Modification by Subject (with mutability)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrSubModbySub(s(_1), s(_2), savt(_1), savt(_2), SAVT) returns true or false.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specified by LConstrSubModbySub</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Creation Policy:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Object Creation by Subject</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same as ABAC\textsubscript{(z)}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Modification Policy:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Object Modification by Subject</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same as ABAC\textsubscript{(z)}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Policy Language**

Each policy language is an instantiation of the Common Policy Language CPL (defined in Table 2.2) that varies only in the values it can compare. Table 4.5 specifies the *set* and *atomic* instantiation of LAuthorizationonSubject, LConstrSubCreatebySub, LConstrSubDelbyUser, LConstrSubDelbySub, LConstrSubModbyUser, LConstrSubModbySub.

**Functional Specification**

ABAC\textsubscript{AM} operations are specified in Table 4.6.
be created by a user and be modified only by the creating user. An $ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}$ subject, in addition, can be created by another subject and can be modified by itself or another subject. The feature that a subject’s own attributes are changed when that subject creates or modifies another subject, is called mutability. $ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}$ introduces authorization on subject on top of $ABAC_{\alpha}$’s authorization on objects. Table 4.4 provides the formal definition of $ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}$. In $ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}$ formal model components $U$, $S$, $O$, $UA$, $SA$, $OA$, $UAVT$, $SAVT$, $P$, $SubCreator$ have the same definition as $ABAC_{\alpha}$.

When a subject creates another subject, the creator of the creating subject is considered as the creator of new subject (which will be a user).

**Authorization Policy**

$ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}$ authorization policy consists of a single authorization policy on object for each permission and a single authorization policy on subject on each permission. Permissions and authorization policy on an object are same as $ABAC_{\alpha}$. Each authorization policy on subject takes a permission and two subjects as input and returns true or false based on the boolean expression defined on the attributes of those subjects.

**Creation, Modification and Deletion Policy**

Subject creation, object creation and object modification policies are same as $ABAC_{\alpha}$ which has been defined in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1. CPL is same as $ABAC_{\alpha}$ for all the languages defined in Table 2.2. Subject creation by subject, subject modification by user, and subject modify by subject policies, consider mutability with boolean expressions and defined using $LConstrSubCreatebySub$, $LConstrSubModbyUser$ and $LConstrSubModbySub$ respectively. $LConstrSubCreatebySub$ is a CPL instantiation where $set$ and $atomic$ refers to the set and atomic valued existing attribute value of creating subject and proposed attribute value for creating subject and subject to be created. $LConstrSubModbyUser$ is a CPL instantiation where $set$ and $atomic$ refers to the set and atomic valued existing and proposed attribute of concerned user and subject. $LConstrSubModbySub$ is a CPL instantiation where $set$ and $atomic$ refers to the set and atomic valued existing and proposed
attribute of concerned subjects. Subject deletion by user and subject deletion by subject is defined using LConstrSubDelbyUser and LConstrSubDelbySub respectively. LConstrSubDelbyUser is a CPL instantiation where \( set \) and \( atomic \) refers to the set and atomic valued existing attributes of user and subject. LConstrSubDelbySub is a CPL instantiation where \( set \) and \( atomic \) refers to the set and atomic valued existing attributes of concerned subjects and set or atomic valued proposed attributes of deleting subject.

Table 4.5 shows the \( set \) and \( atomic \) instantiation for \( \text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}} \) of LAuthorizationonSubject, LConstrSubCreatebySub, LConstrSubModifybyUser, LConstrSubCreatebySubject, LConstrSubModbyUser, LConstrSubModbySub, LConstrSubDelbyUser, LConstrSubDelbySub.
Functional Specification

ABAC\textsuperscript{AM}\textsubscript{α} functional specifications has 10 operations: access a subject or an object by a subject, creation of subject by user or another subject, modification of subject attributes by user or another subject or by itself, deletion of subject by user or by another subject, creation of object and modification of object attributes by subject. Table 4.6 gives the functional specifications of ABAC\textsuperscript{AM}\textsubscript{α}.

Here access an object by a subject, creation of subject by user, creation or modification of object by subject are same as ABAC\textsuperscript{α}. Modification of subject by user, deletion of subject by user are extended from ABAC\textsuperscript{α}. Subject access, creation, modification and deletion by subject are newly added operations on top of ABAC\textsuperscript{α}.

4.2.2 Reductions

In this subsection we define two reductions: 1) ABAC\textsuperscript{AM}\textsubscript{α} to UCON\textsuperscript{finite preA} and 2) UCON\textsuperscript{finite preA} to ABAC\textsuperscript{AM}\textsubscript{α}.

Reduction from ABAC\textsuperscript{AM}\textsubscript{α} to UCON\textsuperscript{finite preA}:

This construction is similar to the construction provided in subsection 4.1.1. UCON\textsuperscript{finite preA} Pre-Conditions are command specific boolean functions while ABAC\textsuperscript{AM}\textsubscript{α} policies are boolean expressions. For attribute value update ABAC\textsuperscript{AM}\textsubscript{α} uses direct value from the range of the attribute while UCON\textsuperscript{finite preA} uses value computing functions (see Table 2.5) to compute the value of the attributes. Here we need to introduce similar notations defined in 4.1.1 to relate the machinery of both the models. Here policy evaluation functions pre-evaluates the boolean expression of different ABAC\textsuperscript{AM}\textsubscript{α} policies for a specific set of existing and proposed attribute value tuples and returns true or false. It then construct eligible sets of tuples for creation and modification of subjects and objects and deletion of subjects for which the policy evaluation function is true. For each element in the eligible set this construction defines a corresponding UCON\textsuperscript{finite preA} command. It also defines PreCondition evaluation functions which pre-compute the PreConditions and attribute value computing functions \((f_1, f_2)\) for a specific set of attribute value tuples and for a specific UCON\textsuperscript{finite preA}.
command and returns true or false. These additional notations and data structures enable us to relate the machinery of these two models.

**Policy Evaluation Functions:**

Each Policy evaluation function evaluates corresponding policy and returns true or false.

**Authorization Policy Evaluation Functions:**

- ChkAuth\((savt, oavt)\) checks for pre-computed policy subject access object and returns true or false.

- ChkAuthSub\((savt_1, savt_2)\) checks the for pre computed policy subject access subject and returns true or false.

**Creation and Modification Policy Evaluation Functions:**

- ChkConstrSubCreatebyUser\((uavt, savt)\) checks for pre-computed policy subject creation by user and returns true or false.

- ChkConstrSubCreatebySub\((savt_1, savt_2, savt_3)\) checks for pre-computed policy subject creation by subject and returns true or false.

- ChkConstrSubDelbyUser\((uavt, savt)\) checks for pre computed policy subject deletion by user and returns true or false.

- ChkConstrSubDelbySub\((savt_1, savt_2, savt_3, savt_4)\) checks for pre computed policy subject deletion by subject and returns true or false.

- ChkConstrSubModbyUser\((uavt_1, savt_1, uavt_2, savt_2)\) checks for pre computed policy subject attribute modification by user and returns true or false.

- ChkConstrSubModbySub\((savt_1, savt_2, savt_3, savt_4)\) checks for pre computed policy subject attribute modification by subject and returns true or false.

- ChkConstrObjCreatebySub\((savt, oavt)\) checks for pre computed policy object creation by subject and returns true or false.
Table 4.7: Reduction from $ABAC^{\alpha}_{AM}$ to $UCON_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Schema (OS):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{entity_type:{user, subject, object}, user_name: $U^{ABAC^{\alpha}<em>{AM}}$, SubCreator: $U^{ABAC^{\alpha}</em>{AM}}$, ua$_1$:Range(ua$_1$), . . . , ua$_m$:Range(ua$_m$), sa$_1$:Range(sa$_1$), . . . , sa$_n$:Range(sa$_n$), oa$_1$:Range(oa$_1$), . . . , oa$_p$: Range(oa$_p$)}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attributes:
\[ ATT = \{\text{entity_type, user_name, SubCreator}\} \]
\[ \cup \ U^{ABAC^{\alpha}_{AM}} \cup \ S^{ABAC^{\alpha}_{AM}} \cup \ O^{ABAC^{\alpha}_{AM}} \]

Usage Rights:
\[ \text{UR} = P^{ABAC^{\alpha}_{AM}} \cup \{d\} \]

Commands:
\[ \text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}} \text{ commands are defined in Table 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10} \]

- ChkConstrobjModbySub(savt$_1$, oavt$_1$, oavt$_2$) checks for pre computed policy object attribute modification by subject and returns true or false.

Sets of Eligible Attribute Value Tuples

Using the policy evaluation functions for $ABAC^{\alpha}$, we define 4 eligible sets for attribute value tuples as follows.

**Definition 12.** Set of user-subject-creatable-tuples

\[ UAVTCrSAVT \subseteq UAVT \times SAVT \]
\[ UAVTCrSAVT = \{\langle i, j \rangle | i \in UAVT \land j \in SAVT \land \text{ChkConstrSubCreatebyUser}(i,j)\} \]

**Definition 13.** Set of subject-subject-creatable-tuples

\[ SAVTCrSAVT \subseteq SAVT \times SAVT \times SAVT \]
\[ SAVTCrSAVT = \{\langle i, j, k \rangle | i \in SAVT \land j \in SAVT \land k \in SAVT \land \text{ChkConstrSubCreatebySub}(i,j,k)\} \]

**Definition 14.** Set of user-subject-deletable-tuples

\[ UAVTDeISAVT \subseteq UAVT \times SAVT \]
\[ UAVTDeISAVT = \{\langle i, j \rangle | i \in UAVT \land j \in SAVT \land \text{ChkConstrSubDelbyUser}(i,j)\} \]

**Definition 15.** Set of subject-subject-deletable-tuples

...
\[ \text{SAVTDelSAVT} \subseteq \text{SAVT} \times \text{SAVT} \times \text{SAVT} \]
\[ \text{SAVTDelSAVT} = \{ (i, j, k) \mid i \in \text{SAVT} \wedge j \in \text{SAVT} \]
\[ \wedge k \in \text{SAVT} \wedge \text{ChkConstrSubDelbySub}(i, j, k) \} \]

**Definition 16.** Set of user-subject-modifiable-tuples

\[ \text{UAVTModSAVT} \subseteq \text{UAVT} \times \text{UAVT} \times \text{SAVT} \times \text{SAVT} \]
\[ \text{UAVTModSAVT} = \{ (i, j, k, l) \mid i \in \text{UAVT} \wedge j \in \text{UAVT} \]
\[ \wedge k \in \text{SAVT} \wedge l \in \text{SAVT} \]
\[ \wedge \text{ChkConstrSubModbyUser}(i, j, k, l) \} \]

**Definition 17.** Set of subject-subject-modifiable-tuples

\[ \text{SAVTModSAVT} \subseteq \text{SAVT} \times \text{SAVT} \times \text{SAVT} \times \text{SAVT} \]
\[ \text{SAVTModSAVT} = \{ (i, j, k, l) \mid i \in \text{SAVT} \wedge j \in \text{SAVT} \]
\[ \wedge k \in \text{SAVT} \wedge l \in \text{SAVT} \]
\[ \wedge \text{ChkConstrSubModBySub}(i, j, k, l) \} \]

**Definition 18.** Set of subject-object-creatable-tuples

\[ \text{SAVTCrOAVT} \subseteq \text{SAVT} \times \text{OAVT} \]
\[ \text{SAVTCrOAVT} = \{ (i, j) \mid i \in \text{SAVT} \wedge j \in \text{OA VT} \]
\[ \wedge \text{ChkConstrObjCreatebySub}(i, j) \} \]

**Definition 19.** Set of subject-object-modifiable-tuples

\[ \text{SAVTModOA VT} \subseteq \text{SAVT} \times \text{OA VT} \times \text{OA VT} \]
\[ \text{SAVTModOA VT} = \{ (i, j, k) \mid i \in \text{SAVT} \wedge j \in \text{OA VT} \]
\[ \wedge k \in \text{OA VT} \wedge \text{ChkConstrObjModbySub}(i, j, k) \} \]

**PreCondition Evaluation Functions for** \( \text{UCON}^{\text{finite preA}} \)

- **CheckPCNCR** \((uc_r, avt_1, avt_2, avt_3, avt_4)\) checks non creating command and returns true or false.
- **CheckPCCR** \((uc_r, avt_1, avt_2, avt_3)\) checks creating command and returns true or false.
CheckPCDel(uv_t, avtf(s), avtf(o), avt) checks deleting command and returns true or false.

Object Schema of UCON_{finite}^{preA}: Every ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} entity (user, subject, object) is represented as a UCON_{finite}^{preA} object and the attribute entity_type specifies whether a particular UCON_{finite}^{preA} object is ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} user, subject or object. User, subject and object attributes of ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} are represented as UCON_{finite}^{preA} object attributes. There is no user creation in ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}, so U^{ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}} is a finite set. ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} function SubCreator is configured here with a mandatory UCON_{finite}^{preA} object attribute whose domain would be finite set of users (U^{ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}}). To determine which user is the creator of an ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} subject, UCON_{finite}^{preA} object needs to have another mandatory attribute user_name whose range is also finite set of users (U^{ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}}). We consider "NULL" as a special attribute value for any atomic or set valued attribute. It is assigned to an attribute which is not appropriate for a particular entity. We need to add "NULL" in the range of UA, SA and OA for this reduction. UCON_{finite}^{preA} attribute set ATT = \{entity_type, user_name, SubCreator\} \cup UA^{ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}} \cup SA^{ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}} \cup OA^{ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}}.

UCON_{finite}^{preA} usage rights UR: In this reduction each ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} permission is considered as a usage right in UCON_{finite}^{preA} and additionally a dummy right \( d \) is introduced. Each UCON_{finite}^{preA} command associates with a right. We use dummy right \( d \) for association with the commands which are defined to configure ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} operations. Usage Right UR_{UCON_{finite}^{preA}} = P^{ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}} \cup \{d\}.

UCON_{finite}^{preA} commands: ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} operations are reduced to specific UCON_{finite}^{preA} commands. We use the sets of eligible attribute value tuples to define UCON_{finite}^{preA} commands. It defines a creating command for each element of UAVTCrSAVT, SAVTCrSAVT, SAVTCrOAVT, a non-creating command for each element of UAVTModSAVT, SAVTModSAVT and SAVTModOAVT and a deleting command for each UAVTDeISAVT, SAVTDeISAVT. For example consider an ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} subject creation policy where a user \( u \) with attribute value tuple \( uvvt \) is allowed to create a subject \( s \) with attribute value tuple \( savt \), so by definition \( \langle uvvt, savt \rangle \in UAVTCrSAVT \). For each element \( \langle i, j \rangle \in UAVTCrSAVT \) this reduction has a command named CreateSubject_ij(s, o) which creates an object \( o \) with entity_type = subject. This is shown in top left quadrant of Table 4.8. The top right quadrant of Table 4.8 shows the reduction of ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} operation CreateSubjectbySubject_{ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}}.
Table 4.8: UCON$^{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}$ Creating Commands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For each $\langle i, j \rangle \in \text{UAVTCrSAVT}$</th>
<th>For each $\langle i, j, k \rangle \in \text{SAVTCrSAVT}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CreateSubjectbyUser$_{ij,d}(s, o)$</strong></td>
<td><strong>CreateSubjectbySubject$_{ijk,d}(s, o)$</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PreCondition: $s.entity_type = \text{user}$</td>
<td>PreCondition: $s.entity_type = \text{subject}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\wedge s.ua_1 = i_1 \land \ldots \land s.ua_m = i_m$</td>
<td>$\wedge s.sa_1 = i_1 \land \ldots \land s.sa_n = i_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PreUpdate: create $o$</td>
<td>PreUpdate: create $o$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.entity_type = subject</td>
<td>o.entity_type = subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.user_name = NULL</td>
<td>o.user_name = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.SubCreator = s.user_name</td>
<td>o.SubCreator = s.SubCreator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.ua_1 = NULL</td>
<td>o.ua_1 = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.ua_m = NULL</td>
<td>o.ua_m = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.sa_1 = j_1</td>
<td>o.sa_1 = k_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.sa_n = j_n</td>
<td>o.sa_n = k_n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.oa_1 = NULL</td>
<td>o.oa_1 = NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.oa_p = NULL</td>
<td>o.oa_p = NULL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For each $\langle i, j \rangle \in \text{SAVTCrOA VT}$</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CreateObjectbySub$_{ij,d}(s, o)$</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PreCondition: $s.entity_type = \text{subject}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\wedge s.sa_1 = i_1 \land \ldots \land s.sa_n = i_n$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PreUpdate: create $o$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.entity_type = object</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.user_name = NULL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.SubCreator = NULL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.ua_1 = NULL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.ua_m = NULL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.sa_1 = NULL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.sa_n = NULL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.oa_1 = j_1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.oa_p = j_p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.9: UCON\textsuperscript{finite} \textsubscript{preA} Non-Creating Commands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>PreCondition</th>
<th>PreUpdate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access(_r)(s,o)</td>
<td>(s.\text{entity_type} = \text{subject} \land o.\text{entity_type} = \text{object} \land \text{ChkAuth}(r,\text{avtf}(s),\text{avtf}(o)))</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModifySubjectAttbyUser(_ijkl)(s,o)</td>
<td>(s.\text{entity_type} = \text{user} \land o.\text{entity_type} = \text{object})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModifyObjectAttbySub(_ijk)(s,o)</td>
<td>(s.\text{entity_type} = \text{subject})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each \(r \in \text{UCON}\textsuperscript{finite} \textsubscript{preA} \setminus \{d\}\)

For each \((i,j,k,l)\in \text{UA VTModSA VT}\)

For each \((i,j,k,l)\in \text{SA VTModSA VT}\)

For each \((i,j,k,l)\in \text{SA VTModOA VT}\)

(s\(_1\), s\(_2\), s\(_{avt1}\), s\(_{avt2}\)) by UCON\textsuperscript{finite} \textsubscript{preA} commands CreateSubjectbySubject\(_ijkl\)(s,o). The bottom left quadrant shows the reduction of ABAC\textsuperscript{AM} operation create object by subject. Each Access\(_r\)(s,o) configures Access\(_p\) ABAC\textsuperscript{AM} \(_p\)(s,o) where \(r = p\). Here Access\(_r\) UCON\textsuperscript{finite} \textsubscript{preA} is a non-creating command with PreCondition part only and PreCondition checks the authorization evaluation function of ABAC\textsuperscript{AM}. This is shown on the top left hand side of Table 4.9. There is no PreUpdate in these commands. The top right hand side of Table 4.9 similarly shows the UCON\textsuperscript{finite} \textsubscript{preA} commands to simulate the ABAC\textsuperscript{AM} command AccessSubject\(_p\) ABAC\textsuperscript{AM} \(_p\)(s\(_1\), s\(_2\)) for \(r = p\). The middle row left column of Table 4.9 the simulation of the ModifySubjectAttbyUser\(_ijkl\) ABAC\textsuperscript{AM} \(_ijkl\)(u,s,uavt,savt) by ModifySubjectAttbyUser\(_ijkl\) UCON\textsuperscript{finite} \textsubscript{preA} (s,o). The middle row right column of Table 4.9 shows the reduction of the ABAC\textsuperscript{AM} modify subject attribute by subject while bottom row left column of same Table shows the reduction of ABAC\textsuperscript{AM} modify object attribute by subject. Table 4.10 shows
the reduction of $\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}$ deleting commands by user (left) and by subject (right).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.10: $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$ Deleting Commands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For each $(i, j) \in \text{UAVTDelSAVT}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{DeleteSubbyUser}_{ij}(s, o)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PreCondition: $s.\text{entity_type} = \text{user}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\land o.\text{entity_type} = \text{subject}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\land s.u.a_1 = i_1 \land \ldots \land s.u.a_m = i_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\land o.s.a_1 = j_1 \land \ldots \land o.s.a_n = j_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PreUpdate: delete o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each $(i, j, k) \in \text{SAVTDelSAVT}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{DeleteSubbySub}_{ijk}(s, o)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PreCondition: $s.\text{entity_type} = \text{subject}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\land o.\text{entity_type} = \text{subject}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\land s.u.a_1 = i_1 \land \ldots \land s.u.a_m = i_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\land o.s.a_1 = j_1 \land \ldots \land o.s.a_n = j_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PreUpdate: delete o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s.s.a_1 = k_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s.s.a_n = k_n$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reduction from $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$ to $\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}$**

In this subsection we provide a reduction from $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$ to $\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}$. Before going to detail about the construction here we give the high light of how this construction works.

**Construction Outline**

- This construction only does sequential simulation. No simultaneous access is possible.

- To ensure the sequential access there is a single user in the system who sets a subject token and its own token before attempting the access and takes back that token after the access or after denial of access.

- This construction has only one user and no objects. Set of subjects should be initialized with $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$ objects.

- Subject creation, deletion by user and object creation, modification, access by subject is not allowed. The policies of those operations are set as false for this construction.

- The only allowed operations are subject modification by user, subject creation, modification, deletion and access by subject.

- A single $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$ command is configured with a sequence of $\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}$ operations. Each operation changes the state. To track the change of state we are using one user attribute (uTo-
ken) and 8 subject attributes ($sToken$, $comm$, $commType$, $newVal_1$, $newVal_2$, $isAuth_z$, $isPassed$, $isRlsdToken$). State tracking attributes are additional subject attributes on top of the $UCON_{preA}^{\text{finite}}$ object attributes.

- $UCON_{preA}^{\text{finite}}$ preconditions ($f_b(s, o), f_b(s)$) are command specific boolean functions which use existing attribute value of subjects. On the other hand $ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}$ policies are configurable boolean expressions which can use existing and proposed attribute values of concerned entities. $UCON_{preA}^{\text{finite}}$ uses function $f_1(s,o)/f_1(s)$ and $f_2(s,o)/f_2(s)$ to compute the proposed value for the subjects and/or target subject. While $ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}$ supports attribute value to be supplied directly from the range of a specific attribute. To convert the command specific boolean functions and $f_1(s,o)/f_1(s)$ and $f_2(s,o)/f_2(s)$ into a configurable boolean expression this construction takes the following steps:

1. Pre-computes preconditions and $f_1$ and $f_2$ for all the commands and for all possible existing attribute value tuples and proposed attribute value tuples for source and target subjects and stores in a truth table. So there are three truth tables for three types of command non-creating, creating and deletion.

2. Constructs a conjunctive normal form (CNF) for every true rows of the truth table and make a boolean expression by disjunction of all the CNFs. This boolean expression is used in configuring $ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}$ policies for corresponding operations.

**Construction Detail**

For this configuration we have only one user $u_1$, objects of $UCON_{preA}^{\text{finite}}$ are mapped as subjects of $ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}$ and there are no objects in $ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}$. Rights of $UCON_{preA}^{\text{finite}}$ are mapped as permissions of $ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}$. There is only one user attribute $uToken$ and no object attributes. Subjects have eight additional attributes ($sToken$, $comm$, $commType$, $newVal_1$, $newVal_2$, $isAuth_z$, $isPassed$, $isRlsdToken$) along with all the $UCON_{preA}^{\text{finite}}$ object attributes. Table 4.11 shows the reduction of basic sets and functions from $UCON_{preA}^{\text{finite}}$ to $ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}$. $uToken$ and $sToken$ specify the user token and subject token respectively. $comm$ and $commType$ specify the command name and
Table 4.11: Basic Sets and Functions Reduction from $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$ to $\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UA</th>
<th>${\text{uToken}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>${\text{sToken, comm, commType, newVal}_1, \text{newVal}_2, \text{isAuth}_z, \text{isPassed, isRlsdToken}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\cup$ ATT $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$</td>
<td>Where ATT $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}} = {a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA VT</td>
<td>$\text{Range}(\text{uToken}) = \text{Range}(\text{sToken}) = {0,1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{Range}(\text{comm}) = \text{UC}<em>{\text{UCON}</em>{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{Range}(\text{commType}) = {\text{Create, Delete, Modify}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{Range}(\text{newVal}_1) = \text{Range}(\text{newVal}_2) = \sigma(a_1) \times \ldots \times \sigma(a_n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{Range}(\text{isAuth}_z) = {0,1,2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{Range}(\text{isPassed}) = {0,1,2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{Range}(\text{isRlsdToken}) = {0,1,2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{Range}(a_i) = \sigma(a_i), i = 1 \text{ to } n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAVT</td>
<td>$\text{Range}(\text{uToken})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVT</td>
<td>$\text{Range}(\text{sToken}) \times \text{Range}(\text{comm}) \times \text{Range}(\text{commType}) \times \text{Range}(\text{isAuth}_z) \times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{Range}(\text{isPassed}) \times \text{isRlsdToken} \times \sigma(a_1) \times \ldots \times \sigma(a_n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA VT</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{P}<em>{\text{ABAC}</em>{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} = \text{UC}<em>{\text{UCON}</em>{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

command type (create, modify, delete) respectively, $\text{newVal}_1$ and $\text{newVal}_2$ specify the proposed new value tuple for source and target subject, $\text{isAuth}_z$ keeps track of whether a particular command is authorized, $\text{isPassed}$ keeps track of whether the pre update and/ create/ delete and access has completed, $\text{isRlsdToken}$ specifies whether target has released its token to source. The initial state of the system is configured as follows: $U_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} = \{u\}$

$S_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} = O_{\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}}$

$O_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} = \emptyset$

$\text{uToken}(u) = 0$

For each subject $s \in S_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}}$,

where $o_{\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}} \mapsto s_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}}$

- $\text{SubCreator}(s) = u$
- $\text{sToken}(s) = 0$
- $\text{comm} = \text{null} $
- $\text{commType} = \text{null} $
• newVal₁ = null
• newVal₂ = null
• isAuth₂ = 2
• isPassed = 2
• isRlsdToken = 2
• a₁ = o.a₁
• ...
• aₙ = o.aₙ

Table 4.12 specifies the ABAC⁴ policy to configure for the reduction, the details about the policies are provided in the Table 4.14, Table 4.15, Table 4.16 and Table 4.17. Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 shows the state transition actions of ABAC⁴ configuration UCONfinite
non-creating, creating and deleting commands respectively. Analyzing these figures we understand that a single type ABAC⁴ operations need to handle different state transitions which are shown in Figure 4.2(b), Figure 4.3(b) and Figure 4.4(b).

• SubjectModifybyUser handles tryaccess, endAccess and denied
• SubjectModifybySubject handles checkModify, checkCreate, checkDelete, doPreUpdate and returnTargetToken
• SubjectCreatebySubject handles doCreate
• SubjectDeletebySubject handles doDelete

Table 4.13 shows an example how a sequence of ABAC⁴ operations configure a UCOXfinite
non-creating command ucₚ(s,o).
(a) State transition actions with a Non Creating Command for a single $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^\infty$ access.

(b) Mapped ABAC$^\text{AM}_\alpha$ State transition actions with a Non Creating Command for a single $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^\infty$ access.

**Figure 4.2**: Mapping of $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^\infty$ Non-Creating Command

---

(a) State transition actions with a Creating Command for a single $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^\infty$ access.

(b) Mapped ABAC$^\text{AM}_\alpha$ State transition actions with a Creating Command for a single $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^\infty$ access.

**Figure 4.3**: Mapping of $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}^\infty$ Creating Command

For this configuration ABAC$^\text{AM}_\alpha$ uses only four operations: 1) SubjectModifybyUser, 2) SubjectModifybySubject, 3) SubjectCreatebySubject and 4) SubjectDeletebySubject. Other ABAC$^\text{AM}_\alpha$ operations such as SubjectCreatebyUser, SubjectDeletebyUser, ObjectCreatebySubject and ObjectModifybySubject are not permitted for this construction. So the policy for these operations are configured as false. To handle different state transitions using a single ABAC$^\text{AM}_\alpha$ operation, its pol-
icy should have several disjunctive policies where we have to make sure only one disjunctive policy would be true for a specific state transition function. Table 4.12 shows the disjunctive policy configuration. The detail constructions of these policies are provided in Table 4.14, 4.15, 4.16, 4.17. Table 4.14 shows the configuration of constraints for 1) giving user token to source subject, 2) return target token to source after authorized access and 3) return user token after authorized access and 4) return user token after denial of access. Table 4.15 shows the configuration of constrains for 1) checking whether the modification is authorized, 2) checking whether the modification is not authorized, 3) constraint for modification and access. Similarly Table 4.16 and Table 4.17 show the configuration for constraints of creation and deletion respectively. Here NCPC, CPC and DelPC are actually the boolean expression constructed from the disjunction of the CNF of truth tables for non-creating, creating and deleting commands respectively.

Here is a brief description of the constraint provided in Table 4.14.

- **ConstrTryAccess**\(*u, s, uavt, savt*\) checks whether user token and subject token is 0, that means no access is currently executing and it also checks whether uavt and savt contains proposed attribute value for tokens are 1 and other information regarding the commands.
- **ConstrRtrnTrgtToken**\(*s_1, s_2, savt_1, savt_2*\) checks whether the authorized access is already
Table 4.12: ABAC\textsuperscript{AM} Policy Configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABAC\textsuperscript{AM} Authorization Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authorization\textsubscript{p}(s,o) ≡ False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorization\textsubscript{onSubject}(s\textsubscript{1},s\textsubscript{2}) ≡ True</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABAC\textsuperscript{AM} Creation, Deletion and Modification Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Constr\textsubscript{SubCreatebyUser}(u, s, savt) ≡ False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Constr\textsubscript{SubDelbyUser}(u, s)≡ False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Constr\textsubscript{ObjCreatebySub}(s, o, oavt)≡ False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Constr\textsubscript{ObjModbySub}(s, o, oavt)≡ False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Constr\textsubscript{SubCreatebySub}(s\textsubscript{1}, s\textsubscript{2}, savt\textsubscript{1}, savt\textsubscript{2}) ≡ Constr\textsubscript{PermitCreate}(s\textsubscript{1}, s\textsubscript{2}, savt\textsubscript{1}, savt\textsubscript{2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Constr\textsubscript{SubDelbySub}(s\textsubscript{1}, s\textsubscript{2}, savt) ≡ Constr\textsubscript{PermitDelete}(s\textsubscript{1}, s\textsubscript{2}, savt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Constr\textsubscript{SubModbyUser}(u, s, uavt, savt) ≡ Constr\textsubscript{TryAccess}(u,s,uavt,savt) ∨ Constr\textsubscript{EndAccess}(u,s,uavt,savt) ∨ Constr\textsubscript{Denied}(u,s,uavt,savt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Constr\textsubscript{SubModbySub}(s\textsubscript{1}, s\textsubscript{2}, savt\textsubscript{1}, savt\textsubscript{2}) ≡ Constr\textsubscript{CheckModifyPos}(s\textsubscript{1}, s\textsubscript{2}, savt\textsubscript{1}, savt\textsubscript{2}) ∨ Constr\textsubscript{CheckModifyNeg}(s\textsubscript{1}, s\textsubscript{2}, savt\textsubscript{1}, savt\textsubscript{2}) ∨ Constr\textsubscript{CheckCreatePos}(s\textsubscript{1}, s\textsubscript{2}, savt\textsubscript{1}, savt\textsubscript{2}) ∨ Constr\textsubscript{CheckCreateNeg}(s\textsubscript{1}, s\textsubscript{2}, savt\textsubscript{1}, savt\textsubscript{2}) ∨ Constr\textsubscript{CheckDeletePos}(s\textsubscript{1}, s\textsubscript{2}, savt\textsubscript{1}, savt\textsubscript{2}) ∨ Constr\textsubscript{CheckDeleteNeg}(s\textsubscript{1}, s\textsubscript{2}, savt\textsubscript{1}, savt\textsubscript{2}) ∨ Constr\textsubscript{PermitPreUpdate}(s\textsubscript{1}, s\textsubscript{2}, savt\textsubscript{1}, savt\textsubscript{2}) ∨ Constr\textsubscript{RtrnTrgtToken}(s\textsubscript{1}, s\textsubscript{2}, savt\textsubscript{1}, savt\textsubscript{2})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Passed ( (s\textsubscript{1}’s and s\textsubscript{2}’s isAuthorized= 1 and isPassed =1) and also checks whether savt\textsubscript{1} contains isRlsdToken = 1 and savt\textsubscript{2} contains sToken = 0, isAuthorized = 2 , isPassed = 2, isRlsdToken = 2 and nullify the other information regarding the command.

- **Constr\textsubscript{EndAccess}(u, s, uavt, savt)** checks whether the authorized access is already passed and target token is returned ( (s\textsubscript{1}’s and s\textsubscript{2}’s isAuthorized= 1, isPassed =1 and isRlsdToken = 1) also checks uavt and savt has proposed token 0 and nullify the other information regarding the command.

- **Constr\textsubscript{Denied}(u, s, uavt, savt)** checks whether access is not authorized and user and sub-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State Transition Actions</th>
<th>ABACα Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>tryaccess</strong> (Give Source Token)</td>
<td>ModifySubjectAttByUser(u,s, ( tToken = 1 ), ( sToken = 1, comm = uc, commType = Modify, newVal1 = (f_{uc}(s),...f_{uc}(s)), newVal2 = (f_{uc},...f_{uc}(s)) ), isAuthz = 2, isPassed = 2, isRlsdToken = 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>checkModify</strong> (Check Pre-Condition if Authorized)</td>
<td>ModifySubjectAttBySubject(s1, s2, ( tToken = 1, comm = command(s1), commType = Modify, newVal1 = newVal1(s1), newVal2 = newVal2(s1), isAuthz = 1, isPassed = 0, isRlsdToken = 2, a1 = a1(s1)...an = an(s1)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>checkModify</strong> (Check Pre-Condition if not Authorized)</td>
<td>ModifySubjectAttBySubject(s1, s2, ( tToken = 1, comm = command(s1), commType = Modify, newVal1 = newVal1(s1), newVal2 = newVal2(s1), isAuthz = 1, isPassed = 2, isRlsdToken = 2, a1 = a1(s1)...an = an(s1)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>doPreUpdate</strong> (PreUpdate and Access if Authorized)</td>
<td>ModifySubjectAttBySubject(s1, s2, ( tToken = 1, comm = comm(s1), commType = Modify, newVal1 = newVal1(s1), newVal2 = newVal2(s1), isAuthz = 1, isPassed = 1, isRlsdToken = 0, avt = avt1...avtn) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>returnTargetToken</strong> (Release Target Token)</td>
<td>ModifySubjectAttBySubject(s1, s2, ( tToken = 1, comm = comm(s1), commType = commType(s1), newVal1 = newVal1(s1), newVal2 = newVal2(s1), isAuthz = isAuthz1(s1), isPassed = 1, isRlsdToken = 0, a1 = a1(s1)...an = an(s1)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>denied/endAccess</strong> (Release Source Token)</td>
<td>ModifySubjectAttByUser(u,s, ( tToken = 0 ), ( sToken = 0, comm = null, commType = null, newVal1 = null, newVal2 = null, isAuthz = 2, isPassed = 2, isRlsdToken = 2, a1 = a1(s),...an = an(s)) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.13: A Sequence of Actions in ABACα to Configure the UCON\(^{\text{finite}}_\text{preA} \) Non-Creating Command uc\(_r\)(s, o)

- **ConstrCheckModifyPos**\( (s_1,s_2,savt_1,savt_2) \) Checks whether the non-creating command comm\(_r\)(s\(_a\)) is authorized. Here NCPC is the boolean expression constructed from the truth table of non-creating commands.

- **ConstrCheckModifyNeg**\( (s_1,s_2,savt_1,savt_2) \) Checks whether the non-creating command comm\(_r\)(s\(_a\)) is not authorized. Here NCPC is the boolean expression constructed from the truth table of non-creating commands.

Here is the brief description of the constraints provided in Table 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17:

- ConstrCheckModifyPos\( (s_1,s_2,savt_1,savt_2) \) Checks whether the non-creating command comm\(_r\)(s\(_a\)) is authorized. Here NCPC is the boolean expression constructed from the truth table of non-creating commands.
Table 4.14: Configuration of Constraint: Give and Back User Token and Subject Token

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint for Giving User Token to Source Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ConstrTryAccess</strong> (u,s,uavt,savt) (\equiv)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u\text{Token}(u)=0 \land s\text{Token}(s)=0 \land \text{comm}(s)=\text{null} \land \text{commType}(s)=\text{null} \land \text{isAuth}_{s}(s)=2 \land \text{isPassed}(s)=2 \land \text{isRlsdToken}(s)=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u\text{Token}'(u)=1 \land s\text{Token}'(s)=1 \land \text{comm}'(s)\in \text{UC}<em>{\text{confinite}} \land \text{commType}'(s)\in \text{Range} \land \text{isAuth}</em>{s}'(s)=2 \land \text{isPassed}'(s)=2 \land \text{isRlsdToken}'(s)=2 \land a_{1}'(s)=a_{1}(s) \land \ldots \land a_{n}'(s)=a_{n}(s))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ConstrRtnTrgtToken</strong> (s_{1}, s_{2}, savt_{1}, savt_{2}) (\equiv)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s\text{Token}(s_{1})=1 \land \text{comm}(s_{1})=\text{comm}(s_{1}) \land \text{commType}(s_{1})=\text{commType}(s_{1}) \land \text{isAuth}<em>{s</em>{1}}(s_{1})=1 \land \text{isPassed}(s_{1})=1 \land \text{isRlsdToken}(s_{1})=0 \land \text{isPassed}'(s_{1})=1 \land \text{isRlsdToken}'(s_{1})=1 \land a_{1}'(s_{1})=a_{1}(s_{1}) \land \ldots \land a_{n}'(s_{1})=a_{n}(s_{1}) \land \text{isPassed}(s_{2})=0 \land \text{isRlsdToken}(s_{2})=0 \land \text{isPassed}'(s_{2})=0 \land \text{isRlsdToken}'(s_{2})=2 \land a_{1}'(s_{2})=a_{1}(s_{2}) \land \ldots \land a_{n}'(s_{2})=a_{n}(s_{2}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ConstrEndAccess</strong> (u,s,uavt,savt) (\equiv)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u\text{Token}(u)=1 \land s\text{Token}(s)=1 \land \text{comm}(s)=\text{comm}(s) \land \text{commType}(s)=\text{commType}(s) \land \text{isAuth}<em>{s}(s)=1 \land \text{isPassed}(s)=1 \land \text{isRlsdToken}(s)=1 \land \text{isPassed}'(s)=0 \land \text{isRlsdToken}'(s)=0 \land \text{isPassed}(s)=2 \land \text{isRlsdToken}(s)=2 \land a</em>{1}'(s)=a_{1}(s) \land \ldots \land a_{n}'(s)=a_{n}(s))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ConstrDeniedAccess</strong> (u,s,uavt,savt) (\equiv)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u\text{Token}(u)=1 \land s\text{Token}(s)=1 \land \text{comm}(s)=\text{comm}(s) \land \text{commType}(s)=\text{commType}(s) \land \text{isAuth}<em>{s}(s)=0 \land \text{isPassed}(s)=2 \land \text{isRlsdToken}(s)=2 \land \text{isPassed}(s)=2 \land \text{isRlsdToken}(s)=2 \land a</em>{1}'(s)=a_{1}(s) \land \ldots \land a_{n}'(s)=a_{n}(s))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **ConstrCheckCreatePos** \(s_{1}, s_{2}, savt_{1}, savt_{2}\) Checks whether the creating command \(\text{comm}(s_{1})\) is authorized. Here CPC is the boolean expression constructed from the truth table of creating commands.

- **ConstrCheckCreateNeg** \(s_{1}, s_{2}, savt_{1}, savt_{2}\) Checks whether the creating command \(\text{comm}(s_{1})\) is not authorized. Here CPC is the boolean expression constructed from the truth table of creating commands.

- **ConstrDeleteCreatePos** \(s_{1}, s_{2}, savt_{1}, savt_{2}\) Checks whether the deleting command \(\text{comm}(s_{1})\) is authorized. Here DelPC is the boolean expression constructed from the truth table of deleting.
Table 4.15: Configuration of Constraints: for Modify(Checking authorization, modify)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ConstrCheckModifyPos(s₁, s₂, savt₁, savt₂) ≡ sToken(s₁)=1 ∧ comm(s₁)=comm(s₁) ∧ commType(s₁)= Modify ∧ isAuthz(s₁) = 2 ∧ isPassed= 2 ∧ isRlsdToken(s₁) = 2 ∧ sToken(s₂)=0 ∧ comm(s₂) = null ∧ commType(s₂)= null ∧ isAuthz(s₂) = 2 ∧ isPassed(s₂)= 2 ∧ isRlsdToken(s₂)= 2 ∧ NCPC ∧ sToken’(s₁)=1 ∧ comm’(s₁)=comm(s₁) ∧ commType’(s₁)= Modify ∧ isAuthz’(s₁) = 0 ∧ isPassed’(s₁)= 2 ∧ isRlsdToken’(s₁) = 2 ∧! (NCPC ∧ NC₁ ∧ NC₂) ∧ sToken’(s₂)=1 ∧ comm’(s₁)=comm(s₁) ∧ commType’(s₁)= Modify ∧ isAuthz’(s₁) = 0 ∧ isPassed’(s₁)= 2 ∧ isRlsdToken’(s₂) = 2 ∧ a₁ ’(s₁)=a₁ (s₁) ∧ . . . ∧ aₙ’(s₁)=aₙ (s₁) ∧ sToken’(s₂)=0 ∧ comm’(s₂)=null ∧ commType’(s₂)=null ∧ isAuthz ’(s₂) = 2 ∧ isPassed’(s₂)= 2 ∧ isRlsdToken’(s₂) = 2 ∧ a₁ ’(s₂)=a₁ (s₂) ∧ . . . ∧ aₙ ’(s₂)=aₙ (s₂)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrCheckModifyNeg(s₁, s₂, savt₁, savt₂) ≡ sToken(s₁)=1 ∧ comm(s₁)=comm(s₁) ∧ commType(s₁)= Modify ∧ isAuthz(s₁) = 2 ∧ isPassed(s₁)= 2 ∧ isRlsdToken(s₁) = 2 ∧ sToken(s₂)=0 ∧ comm(s₂) = null ∧ commType(s₂)= null ∧ isAuthz(s₂) = 2 ∧ isPassed(s₂)= 2 ∧ isRlsdToken(s₂)= 2 ∧! (NCPC ∧ NC₁ ∧ NC₂) ∧ sToken’(s₁)=1 ∧ comm’(s₁)=comm(s₁) ∧ commType’(s₁)= Modify ∧ isAuthz’(s₁) = 0 ∧ isPassed’(s₁)= 2 ∧ isRlsdToken’(s₁) = 2 ∧ a₁ ’(s₁)=a₁ (s₁) ∧ . . . ∧ aₙ ’(s₁)=aₙ (s₁) ∧ sToken’(s₂)=0 ∧ comm’(s₂)=null ∧ commType’(s₂)=null ∧ isAuthz ’(s₂) = 2 ∧ isPassed’(s₂)= 2 ∧ isRlsdToken’(s₂) = 2 ∧ a₁ ’(s₂)=a₁ (s₂) ∧ . . . ∧ aₙ ’(s₂)=aₙ (s₂)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrPermitModify(s₁, s₂, savt₁, savt₂) ≡ sToken(s₁)=1 ∧ comm(s₁)=comm(s₁) ∧ commType(s₁)= Modify ∧ isAuthz(s₁) = 1 ∧ isPassed(s₁)= 0 ∧ isRlsdToken(s₁) = 0 ∧ sToken(s₂)=1 ∧ comm(s₂) = comm(s₁) ∧ commType(s₂)= Modify ∧ isAuthz(s₂) = 1 ∧ isPassed(s₂)= 0 ∧ isRlsdToken(s₂)= 0 ∧ sToken’(s₁)=1 ∧ comm’(s₁)=comm(s₁) ∧ commType’(s₁)= Modify ∧ isAuthz’(s₁) = 1 ∧ isPassed’(s₁)= 0 ∧ isRlsdToken’(s₁) = 0 ∧ sToken’(s₂)=0 ∧ comm’(s₂)=comm(s₁) ∧ commType’(s₂)= Modify ∧ isAuthz’(s₂) = 1 ∧ isPassed’(s₂)= 1 ∧ isRlsdToken’(s₂) = 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrDeleteCreateNeg(s₁, s₂, savt₁, savt₂) Checks whether the deleting command comm(s₁) is not authorized. Here DelIPC is the boolean expression constructed from the truth table of deleting commands.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrPermitModify(s₁, s₂, savt₁, savt₂) Check the state attribute of an authorized non-creating command and permit access and do the update (isAuthorized= 1, isPassed=1, isRlsdToken = 0 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrPermitCreate(s₁, s₂, savt₁, savt₂) Check the state attribute of an authorized creating command and permit access and do the create (isAuthorized= 1, isPassed=1, isRlsdToken = 0 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.16: Configuration of Constraints: for Create
(Checking authorization, Create)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ConstrCheckCreatePos(s₁, s₂, savt₁, savt₂) ≡</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sToken(s₁)=1 ∧ comm(s₁)=comm(s₁) ∧ commType(s₁)= Create ∧ isAuth₂(s₁) = 2 ∧ isPassed= 2 ∧ isRlsdToken(s₁) = 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∨ sToken(s₂)=0 ∧ comm(s₂) = null ∧ commType(s₂)= null ∧ isAuth₂(s₂) = 2 ∧ isPassed(s₂)= 2 ∧ isRlsdToken(s₂)= 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∨ ! (CPC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∨ sToken′(s₁)=1 comm′(s₁)=comm(s₁), commType′(s₁)= Modify, isAuth₂′(s₁) = 1 ∧ isPassed′(s₁)= 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∨ isRlsdToken′(s₁) = 0 ∧ a₁′(s₁)=a₁(s₁) ∧ . . . aₙ′(s₁)=aₙ(s₁)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∨ sToken′(s₂)=1 ∧ comm′(s₂)=comm(s₁) ∧ commType′(s₂)= Create ∧ isAuth₂′(s₂) = 1 ∧ isPassed′(s₂)= 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∨ isRlsdToken′(s₂) = 0 ∧ a₁′(s₂)=a₁(s₂) ∧ . . . aₙ′(s₂)=aₙ(s₂)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ConstrCheckCreateNeg(s₁, s₂, savt₁, savt₂ )≡</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sToken(s₁)=1 ∧ comm(s₁)=comm(s₁) ∧ commType(s₁)= Create ∧ isAuth₂(s₁) = 2 ∧ isPassed(s₁)= 2 ∧ isRlsdToken(s₁) = 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∨ sToken(s₂)=0 ∧ comm(s₂) = null ∧ commType(s₂)= null ∧ isAuth₂(s₂) = 2 ∧ isPassed(s₂)= 2 ∧ isRlsdToken = 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∨ ! (CPC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∨ sToken′(s₁)=1 ∧ comm′(s₁)=comm(s₁) ∧ commType′(s₁)= Create ∧ isAuth₂′(s₁) = 0 ∧ isPassed′(s₁)= 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∨ isRlsdToken′(s₁) = 2 ∧ a₁′(s₁)=a₁(s₁) ∧ . . . aₙ′(s₁)=aₙ(s₁)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∨ sToken′(s₂)=0 ∧ comm′(s₂)=null ∧ commType′(s₂)=null ∧ isAuth₂′(s₂) = 2 ∧ isPassed′(s₂)= 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∨ isRlsdToken′(s₂) = 2 ∧ a₁′(s₂)=a₁(s₂) ∧ . . . aₙ′(s₂)=aₙ(s₂)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| ConstrPermitDelete(s₁,s₂,savt₁)Check the state attribute of an authorized deleting command and permit access and do delete (isAuthorized= 1, isPassed=1, isRlsdToken = 0 ) |

4.2.3 Safety and Expressive Power

\textbf{ABAC}^{\text{AM}}_{\alpha} \text{ Scheme}

An \textbf{ABAC}^{\text{AM}}_{\alpha} scheme consists of \(\langle \Gamma_{\text{ABAC}^{\text{AM}}_{\alpha}}, \Psi_{\text{ABAC}^{\text{AM}}_{\alpha}}, Q_{\text{ABAC}^{\text{AM}}_{\alpha}}, \vdash_{\text{ABAC}^{\text{AM}}_{\alpha}} \rangle\). Where

- \(\Gamma_{\text{ABAC}^{\text{AM}}_{\alpha}}\) is the set of all states. Where each state \(\gamma_{\text{ABAC}^{\text{AM}}_{\alpha}} \in \Gamma_{\text{ABAC}^{\text{AM}}_{\alpha}}\) is characterized by \(\langle U, S, O, UA, SA, OA, uavtf, savtf, oavtf, P, \text{SubCreator} \rangle\) where \(U, S, O\) are set of users, subjects objects respectively in state \(\gamma\).
Table 4.17: Configuration of Constraints: for Delete (Checking authorization, Delete)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ConstrCheckDelPos ((s_1, s_2, savt_1, savt_2) \equiv)</td>
<td>(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrCheckDelNeg ((s_1, s_2, savt_1, savt_2) \equiv)</td>
<td>(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrPermitDelete ((s_1, s_2, savt_1) \equiv)</td>
<td>(</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- \(\mathcal{\Psi}^{ABAC^\alpha_{AM}}\) is the set of state transition rules which are all \(ABAC^\alpha_{AM}\) operations defined in Table 4.6.

- \(\mathcal{Q}^{ABAC^\alpha_{AM}}\) is the set of queries of type:

  1. Authorization\(_p(s, o)\) for \(p \in \mathcal{P}^{ABAC^\alpha_{AM}}\), \(s \in \mathcal{S}^{ABAC^\alpha_{AM}}\), \(o \in \mathcal{O}^{ABAC^\alpha_{AM}}\).

  2. AuthorizationonNonSubject\(_p(s_1, s_2)\) for \(p \in \mathcal{P}^{ABAC^\alpha_{AM}}\), \(s_1 \in \mathcal{S}^{ABAC^\alpha_{AM}}\), \(s_2 \in \mathcal{S}^{ABAC^\alpha_{AM}}\).

  3. ConstrSubCreatebyUser\((u, s, savt)\)
for \( u \in U_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( s \notin S_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( savt \in \text{SAVT}_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \).

4. ConstrSubCreatebySub\((s_1, s_2, savt_1, savt_2)\)
   for \( s_1 \in S_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( s_2 \notin S_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( savt_1 \in \text{SAVT}_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( savt_2 \in \text{SAVT}_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \).

5. ConstrSubModbyUser\((u, s, uavt, savt)\)
   for \( u \in U_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( s \in S_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( uavt \in \text{UAVT}_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( savt \in \text{SAVT}_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \).

6. ConstrSubModbySub\((s_1, s_2, savt_1, savt_2)\)
   for \( s_1 \in S_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( s_2 \in S_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( savt_1 \in \text{SAVT}_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( savt_2 \in \text{SAVT}_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \).

7. ConstrObjCreatebySub\((s, o, oavt)\)
   for \( s \in S_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( o \notin O_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( oavt \in \text{OAVT}_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \).

8. ConstrObjModbySub\((s, o, oavt)\)
   for \( s \in S_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( o \in O_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( oavt \in \text{OAVT}_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \).

- Entailment \( \vdash \) specifies that given a state \( \gamma \in \Gamma_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \) and a query \( q \in Q_{\text{ABAC}}^\alpha \), \( \gamma \vdash q \) if and only if \( q \) returns true in state \( \gamma \).

**UCON\(_\text{finite}\) preA Scheme**

An UCON\(_\text{finite}\) preA scheme consists of \( \langle \Gamma_{\text{UCON}}^\text{finite preA}, \Psi_{\text{UCON}}^\text{finite preA}, Q_{\text{UCON}}^\text{finite preA}, \vdash_{\text{UCON}}^\text{finite preA} \rangle \), as follows.

- \( \Gamma_{\text{UCON}}^\text{finite preA} \) is the set of all states. Where each state \( \gamma_{\text{UCON}}^\text{finite preA} \in \Gamma_{\text{UCON}}^\text{finite preA} \) is characterized by \( \langle \text{OS}_\Delta, UR, ATT, AVT, avtf \rangle \). Here \( \text{OS}_\Delta \) is the object schema in state \( \gamma \).

- \( \Psi_{\text{UCON}}^\text{finite preA} \) is set of state transition rules which are the set of creating, non-creating and deleting commands of UCON\(_{\text{finite}}\) preA defined in Table 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 respectively.

- \( Q_{\text{UCON}}^\text{finite preA} \) is the set of queries and of following types:

  1. CheckPCNCR\((\text{Access}_p, \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o), \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o))\) for \( uc_r \in UC, r \in UR, s \) and \( o \) are UCON\(_{\text{finite}}\) preA objects.
2. CheckPCNCR(AccessSubject_p, avtf(s), avtf(o), avtf(s), avtf(o)) for \( ucr \in UC, r \in UR, s \) and o are \( UCON_{finite}^{preA} \) objects.

3. CheckPCNCR(ModifySubjectAttbyUser_ijkl_d, avtf(s), avtf(o), \( \{ \) user, s.user_name, NULL, NULL, uavtf_1, . . . , uavtf_n, NULL, . . . , NULL, NULL, NULL, . . . , NULL \}, \{ s.avtf_1, . . . , s.avtf_n \}) where \( i = \) uavtf(u), \( j = \) savtf(s), \( k = uavt, l = savt \).

4. CheckPCNCR(ModifySubjectAttbySub_ijkl_d, avtf(s), avtf(o), \( \{ \) subject, NULL, s.SubCreator, s.avtf_1, . . . , s.avtf_n, NULL, . . . , NULL, NULL, NULL, . . . , NULL \}, \{ s.avtf_1, . . . , s.avtf_n \}) where \( i = \) uavtf(u), \( j = \) savtf(s), \( k = uavt, l = savt \).

5. CheckPCNCR(ModifyObjectAttbySubject_ijk_d, avtf(s), avtf(o), avtf(s), \( \{ \) oavtf_1, . . . , oavtf_p \}) where \( i = \) savtf(s), \( j = \) oavtf(o) and \( k = oavt \).

6. CheckPCCR(CreateSubjectbyUser_ij_d, avtf(s), o, avtf(s), \( \{ \) subject, NULL, u, NULL, . . . , NULL, savtf_1, . . . , savtf_n, NULL, . . . , NULL \}) where \( i = \) uavtf(u) and \( j = savt \).

7. CheckPCCR(CreateSubjectbySubject_ijk_d, avtf(s), o, \( \{ \) subject, NULL, u, savtf_1, . . . , savtf_n, NULL, . . . , NULL \}, \( \{ \) subject, NULL, u, NULL, . . . , NULL, savtf_2, . . . , savtf_n, NULL, . . . , NULL \}) where \( i = \) uavtf(u), \( j = \) savtf_1 and \( k = savt_2 \).

8. CheckPCCR(CreateObjectbySubject_ij_d, avtf(s), o, avtf(s), \( \{ \) object, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, oavtf_1, . . . , oavtf_p \}) where \( i = \) savtf(s) and \( j = oavt \).

9. CheckPCDelCR(DeleteSubbyUser_ij_d, avtf(s), avtf(o)) where \( i = \) uavtf(u), \( j = \) savtf(s).

10. CheckPCDelCR(DeleteSubbySub_ijk_d, avtf(s), avtf(o), \( \{ \) savtf_1, . . . , savtf_n \}) where \( i = \) uavtf(u), \( j = \) savtf(s) and \( k = savt \).

- Entailment \( \vdash \) specifies that given a state \( \gamma \in \Gamma_{FINITE}^{PreA} \) and a query \( q \in Q_{FINITE}^{PreA} \), \( \gamma \vdash q \) if and only if \( q \) returns true in state \( \gamma \).

**Mapping from \( ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} \) to \( UCON_{FINITE}^{PreA} (\sigma_{ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}}) \)**

- Mapping of \( \Gamma_{ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM}} \) to \( \Gamma_{FINITE}^{PreA} \)
– Mapping of Object Schema(OS), ATT and UR is provided in Table 4.7

• Mapping of $\Psi_{ABAC}^{AM}$ to $\Psi_{UCON}^{finite_{preA}}$

– $\sigma(\text{Access}_p) = \text{Access}_r^{\text{UCON}_{preA}^{finite}}$ where $r = p$.
– $\sigma(\text{AccessSubject}_p) = \text{AccessSubject}_r^{\text{UCON}_{preA}^{finite}}$ where $r = p$.
– $\sigma(\text{CreateSubjectbyUser}(u, s, s_{avt})) = \text{CreateSubjectbyUser}_{ijd}(s, o), i = uavtf(u)$ and $j = s_{avt}$.
– $\sigma(\text{CreateSubjectbySubject}(s_1, s_2, s_{avt_1}, s_{avt_2})) = \text{CreateSubjectbySubject}_{ijkd}(s, o), i = s_{avtf}(s_1), j = s_{avt_1}$ and $k = s_{avt_2}$.
– $\sigma(\text{DeleteSubjectbyUser}(u, s)) = \text{DeleteSubbyUser}_{ijd}(s, o), i = uavtf(u)$ and $j = s_{avtf}(s)$.
– $\sigma(\text{DeleteSubjectbySubject}(s_1, s_2, s_{avt})) = \text{DeleteSubbySub}_{ijkd}(s, o), i = s_{avtf}(s_1), j = s_{avtf}(s_2), k = s_{avt}$.
– $\sigma(\text{ModifySubjectAttbyUser}(u, s, s_{avt}, s_{avt})) = \text{ModifySubjectAttbyUser}_{ijkl}(s, o), i = uavtf(u)$ and $j = s_{avt}, k = uavtf, l = s_{avt}$.
– $\sigma(\text{ModifySubjectAttbySubject}(s_1, s_2, s_{avt_1}, s_{avt_2})) = \text{ModifySubjectAttbySubject}_{ijkl}(s, o), i = s_{avtf}(s_1)$ and $j = s_{avtf}(s_2), k = s_{avt_1}$ and $l = s_{avt_2}$.
– $\sigma(\text{CreateObjectbySubject}(s, o, o_{avt})) = \text{CreateObject}_{ijd}(s, o), i = s_{avtf}(s)$ and $j = o_{avtf}$.
– $\sigma(\text{ModifyObjectAttbySubject}(s, o, o_{avt})) = \text{ModifyObjectAtt}_{ijkl}(s, o), i = s_{avtf}(s)$ and $j = o_{avtf}(o)$ and $k = o_{avtf}$.

• Mapping of $Q_{ABAC}^{AM}$ to $Q_{UCON}^{finite_{preA}}$ is provided below

– $\sigma(\text{Authorization}_p(s, o)) = \text{CheckPCNCR}(\text{Access}_p, \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o), \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o))$.
– $\sigma(\text{AuthorizationonSubject}_p(s, o)) = \text{CheckPCNCR}(\text{AccessSubject}_p, \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o), \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o))$.
– $\sigma(\text{ConstrSubCreatebyUser}(u, s, s_{avt})) = \text{CheckPCCR}(\text{CreateSubjectbyUser}_{ijd}, \text{avtf}(s), o, \text{avtf}(s), \langle \text{subject}, \text{NULL}, u, \text{NULL}, \ldots, \text{NULL}, s_{avt_1}, \ldots, s_{avt_n}, \text{NULL}, \ldots, \text{NULL} \rangle)$ where $i = uavtf(u)$ and $j = s_{avt}$.
σ(ConstrSubCreatebySub(s_1, s_2, savt_1)) = CheckPCCR(CreateSubjectbySubject_ijk_d, avtf(s), o, \{ subject, NULL, u, savt_1, ..., savt_n, NULL, ..., NULL \}, \{ subject, NULL, u, NULL, ..., NULL, savt_2, ..., savt_n, NULL, ..., NULL \}) where i = uavtf(u), j = savt_1 and k = savt_2.

σ(ConstrSubDelbyUser(u, s)) = CheckPCDelCR(DeleteSubbyUser_ij_d, avtf(s), avtf(o)) where i = uavtf(u), j = savt.

σ(ConstrSubDelbySub(s_1, s_2, savt_1)) = CheckPCDelCR(DeleteSubbySub_ijk_d, avtf(s), avtf(o), \{ savt_1, ..., savt_n \}) where i = uavtf(u), j = savt(s) and k = savt.

σ(ConstrSubModbyUser(u, s, uavt, savt)) = CheckPCNCR(ModifySubjectAttbyUser_ijkl_d, avtf(s), avtf(o), \{ user, s.user_name, NULL, NULL, uavt_1, ..., uavt_n, NULL, ..., NULL, NULL, NULL, ..., NULL \}, \{ savt_1, ..., savt_n \}) where i = uavtf(u), j = savt(s), k = uavt, l = savt.

σ(ConstrSubModbySub(s_1, s_2, savt_1, savt_2)) = CheckPCNCR(ModifySubjectAttbySub_ijkl_d, avtf(s), avtf(o), \{ subject, NULL, s.SubCreator, savt_1, ..., savt_n, NULL, ..., NULL, NULL, NULL, ..., NULL \}, \{ savt_1, ..., savt_n \}) where i = uavtf(u), j = savt(s), k = uavt, l = savt.

σ(ConstrObjCreatebySub(s, o, oavt)) = CheckPCCR(CreateObjectbySubject_ij_d, avtf(s), o, avtf(s), \{ object, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, ..., NULL, NULL, ..., NULL, oavt_1, ..., oavt_p \}) where i = savt(s) and j = oavt.

σ(ConstrObjModbySub(s, o, oavt)) = CheckPCNCR(ModifyObjectAttbySubject_ijk_d, avtf(s), avtf(o), avtf(s), \{ oavt_1, ..., oavt_p \}) where i = savt(s), j = oavtf(o) and k = oavt.

Mapping from UCON_{finite preA} to ABAC_{AM} (σ^{UCON_{finite preA}})

- Mapping of Γ^{ABAC_{AM}_α} to Γ^{UCON_{finite preA}_α}

- Mapping of UA, SA, OA, UA VT, SA VT, OA VT and P defined in Table 4.11
Table 4.18: A Sequence of Actions of $ABA^C_{\alpha\alpha}$ to Configure the $UCN_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$ Creating Command $uc_r(s, o)$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State Transition Actions</th>
<th>$ABA^C_{\alpha\alpha}$ Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>tryaccess(Give Source Token)</code></td>
<td>ModifySubjectAttByUser($u, s$, $\langle nToken = 1, tToken = 1, comm = uc_r, commType = Create, newVal_1 = f_{uc_r}(s) \rangle$, newVal_2 = $f_{uc_r}(s)$, isAuth_z = 2, isPassed = 2, isRlsdToken = 2))$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>checkCreate(Condition if Authorized)</code></td>
<td>ModifySubjectAttBySubject($s_1$, $s_2$, $\langle nToken = 1, tToken = 1, comm = command(s_1), commType = Create, newVal_1 = newVal_1(s_1), newVal_2 = newVal_2(s_1), isAuth_z = 1, isPassed = 2, isRlsdToken = 2, a_1 = 0, a_n = a_n(s_1), (1, comm = 1, commType = Create, newVal_1 = newVal_1(s_1), newVal_2 = newVal_2(s_1), isAuth_z = 2, isPassed = 2, isRlsdToken = 2, a_1 = a_1(s_2), ..., a_n = a_n(s_2))$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>checkCreate(Condition if not Authorized)</code></td>
<td>ModifySubjectAttBySubject($s_1$, $s_2$, $\langle nToken = 1, tToken = 1, comm = command(s_1), commType = Create, newVal_1 = newVal_1(s_1), newVal_2 = newVal_2(s_1), isAuth_z = 1, isPassed = 2, isRlsdToken = 2, a_1 = a_1(s_2), ..., a_n = a_n(s_2))$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>doCreate(Creat and Access if Authorized)</code></td>
<td>CreateSubjectBySubject($s_1$, $s_2$, $\langle nToken = 1, tToken = 1, comm = command(s_1), commType = Create, newVal_1 = newVal_1(s_1), newVal_2 = newVal_2(s_1), isAuth_z = 1, isPassed = 2, isRlsdToken = 2, a_1 = a_1(s_2), ..., a_n = a_n(s_2))$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>returnTargetToken(Release Target Token)</code></td>
<td>ModifySubjectAttBySubject($s_1$, $s_2$, $\langle nToken = 1, tToken = 1, comm = command(s_1), commType = Create, newVal_1 = newVal_1(s_1), newVal_2 = newVal_2(s_1), isAuth_z = 1, isPassed = 2, isRlsdToken = 2, a_1 = a_1(s_2), ..., a_n = a_n(s_2))$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>denied/endAccess(Release Source Token)</code></td>
<td>ModifySubjectAttByUser($u, s$, $\langle nToken = 0, tToken = 0, comm = null, commType = null, newVal_1 = null, newVal_2 = null, isAuth_z = 2, isPassed = 2, isRlsdToken = 2, a_1 = a_1(s), ..., a_n = a_n(s))$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Mapping of $U$, $S$, $O$ and the initial state $\gamma_0$ is defined in Section 4.2.2

- Mapping of $\Psi^{UCN_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}}$ to $\Psi^{ABA^C_{\alpha\alpha}}$

  - $UCN_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$ non-creating command $uc_r(s, o)$ is same as shown in Table 4.13

  - Sequence of $ABA^C_{\alpha\alpha}$ operations that map $UCN_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$ creating command $uc_r(s, o)$ provided in Table 4.19

  - Sequence of $ABA^C_{\alpha\alpha}$ operations that map $UCN_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}$ deleting command $uc_r(s, o)$ provided in Table 4.18

- Mapping of $Q^{UCN_{\text{preA}}^{\text{finite}}}$ to $Q^{ABA^C_{\alpha\alpha}}$ is provided below
Table 4.19: A Sequence of Actions in ABAC\textsuperscript{AM} to Configure the UCON\textsuperscript{finite} Deleting Command

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tryaccess (Give Source Token)</th>
<th>ModifySubjectAttbyUser(u, s, ⟨sToken = 1⟩, (sToken = 1, comm = uc, commType = Delete, newVal1 = ⟨f_{1, a_1} (s, o), ... f_{1, a_n} (s, o)⟩, newVal2 = null, isAuthz = 2, isPassed = 2, isRlsdToken = 2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>checkDelete (Check PreCondition if Authorized)</td>
<td>ModifySubjectAttbySubject(s_1, s_2, ⟨sToken = 1, comm = command(s_1), commType = Delete, newVal1 = newVal1(s_1), newVal2 = newVal2(s_1), isAuthz = 1, isPassed = 0, isRlsdToken = 2, a_1 = a_1(s_1), ..., a_n = a_n(s_1)), ⟨sToken = 1, comm = command(s_1), commType = Delete, newVal1 = newVal1(s_1), newVal2 = newVal2(s_1), isAuthz = 2, isPassed = 2, isRlsdToken = 2, a_1 = a_1(s_2), ..., a_n = a_n(s_2)⟩)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>checkDelete (Check PreCondition if not Authorized)</td>
<td>ModifySubjectAttbySubject(s_1, s_2, ⟨sToken = 1, comm = command(s_1), commType = Delete, newVal1 = newVal1(s_1), newVal2 = newVal2(s_1), isAuthz = 1, isPassed = 1, isRlsdToken = 0, a_1 = avtf(a_1), ... avtf(a_n))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>returnTargetToken (Release Target Token)</td>
<td>ModifySubjectAttbySubject(s_1, s_2, ⟨sToken = 1, comm = command(s_1), commType = commType(s_1), newVal1 = newVal1(s_1), newVal2 = newVal2(s_1), isAuthz = isAuthz(s_1), isPassed = 1, isRlsdToken = 0, a_1 = a_1(s_1), ..., a_n = a_n(s_1)), ⟨sToken = 0, comm = null, commType = null, newVal1 = null, newVal2 = null, isAuthz = isAuthz(s_2), isPassed = 2, isRlsdToken = 2, a_1 = a_1(s_2), ..., a_n = a_n(s_2)⟩)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>denied/endAccess (Release Source Token)</td>
<td>ModifySubjectAttbyUser(u, s, ⟨sToken = 0⟩, (sToken = 0, comm = null, commType = null, newVal1 = null, newVal2 = null, isAuthz = 2, isPassed = 2, isRlsdToken = 2, a_1 = a_1(s), ..., a_n = a_n(s)))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- \(\sigma(\text{CheckPCNCR}(\text{Access}_p, \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o), \text{avtf}(o))) = \text{Authorization}_p(s, o)\) where \(\langle a_1(s), ... a_n(s) \rangle = \text{avtf}(s)\) and \(\langle a_1(s), ... a_n(s) \rangle = \text{avtf}(o)\).

- \(\sigma(\text{CheckPCNCR}(\text{AccessSubject}_p, \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o), \text{avtf}(o))) = \text{AuthorizationonSubject}_p(s_1, s_2)\) where \(\langle a_1(s_1), ... a_n(s_1) \rangle = \text{avtf}(s)\) and \(\langle a_1(s_2), ... a_n(s_2) \rangle = \text{avtf}(o)\).

- \(\sigma(\text{CheckPCCR}(\text{CreateSubjectbyUser}_{ijd}, \text{avtf}(s), o, \text{avtf}(s), \langle \text{subject}, \text{NULL}, u, \text{NULL}, ... \text{NULL}, \text{savt}_1, ... \text{savt}_n, \text{NULL}, ... \text{NULL} \rangle)) = \text{ConstrSubCreatebyUser}(u, s, \text{savt})\) where \(i = \text{uavtf}(u) = i\) and \(\text{savt} = j\).

- \(\sigma(\text{CheckPCCR}(\text{CreateSubjectbySubject}_{ijkd}, \text{avtf}(s), o, \langle \text{subject}, \text{NULL}, u, \text{savt}_1, ... \text{savt}_n, \text{NULL}, ... \text{NULL} \rangle)) = \text{ConstrSubCreatebySub}(s_1, s_2, \text{savt}_1), \) where \(uavtf(u) = i, \text{savt}_1 = j\) and \(\text{savt}_2 = k\).
\[\sigma(\text{CheckPCDelCR}(\text{DeleteSubbyUser}_{ij, d}, \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o))) = \text{ConstrSubDelbyUser}(u, s),\]
where \(u_{\text{avtf}}(u) = i, s_{\text{avtf}}(s) = j.\]

\[\sigma(\text{CheckPCDelCR}(\text{DeleteSubbySub}_{ijk, d}, \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o), \langle \text{savtf}_1, \ldots, \text{savtf}_n \rangle)) = \text{ConstrSubDelbySub}(s_1, s_2, \text{savtf}),\]
where \(i = u_{\text{avtf}}(u), j = s_{\text{avtf}}(s)\) and \(k = \text{savtf}.\]

\[\sigma(\text{CheckPCNCR}(\text{ModifySubjectAttbyUser}_{ijkl, d}, \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o), \langle \text{user}, \text{s.user}_\text{name}, \text{NULL}, \text{NULL}, u_{\text{avtf}}, \ldots, u_{\text{avtf}}\rangle, \langle \text{savtf}_1, \ldots, \text{savtf}_n \rangle)) = \text{ConstrSubModbyUser}(u, s, u_{\text{avtf}}, \text{savtf}),\]
where \(u_{\text{avtf}}(u) = i, s_{\text{avtf}}(s) = j, u_{\text{avtf}} = k, s_{\text{avtf}} = l.\]

\[\sigma(\text{CheckPCNCR}(\text{ModifySubjectAttbySubject}_{ijkl, d}, \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o), \langle \text{subject}, \text{NULL}, \text{s.SubCreator}, \text{savtf}_1, \ldots, \text{savtf}_n \rangle)) = \text{ConstrSubModbySub}(s_1, s_2, s, \text{savtf}_1, \text{savtf}_2),\]
where \(u_{\text{avtf}}(u) = i, s_{\text{avtf}}(s) = j, u_{\text{avtf}} = k, s_{\text{avtf}} = l.\]

\[\sigma(\text{CheckPCCR}(\text{CreateObjectbySubject}_{ij, d}, \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o), \langle \text{object}, \text{NULL}, \text{NULL}, \text{NULL}, \text{NULL}, \ldots, \text{NULL}, \text{oavtf}_1, \ldots, \text{oavtf}_p \rangle)) = \text{ConstrObjCreatebySub}(s, o, o_{\text{avtf}}),\]
where \(s_{\text{avtf}}(s) = i\) and \(o_{\text{avtf}} = j.\]

\[\sigma(\text{CheckPCNCR}(\text{ModifyObjectAttbySubject}_{ijkl, d}, \text{avtf}(s), \text{avtf}(o), \langle \text{oavtf}_1, \ldots, \text{oavtf}_p \rangle)) = \text{ConstrObjModbySub}(s, o, o_{\text{avtf}}),\]
where \(s_{\text{avtf}}(s) = i, o_{\text{avtf}}(o) = j\) and \(o_{\text{avtf}} = k.\]

**Expressive Power Equivalence and Safety Decidability**

The proof that the mappings provided in Section 4.2.3 and Section 4.2.3 are state matching reductions is lengthy and tedious. Here we present an outline of the main argument.

**Lemma 3.** \(\sigma_{ABAC_{\alpha}}^{AM}\) satisfies assertion 1 of the state matching reduction of Definition 1.

**Proof.** (Sketch): Assertion 1 requires that, for every \(\gamma_{ABAC_{\alpha}}^{AM} \in \Gamma_{ABAC_{\alpha}}^{AM}\) and every \(\psi_{ABAC_{\alpha}}^{AM} \in \Psi_{ABAC_{\alpha}}^{AM},\)
\(\langle \gamma_{ABAC_{\alpha}}^{AM}, \psi_{ABAC_{\alpha}}^{AM} \rangle = \sigma(\langle \gamma_{ABAC_{\alpha}}^{AM}, \psi_{ABAC_{\alpha}}^{AM} \rangle)\) has the following property:

For every \(\gamma_1^{ABAC_{\alpha}}\) in scheme ABAC_{\alpha}^{AM} such that
there exists a state $\gamma_1$ such that
\[ \gamma_1 \models_{\text{UCON finite preA}} \sigma(q^{ABAC\alpha}) = > \gamma_1 \models_{\text{UCON finite preA}} \sigma(q^{ABAC\alpha}). \]

The proof is by induction on number of steps $n$ in $\gamma^{ABAC\alpha} \xrightarrow{*} \psi^{ABAC\alpha} \gamma_1^{ABAC\alpha}$.

**Lemma 4.** $\sigma^{ABAC\alpha}$ satisfies assertion 2 of the state matching reduction of Definition 1.

**Proof.** (Sketch): Assertion 2 requires that, for every $\gamma^{ABAC\alpha} \in \Gamma^{ABAC\alpha}$ and every $\psi^{ABAC\alpha} \in \Psi^{ABAC\alpha}$, $\langle \gamma^{ABAC\alpha}, \psi^{ABAC\alpha} \rangle = \sigma(\langle \gamma^{ABAC\alpha}, \psi^{ABAC\alpha} \rangle)$ has the following property:

For every $\gamma_1$ in scheme UCON finite preA such that $\gamma_1 \models_{\text{UCON finite preA}} \sigma(\langle \gamma^{ABAC\alpha}, \psi^{ABAC\alpha} \rangle)$, there exists a state $\gamma_1^{ABAC\alpha}$ such that
\[ \gamma^{ABAC\alpha} \xrightarrow{*} \psi^{ABAC\alpha} \gamma_1^{ABAC\alpha} \]

2. for every query $q^{ABAC\alpha} \in Q^{ABAC\alpha}$, $\gamma_1 \models_{\text{ABAC\alpha}} q^{ABAC\alpha}$ if and only if $\gamma_1 \models_{\text{UCON finite preA}} \sigma(q^{ABAC\alpha})$.

It can be decomposed into two directions:
(a) The “if” direction:

$$
\gamma_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \vdash_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} \sigma(q_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}}) \Rightarrow \gamma_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} \vdash_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} q_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}}
$$

(b) The “only if” direction:

$$
\gamma_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} \vdash_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} q_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} \Rightarrow \gamma_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \vdash_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \sigma(q_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}})
$$

The proof is by induction on number of steps \(n\) in

$$
\gamma_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \left(=\sigma\left(\gamma_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}}\right)\right) \Rightarrow_{\psi_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \left(=\sigma\left(\psi_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}}\right)\right)} \gamma_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}}
$$

---

**Theorem 11.** \(\sigma_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}}\) is a state matching reduction.

**Proof.** Lemma 3 shows that \(\sigma_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}}\) satisfies assertion 1 of Definition 1 and lemma 4 shows that \(\sigma_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}}\) satisfies assertion 2 of Definition 1. Thereby \(\sigma_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}}\) is a state matching reduction. 

---

**Lemma 5.** \(\sigma_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}}\) satisfies assertion 1 of the state matching reduction of Definition 1.

**Proof.** (Sketch): Assertion 1 requires that, for every \(\gamma_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \in \Gamma_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}}\) and every \(\psi_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \in \Psi_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}}\), \(\langle \gamma_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} , \psi_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \rangle = \sigma\left(\langle \gamma_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} , \psi_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \rangle\right)\) has the following property:

For every \(\gamma_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \) in scheme \(\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}\) such that

$$
\gamma_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \Rightarrow_{\psi_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \left(=\sigma\left(\psi_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}}\right)\right)} \gamma_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}},
$$

there exists a state \(\gamma_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}}\) such that

1. \(\gamma_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} \left(=\sigma\left(\gamma_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}}\right)\right) \Rightarrow_{\psi_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} \left(=\sigma\left(\psi_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}}\right)\right)} \gamma_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}}

2. for every query \(q_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \in Q_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}}\), \(\gamma_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \vdash_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} q_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}}\) if and only if

\(\gamma_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} \vdash_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} \sigma(q_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} )\). It can be decomposed into two directions:

(a) The “if” direction:

$$
\gamma_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} \vdash_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} \sigma(q_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} ) \Rightarrow \gamma_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \vdash_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} q_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}}
$$

(b) The “only if” direction:

$$
\gamma_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \vdash_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} q_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} \Rightarrow \gamma_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} \vdash_{\text{ABAC}_{\alpha}^{\text{AM}}} \sigma(q_{\text{UCON}_{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}}} )
$$
The proof is by induction on number of steps $n$ in

$$\gamma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} \rightarrow^* \psi^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} \gamma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}.$$  

\[ \Box \]

**Lemma 6.** $\sigma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}$ satisfies assertion 2 of the state matching reduction of Definition 1.

**Proof.** (Sketch): Assertion 2 requires that, for every $\gamma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} \in \Gamma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}$ and every $\psi^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} \in \Psi^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}$,

$$\{ \gamma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}, \psi^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} \} = \sigma(\{ \gamma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}, \psi^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} \})$$

has the following property:

For every $\gamma^{\text{ABACAM}}_{\alpha}$ in scheme $\text{ABACAM}_{\alpha}$ such that

$$\gamma^{\text{ABACAM}}_{\alpha}(\sigma(\gamma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}})) \rightarrow^* \psi^{\text{ABACAM}}_{\alpha}(\sigma(\psi^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}})) \gamma^{\text{ABACAM}}_{\alpha},$$

there exists a state $\gamma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}$ such that

1. $\gamma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} \rightarrow^* \psi^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} \gamma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}$.

2. for every query $q^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} \in Q^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}$, $\gamma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} \vdash^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} \neg q^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}$ if and only if $\gamma^{\text{ABACAM}}_{\alpha} \vdash^{\text{ABACAM}_{\alpha}} \sigma(q^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}})$.

It can be decomposed into two directions:

(a) The “if” direction:

$$\gamma^{\text{ABACAM}}_{\alpha} \vdash^{\text{ABACAM}_{\alpha}} \sigma(q^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}) = \gamma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} \vdash^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} q^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}.$$  

(b) The “only if” direction:

$$\gamma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} \vdash^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} q^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}} = \gamma^{\text{ABACAM}}_{\alpha} \vdash^{\text{ABACAM}_{\alpha}} \sigma(q^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}).$$

The proof is by induction on number of steps $n$ in

$$\gamma^{\text{ABACAM}}_{\alpha}(\sigma(\gamma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}})) \rightarrow^* \psi^{\text{ABACAM}}_{\alpha}(\sigma(\psi^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}})) \gamma^{\text{ABACAM}}_{\alpha}.$$  

\[ \Box \]

**Theorem 12.** $\sigma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}$ is a state matching reduction.

**Proof.** Lemma 5 shows that $\sigma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}$ satisfies assertion 1 of Definition 1 and lemma 6 shows that $\sigma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}$ satisfies assertion 2 of Definition 1. Thereby $\sigma^{\text{UCON finite}}_{\text{preA}}$ is a state matching reduction.

\[ \Box \]
Theorem 13. \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{AM}} \) and \( \text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}} \) are equivalent in expressive power.

Proof. Theorem 11 proves that there exists a state matching reduction from \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{AM}} \) to \( \text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}} \) and Theorem 12 proves that there exists a state matching reduction from \( \text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}} \) to \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{AM}} \). Thereby \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{AM}} \) and \( \text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}} \) are equivalent in expressive power.

Theorem 14. Safety of \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{AM}} \) is decidable.

Proof. Safety of \( \text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}} \) is decidable [107]. Theorem 13 proves that \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{AM}} \) is equivalent in to \( \text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}} \) in expressive power. So safety of \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{AM}} \) is also decidable.

4.3 A Safety Undecidable \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{AM}} \) Enhancement

4.3.1 Extension of \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{AM}} \) beyond decidability

\( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{AM}} \) is a \( \text{UCON}^{\text{finite}}_{\text{preA}} \) equivalent extension of \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha \), which is still decidable. To analyze the decidability boundary we further extend \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{AM}} \) to get an undecidable model. In this section we allow infinite domain entity attribute in \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{AM}} \) and we name the resulting model \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{MI}} \).

Safety Analysis of \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{MI}} \)

Here we provide a detail construction of a general Turing Machine with one dimensional single tape and show that the safety problem of \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{MI}} \) can be reduced to the well known undecidable problem of whether a Turing machine would reach to its accept state starting from an initial state and finally prove that the safety problem of \( \text{ABAC}^\alpha_{\text{MI}} \) is undecidable.

4.3.2 Turing Machine

A general Turing machine with one dimensional single tape [96] \( \mathcal{M} \) is a 6 tuple:\( \{Q, \Sigma, \delta, q_0, q_{\text{accept}}, q_{\text{reject}} \} \), where:

- \( Q \) is a finite set of states,
- \( \Sigma \) is a finite set, alphabet with \textit{blank}
• $\delta : Q \times \Sigma \longrightarrow Q \times \Sigma \times \{L, R\}$ is the transition function,

• $q_0, q_{\text{accept}}, q_{\text{reject}} \in Q$ are the start state, accept state, and reject state, respectively, where $q_{\text{accept}} \neq q_{\text{reject}}$

The movement of the head in the tape is described as below:

• $\delta(q, x) = (p, y, L)$ in state $q$ the tape head searching for the cell containing $x$ and the head writes $y$ on that cell moves one cell to the left on the tape and the new state should be named as $p$. If the tape head is at the left end no movement will occur. Left transition can be of two types:

  1. Left transition when head pointing to the left end as it is a one way tape no creation will occur resulting this transition. Only cell content and state will change
  2. Left transition when head not pointing to the left end, modifies the current cell, and move the head to immediate left cell and put a new state value for that cell.

• $\delta(q, x) = (p, y, R)$ same as above only moves right.

Right transition can be of two types:

  1. Right transition when head pointing to the right end new cell should be created to move the head right.
  2. Right transition when head not pointing to the right end modifies the current cell, and move the head to immediate right cell and put a new state value for that cell.

4.3.3 Configuration of Turing Machine with $\text{ABAC}^{\text{MI}}_{\alpha}$

We construct an $\text{ABAC}^{\text{MI}}_{\alpha}$ system that simulate Turing Machine $\mathcal{M}$ defined above. Our construction follows the same technique provided in [140] for construction of Turing Machine with $\text{UCON}_{\text{preA}}$. Table 4.20 gives the configuration of basic sets, functions and policies to configure the construction. There are 4 subject attributes: $\{\text{state, cell, right, left}\}$ and no user or object attributes for this construction. The value of attribute $\text{state}$ for a subject is either null or the state
of $\mathcal{M}$ if its head is positioned on this cell, the value of $\text{cell}$ is the content in the $\text{cell}$ that the head is scanning. $\text{right}$ and $\text{left}$ are the entity attributes where the value is the identity of another subject representing the right side cell or left side cell of the concerned subject. For the subject representing the rightmost cell of the tape $\text{right}$ is null and for the subject representing the leftmost cell in the tape the value of attribute $\text{left}$ would be null. Initial state of the system contains a single user ($u$) and a single subject ($s_1$) and the attribute value assignment for the subject is defined below:

- $\text{U} = \{u\}$
- $\text{S} = \{s_1\}$
- $\text{O} = \{\}$
- $\text{state}(s_1) = q_0$
- $\text{cell}(s_1) = \text{blank}$
- $\text{right}(s_1) = \text{null}$
- $\text{left}(s_1) = \text{null}$

**Configuration of Movement:**

The movement of the head in the tape is configured with $\text{ABAC}^m$ operations. The policy configuration is shown in Table 4.20. Here is the example of how

- **Left Movement** $\delta(q, x) = (p, y, L)$:
  
  - Head not pointing to the left end cell: policy needs to check that head is not pointing to the leftmost cell, that means to check $\text{state}(s_1) = q$, $\text{cell}(s_1) = x$ and $\text{left}(s_1) = \text{null}$. It also needs to check $s_2$ positioned on immediate left of $s_1$ which means to check $\text{left}(s_1) = s_2$. Then it simulates the movement using the subject attribute modification operation $\text{ModifySubjectAttbySubject}(s_1, s_2, \langle \text{null}, y, \text{right}(s_1), \text{left}(s_1) \rangle, \langle p, \text{cell}(s_2), \text{right}(s_2), \text{left}(s_2) \rangle)$. 

Table 4.20: Turing Machine (M) with ABAC℠

UA = {}, SA= {state, cell, left, right}, OA = {}
atType(state) = attType(cell) = attType(left) = attType(right) = atomic
Range (state) = Q, Range (cell) = Γ, Range (left) = Range (right) = S
P = Q ∪ {leftMove, rightMove, create}

Authorization Policy:
Authorization_p(u,s) ≡ false
Authorization_p(u,s, savt) ≡ false

Subject Creation Policy:
ConstrSubCreatebyUser(u,s,savt) ≡ false
/* right movement δ(q,x) = (p,y,R)*, head in rightmost cell*/
ConstrSubCreatebySub(s1, s2, savt1, savt2) ≡ (right(s1) = null ∧ state(s1) = q ∧ cell(s1) = x ∧ right′(s1)
   = s2 ∧ state(s1) = null ∧ cell(s1) = y ∧
   right′(s2) = null ∧ state(s2) = p ∧ cell(s2) = blank)

*: 

Subject Attribute Modification Policy:
ConstrSubModbyUser(u,s, uavt, savt) ≡ false
ConstrSubModbySub(s1, s2, savt1, savt2) ≡
/* right movement δ(q,x) = (p,y,R)*, head not in rightmost cell*/
(right(s1) = s2 ∧ state(s1) = q ∧ cell(s1) = x ∧
left(s2) = s1 ∧ state′(s1) = null ∧ state′(s2) = p ∧ cell′(s1) = y)

*: 

*: 

*: 

/*left movement δ(q,x) = (p,y,L), head not in leftmost cell*/
(left(s1) = s2 ∧ state(s1) = q ∧ cell(s1) = x ∧
right(s2) = s1 ∧ state′(s1) = null ∧ state′(s2) = p ∧ cell′(s1) = y)

*: 

*: 

/*left movement δ(q,x) = (p,y,L), head in leftmost cell*/
(left(s1) = null ∧ state(s1) = q ∧ cell(s1) = x ∧
state′(s1) = null ∧ state′(s1) = p ∧ cell′(s1) = y)

*: 

*: 

Subject Deletion Policy:
ConstrSubDelbyUser(u,s) ≡ false
ConstrSubDelbySub(u,s,savt) ≡ false

Object Creation Policy:
ConstrObjCreatebySub(s,o,oavt) ≡ false

Object Attribute Modification Policy
ConstrObjModAttrbySub(s,o,oavt) ≡ false
Figure 4.5: Simulation of Turing Machine Movement with \(\text{ABAC}_M^\alpha\)

- Head pointing to the right end cell: policy needs to check that head is pointing to the leftmost cell, that means to check \(\text{state}(s_1) = q\), \(\text{cell}(s_1) = x\) and \(\text{left}(s_1) = \text{null}\). It simulates the movement using the subject attribute modification operation \(\text{ModifySubjectAttbySubject}(s_1, s_2, \langle p, y, \text{right}(s_1), \text{left}(s_1) \rangle, \langle p, y, \text{right}(s_1), \text{left}(s_1) \rangle)\)

- Right Movement \(\delta(q, x) = (p, y, R)\):

  - Head not pointing to the right end cell: policy needs to check that head is not pointing to the rightmost cell, that means to check \(\text{state}(s_1) = q\), \(\text{cell}(s_1) = x\) and \(\text{right}(s_1) = \text{null}\). It also needs to check \(s_2\) positioned on immediate right of \(s_1\) which means to check \(\text{right}(s_1) = s_2\). Then it simulates the movement using the subject attribute modification operation \(\text{ModifySubjectAttbySubject}(s_1, s_2, \langle \text{null}, y, \text{right}(s_1), \text{left}(s_1) \rangle, \langle p, \text{cell}(s_2), \text{right}(s_2), \text{left}(s_2) \rangle)\).
- Head pointing to the right end cell: policy needs to check that head is pointing to the rightmost cell, that means to check \( state(s_1) = q, cell(s_1) = x \) and \( right(s_1) = \text{null} \). Then it simulates the movement using the subject creation operation \( \text{CreateSubjectbySubject}(s_1, s_2, \langle \text{null}, y, right(s_1), left(s_1) \rangle, \langle p, \text{blank}, \text{null}, s_1 \rangle) \).

Fig. 4.5 shows examples of right and left movement simulation with \( \text{ABAC}^{\text{MI}}_\alpha \) in different scenarios. 1)Fig. 4.5(a)i. shows the left movement simulation with \( \text{ABAC}^{\text{MI}}_\alpha \) when head is not pointing to the leftmost cell, 2) Fig. 4.5(a)ii. shows the left movement simulation with \( \text{ABAC}^{\text{MI}}_\alpha \) when head is pointing to the leftmost cell, 3) Fig. 4.5(b)i. shows the right movement simulation with \( \text{ABAC}^{\text{MI}}_\alpha \) when head is not pointing to the rightmost cell and 4) Fig. 4.5(b)ii. shows the left movement simulation with \( \text{ABAC}^{\text{MI}}_\alpha \) when head is pointing to the leftmost cell.

In a particular state of \( \text{ABAC}^{\text{MI}}_\alpha \) system, only one of the 2 operations (Modify Subject attribute (left movement and for right movement if the head is not on the rightmost cell) or Create subject (right movement if the head is on the rightmost cell)) is authorized according to the policy defined above. To distinguish between different conditions of attribute modification the policy also checks the position of the head and direction of movement. So actually in any state one of the 4 operations: 1) modify subject attribute for left movement when head is not pointing to the leftmost cell, 2) modify subject attribute for left movement when head is pointing to the leftmost cell, 3) modify subject attribute for right movement when head is not pointing to the rightmost cell and 4) create subject for right movement when head is pointing to the rightmost cell, since the state attribute is nonnull only for one subject. Each operation assigns a non-null value to a subject’s state, and sets another one to null. The \( left \) attribute is only null for leftmost cell and \( right \) attribute is only null for rightmost cell. Therefore, this \( \text{ABAC}^{\text{MI}}_\alpha \) system with the above policy configuration can simulate the operations of \( \mathcal{M} \).

### 4.3.4 Safety and Expressive Power

**Theorem 15.** Safety of \( \text{ABAC}^{\text{MI}}_\alpha \) is undecidable.

**Proof.** (Proof Sketch): For a Turing machine, it is undecidable to check if the state \( q_{\text{accept}} \) can be
reached from the initial state. Therefore, with the scheme of ABAC^{MI}_\alpha, it is undecidable whether the \textit{state} attribute of a subject can have the value \textit{q}_{accept}. This completes our undecidability proof.

\textbf{Theorem 16.} ABAC^{MI}_\alpha \textit{is more expressive than UCON_{preA} and ABAC^{AM}_\alpha}

\textit{Proof.} Proof Sketch: By definition ABAC^{MI}_\alpha allows infinite domain entity attribute on top of all ABAC^{AM}_\alpha features. On the other hand UCON_{preA} and ABAC^{AM}_\alpha only supports finite domain attributes. It is trivial to proof that ABAC^{MI}_\alpha is more expressive than ABAC^{AM}_\alpha and UCON_{preA}.
Chapter 5: OBJECT-TO-OBJECT RELATIONSHIP BASED ACCESS CONTROL

This chapter proposes a novel relationship based access control model using object-to-object relationships. It also describes a proof-of-concept implementation of this model for relationship based resource sharing in multicloud environment for Openstack object storage Swift.

5.1 OOReBAC Model

In the OSN context, ReBAC typically expresses authorization policy in terms of interpersonal relationship between users. OSN-inspired ReBAC models primarily focus on user-to-user relationships, although some have also considered user-to-resource and resource-to-resource relationships. An OSN has very specific type of resources (photos, comments, notes etc.) which are closely related to users, so it is natural to consider resource relationships in OSNs as occurring through users. However user-independent resource-to-resource (or object-to-object) relationships have been around for decades in information systems. For instance, object-oriented systems maintain inheritance, composition and association relationships among objects, version control systems use derived-from relationships between different versions, and digital content management systems use similar relationships between different media files. To our knowledge no existing ReBAC model considers user-independent generic relationships between objects, as a useful means to express authorization policies. In this chapter we propose a novel Object-to-Object ReBAC model (OOReBAC) which uses object relationships for controlling access to objects. We build a proof-of-concept implementation of OOReBAC using the open source OpenStack cloud platform and specifically its Swift object storage service.

5.1.1 Object-to-Object Relationship-Based Access Control Model Characteristics

In this subsection we discuss the general characteristics of an object-to-object relationship model for access control. To our knowledge this is a first step towards this direction. Hence we will
keep our model simple, raising the question as to what are the minimum requirements to realize such a model. A typical access request in any access control model arises when a user (or subject) tries to perform an action on a resource or object. So a set of users, a set of objects and a set of actions are mandatory components for any access control model. Our main focus is on expressing authorization policy considering object relationships, so the model obviously needs a set of possible (binary) relationship types and a data structure (preferably a relationship graph) to store relationships between objects. To keep the model definition simple we will consider only one type of symmetric relationship.

We need a special direct access from a user to object which can be maintained by a system function or access control list (ACL), starting from where additional related objects can be accessed. We propose to limit, in an object specific and action specific manner, the number of relationship links (or hopcount) that can be traversed to access a related object from a given starting point. For example if the system specifies the relationship level of a particular object is 0 for write and 1 for read that means the object is not allowed to be accessed through relationship chain for write, however it allows 1 level relationship chain for read. A system function would specify the relationship level consideration for authorization of a particular object for a particular action.

Figure 5.1 shows how the model relationship and access would work. The system has two users $u_1$ and $u_2$, and 3 objects $o_1, o_2, o_3$. The relationships are $\{\{o_1, o_2\}, \{o_2, o_3\}\}$. The system function ACL takes an object as input and returns a list of users. Here $ACL(o_1) = \{u_1\}, ACL(o_2) = \{\}$ and

![Figure 5.1: Object-to-Object Relationship Based Access Control.](image)
ACL(o_3) = \{u_2\}. When user u_1 tries to access o_1 he can directly do that without using relationships. When u_1 tries to access o_2 or o_3 the access control system needs to consider relationship between \{o_1, o_2\} and \{\{o_1, o_2\}, \{o_2, o_3\}\} respectively.

Figure 5.2 shows the policy level specification of objects. Here ACL(o_1) = \{u_1\}, ACL(o_2) = \{\}, ACL(o_3) = \{\}, and ACL(o_4) = \{\}. There are two actions in the system, a_1 and a_2. We have the following values of policy level as listed in Figure 5.2.

\[
\begin{align*}
policyLevel(a_1, o_1) &= 2, policyLevel(a_2, o_1) = 0 \\
policyLevel(a_1, o_2) &= 1, policyLevel(a_2, o_2) = 0 \\
policyLevel(a_1, o_3) &= 3, policyLevel(a_2, o_3) = 2 \\
policyLevel(a_1, o_4) &= 2, policyLevel(a_2, o_4) = 0
\end{align*}
\]

When u_1 tries to do an action a_1 or a_2 on o_1 the access request would be granted as u_1 is in ACL
Table 5.1: OOReBAC Model

- U is a set of users
- O is a set of objects
- R ⊆ \{ z | z ⊂ O \land | z | = 2 \}
- G = \langle O, R \rangle is an undirected relationship graph with vertices O and edges R
- A is a set of actions
- \( P^i(o_1) = \{ o_2 | \text{there exists a simple path of length } p \text{ in graph } G \text{ from } o_1 \text{ to } o_2 \} \)
- policyLevel: O × A → \mathbb{N}
- ACL: O → 2^U is the access control list for each object.
- There is a single policy configuration point. Authorization Policy:
  for each action \( a \in A \), Authz\(_a\)(u: U, o: O) is a boolean function which returns true or false where \( u \) and \( o \) are formal parameters.
- Authorization Policy Language:
  Each action “a” has a single authorization policy Authz\(_a\)(u: U, o: O) specified using the following language.
  \[ \phi := u \in \text{PATH}_i \]
  \[ \text{PATH}_i := \text{ACL}(P^0(o)) \cup \ldots \cup \text{ACL}(P^i(o)) \text{ where } i = \min(|O| - 1, \text{policyLevel}(a, o)) \]
  where for any set X, \( \text{ACL}(X) = \bigcup_{x \in X} \text{ACL}(x) \)

of \( o_1 \). When \( u_1 \) tries to do action \( a_1 \) on \( o_2 \) the access would be granted even though \( u_1 \) is not in \( o_2 \)'s ACL, since \( o_2 \) allows up to 1 level of relationship chaining for authorizing action \( a_1 \) and there is a 1 level relationship of \( o_2 \) with \( o_1 \) as well as \( u_1 \) is in \( o_1 \)'s ACL. When \( u_1 \) tries to do \( a_2 \) on \( o_2 \) the authorization would be denied as \( u_1 \) is not in \( o_2 \)'s ACL and \( o_2 \) allows 0 level relationship chaining for action \( a_2 \). When \( u_1 \) tries to do \( a_1 \) or \( a_2 \) on \( o_3 \) both of the actions would be granted. On the other hand when \( u_1 \) tries to do \( a_1 \) or \( a_2 \) on \( o_4 \) both the actions will be denied.

5.1.2 OOReBAC: Model Definition

In this section we define a model OOReBAC which considers object to object relationships in authorization policy. The model components are as follows: \( U \) is a set of users. A user is a human being who performs action on objects. \( O \) is a set of objects. Objects are resources in the system which need to be protected. \( R \) is a set of symmetric relationships between objects. \( G = \langle O, \)}
\( R \) is the relationship graph where objects are nodes and relationship between objects are edges. There is a system function **ACL** which takes an object as input and returns a set of users as output. There is another system function **policyLevel** which takes an object and an action as input and returns a natural number indicating the relationship level that object would allow for authorization of that particular action. \( A \) is a set of actions. Each action \( a \in A \) has a single authorization policy \( \text{Authz}_a(u:U, o:O) \) which takes \( u \) and \( o \) as inputs and returns true or false. Here \( u \) and \( o \) are formal parameters. The authorization policy is a boolean function which considers object relationships, ACL and policyLevel. If \( \text{Authz}_a(u,o) \) returns true then \( u \) is authorized to do action \( a \) on object \( o \). On the other hand if \( \text{Authz}_a(u,o) \) returns false then \( u \) is not authorized to do action \( a \) on \( o \).

Figure 5.3 shows the model components. Table 5.1 shows the formal representation of the model definition and the language for authorization policy. OOReBAC is an operational model. Create/delete users or objects, add/update relationships between objects, configure/update ACL or policy levels are administrative operations and out of scope of OOReBAC model. These would be specified in an administrative model, of which there could be many possibilities.

An instantiation of authorization policy for OOReBAC is given below.

- \( A = \{ \text{read}, \text{write} \} \)
- \( \text{Authz}_{\text{read}}(u:U, o:O) \equiv u \in \text{policyLevel}(\text{read},o) \)
- \( \text{Authz}_{\text{write}}(u:U, o:O) \equiv u \in \text{policyLevel}(\text{write},o) \)

An example configuration of OOReBAC and an instantiation of OOReBAC policy is given below.

- \( U = \{ u_1, u_2, u_3 \} \)
- \( O = \{ o_1, o_2, o_3, o_4 \} \)
- \( R = \{ \{ o_1, o_2 \}, \{ o_2, o_3 \}, \{ o_3, o_4 \} \} \)
- \( \text{ACL}(o_1) = \{ u_1 \} \)
- \( \text{ACL}(o_2) = \{ u_3 \} \)
Figure 5.4: An Example of OOReBAC State $I_1$.

ACL($o_3$) = \{u_2\}
ACL($o_4$) = \{u_3\}

• $\text{policyLevel}(\text{read}, o_1) = 2$
  $\text{policyLevel}(\text{write}, o_1) = 0$
  $\text{policyLevel}(\text{read}, o_2) = 2$
  $\text{policyLevel}(\text{write}, o_2) = 1$
  $\text{policyLevel}(\text{read}, o_3) = 0$
  $\text{policyLevel}(\text{write}, o_3) = 0$
  $\text{policyLevel}(\text{read}, o_4) = 2$
  $\text{policyLevel}(\text{write}, o_4) = 1$

Figure 5.4 shows an example state $I_1$ of this system. The following are some actions that different users try in state $I_1$ and their outcome.

• read($u_1, o_3$), write($u_1, o_3$) are denied

• read($u_2, o_1$) is allowed, write($u_2, o_1$) is denied

• read($u_1, o_4$), write($u_1, o_4$) are denied

5.1.3 OOReBAC: Applications

Application of OOReBAC model is restricted to systems where a single symmetric relationship is used, e.g., document co-citation, document clustering, or related medical record. Consider an
example of a patient’s health records in different specialities shown in Figure 5.5. Here a patient went to his primary care physician with certain symptoms such as chest pain. The primary care physician created a record of his symptoms and medications he was taking at that time and referred him to a gastroenterologist. The gastroenterologist created a record of his symptoms and investigations and based upon the results referred him to a cardiologist. The cardiologist then referred him to an endocrinologist who also referred him to an ophthalmologist and a nephrologist. In every stage of his treatment a new document is created considering the speciality of the doctor treating him, and a relationship between consecutive documents is established. The doctor who creates a particular document has a direct access to that document. Every time a specific doctor treats the patient, he needs to look at his medical history and current treatments by other specialists using the relationship between the records. Figure 5.5 shows the treatment scenario of the patient. For example, if the nephrologist needs to see the records of the gastroenterologist for that patient, he can use the relationship between records to do so.

Consider the policy that every specialist is able to write only on a document for which he is assigned in the document’s ACL. Reading a document is allowed through the document relationships. To specify this policy in our OOReBAC model we need to first express the OOReBAC
instantiation of the scenario as follows.

- \( U = \{ u_{pp}, u_{gs}, u_{cd}, u_{op}, u_{ed}, u_{np} \} \)

- \( O = \{ mr_{pp}, mr_{gs}, mr_{cd}, mr_{op}, mr_{ed}, mr_{np} \} \)

- \( R = \{ \{ mr_{pp}, mr_{gs} \}, \{ mr_{gs}, mr_{cd} \}, \{ mr_{cd}, mr_{ed} \}, \{ mr_{op}, mr_{ed} \}, \{ mr_{np}, mr_{ed} \} \} \)

- ACL\((mr_{pp}) = \{ u_{pp} \}, \)
  ACL\((mr_{gs}) = \{ u_{gs} \}, \)
  ACL\((mr_{cd}) = \{ u_{cd} \}, \)
  ACL\((mr_{op}) = \{ u_{op} \}, \)
  ACL\((mr_{ed}) = \{ u_{ed} \}, \)
  ACL\((mr_{np}) = \{ u_{np} \} \)

- Action \( = \{ \text{read, write} \} \)

- policyLevel\((\text{read}, mr_{pp})=\infty \), policyLevel\((\text{write}, mr_{pp})=0, \)
  policyLevel\((\text{read}, mr_{gs})=\infty \), policyLevel\((\text{write}, mr_{gs})=0, \)
  policyLevel\((\text{read}, mr_{cd})=\infty \), policyLevel\((\text{write}, mr_{cd})=0, \)
  policyLevel\((\text{read}, mr_{op})=\infty \), policyLevel\((\text{write}, mr_{op})=0, \)
  policyLevel\((\text{read}, mr_{ed})=\infty \), policyLevel\((\text{write}, mr_{ed})=0, \)
  policyLevel\((\text{read}, mr_{np})=\infty \), policyLevel\((\text{write}, mr_{np})=0 \)

- Authorization policy:
  \( \text{Authz}_{\text{read}}(u,o) \equiv u \in \text{policyLevel}(\text{read},o) \)
  \( \text{Authz}_{\text{write}}(u,o) \equiv u \in \text{policyLevel}(\text{write},o) \)

Some sample operations and their outcomes are given below.

1. read\((u_{np}, mr_{pp}) \): authorized

2. read\((u_{cd}, mr_{np}) \): authorized
3. write(u_{np}, mr_{np}) : authorized

4. write(u_{np}, mr_{pp}) : denied

5. write(u_{np}, mr_{pp}) : denied

5.2 Implementation of OOReBAC in Openstack Object Storage Swift

Using object-to-object relationship brings in a new dimension when we consider relationship between objects which can originate in different environments. Organizations often use multicloud environment for independent and parallel work, including reducing reliance on any single vendor, increasing flexibility through choice, and mitigating against disasters, etc. This is similar to the use of best-of-breed applications from multiple developers on a personal computer, rather than the defaults offered by the operating system vendor. Using multiple infrastructure providers for different workloads, deploying a single workload load balanced across multiple providers (active-active), or deploying a single workload on one provider, with a backup on another (active-passive) [6], are common multicloud applications. Sharing resources between multiple clouds IaaS is very important in today’s multicloud world. Using object-to-object relationship can be one way to share our objects between different clouds.

For a proof-of-concept implementation we use homogeneous multicloud using the open source IaaS OpenStack platform [9] for all clouds in the system. In particular we build upon the OpenStack object storage Swift. In this section we provide a brief description of the implementation of OOReBAC. We first review OpenStack object storage Swift and its original authorization module.

Our proposed model for Swift authorization can be named as relationship based resource sharing for OpenStack object storage Swift. It enables the following features beyond those natively provided in Swift.

- Object specific ACL.

- Allow users to access objects through relationship along with ACL.
Figure 5.6: MultiCloud Implementation of OOReBAC Model.

Algorithm 5.1 authorize(u,f,G)
if u in ACL(f) then
    return true
else
    policyLevel = policyLevel(f)
    for depth limited search upto min(policyLevel, |O| - 1) do
        if if any of the file’s ACL contains u then
            return true
        return false

- Allow users outside projects/accounts to access an object through relationship.
- Overall this proposed model would be able to work in multicloud environment.

To enable these features we are proposing an authorization service for Swift access control.

5.2.1 Proposed Authorization Service for Swift

An authorization service for Swift would take care of the authorization of objects. We would store all the container level ACL and relationship between files in authorization service. The collaboration between different clouds is done through federation. Once federation is established every file can be accessed by two types of user, local user and federated user. Swift operations
Table 5.2: Functional Specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Updates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CreateRelationship (u, filename₁, filename₂)</td>
<td>admin ∈ role(u) ∧ cloud(filename₁) = cloud(u) ∧ filename₁ /∈ RelationshipSet(filename₂) ∧ filename₂ /∈ RelationshipSet(filename₁)</td>
<td>RelationshipSet(filename₁) ⊆ {filename₂} RelationshipSet(filename₂) ⊆ {filename₁}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteRelationship (u, filename₁, filename₂)</td>
<td>admin ∈ role(u) ∧ cloud(filename₁) = cloud(u) ∧ filename₁ ∈ RelationshipSet(filename₂) ∧ filename₂ ∈ RelationshipSet(filename₁)</td>
<td>RelationshipSet(filename₁) ⊆ {filename₂} RelationshipSet(filename₂) ⊆ {filename₁}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IncludeAUserinACL (u, filename₁, username₁)</td>
<td>Role(u) ∈ Admin ∧ cloud(filename₁) = cloud(u) ∧ username₁ /∈ ACLSet(filename₁)</td>
<td>ACLSet(filename₁) ⊆ {username₁}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExcludeAUserFromACL (u, filename₁, username₁)</td>
<td>Role(u) ∈ Admin ∧ cloud(filename₁) = cloud(u) ∧ username₁ ∈ ACLSet(filename₂)</td>
<td>ACLSet(filename₁) ⊆ {username₁}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConfigurePolicyLevel (u, filename, num)</td>
<td>Role(u) ∈ Admin ∧ cloud(filename₁) = cloud(u) ∧ num ≤</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Operational Command

| download (u, filename₁) | u ∈ U ∧ authorize(u, filename₁, G) | allow user u to download file filename₁ |

are of two types: Administrative Operations and User Operations. Creating ACL entry for
a particular object, updating ACL, creating relationship between objects, updating relationship,
configuring policy levels and updating policy levels are Administrative Operations.

The proposed OOReBAC theoretical model is defined for operational authorization and does
not include an administrative model. Therefore, for our implementation we have defined a simple
administrative model for Swift authorization service. This administrative model allows an admin
user from any of the collaborating clouds to configure and update relationships, ACLs and policy
levels. To configure and update relationship admin user and at least one file for which relationship
is being configured should be from same cloud. To configure and update ACL and policyLevel
admin user and the corresponding file should be from same cloud. Admin user can directly issue a
RESTAPI command from Swift to the authorization service database to create relationships, update
relationships, create an ACL, update an ACL, create policy level and update policy level. In Swift
User Operations are uploading a file and downloading a file. Only the creator of the container
can upload a file. In our implementation the upload operation is kept as it is. The authorization of
downloading a file is done through authorization service.

Figure 5.6 shows the implementation detail of the model. In this figure we are considering two
clouds $c_1$ and $c_2$. First we need to establish federation between these two clouds. The authorization service would contain all the ACL information of every file, along with relationship information and policy level information. To configure our OOReBAC model for this implementation platform user identification will comprise of cloud and current account information along with user name. Files or objects also need to contain filename along with cloud name, account name and container name. Each user is identified as username@cloudname:accountname, while each file is identified as filename@cloudname:accountname:containername.

When a download request comes from a user for a local file, the user’s request triggers a RESTAPI call to the authorization service. The authorization service looks up the ACL table to determine if this user has direct access to the file. If so it returns true, else it goes to the policyLevel table to find out how many levels of relationship the file allows. Then it looks up to the policy level depth in relationship table whether any of the file up to that depth has an ACL authorizing the accessing user. If it finds any it returns true, otherwise it returns false.

Algorithm 5.1 shows the pseudocode of the algorithm in the authorization service to evaluate access authorization. Here we have used depth limited search upto a fix depth considering the policy level of a particular object for a particular action. Depth limited search searches upto a fix limited depth for all possible paths. Depth first search is a special case of depth limited search where limit is $\infty$. The overall time complexity of the algorithm is $O(|O| |O|)$, although with small policy limits the performance will be considerably better.

Table 5.2 specifies the administrative commands and operational commands of the imple-
mented model for the authorization service. Administrative function $\text{CreateRelationship}$ creates relationship between two files by a cloud admin. It takes a user and two filename as input. It checks whether the cloud admin and the first file are from same cloud and that no relationship exists between the two files. Administrative function $\text{DeleteRelationship}$ deletes an existing relationship between two files, $\text{IncludeAUserinACL}$ includes a user in the ACL list of a file by the cloud admin. $\text{ExcludeAUserinACL}$ excludes a user in the ACL list of a file by the cloud admin, and $\text{ConfigurePolicyLevel}$ configures the policy level of a file by the cloud admin. The only user operation is $\text{download}$. It takes a user and a file as input, and checks whether the user is an existing user and using the $\text{authorize}$ algorithm from authorization service it returns true or false.

Tables 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 shows the structure of the Relationship, ACL and policyLevel table in the authorization service. In Relationship table the graph is stored in adjacency list format. In ACL table ACL information is stored as file specific userlist and in Policy Level table file specific policy level is stored.
Chapter 6: CONCLUSION

The following sections summarize contributions of this dissertation and discuss some future research directions that can be further investigated.

6.1 Summary of Contributions

This dissertation makes fundamental contributions towards consensus study on characteristics and comparison of Attribute and Relationship Based Access control models.

First it develops a rigorous comparison between ABAC and ReBAC. We do this by classifying ABAC and ReBAC models based on salient aspects that are relevant to their comparison and proposes two semi-formal families of models for both ReBAC and ABAC and compare them. The main purpose of these classifications is to enable comparison. The classifications are not intended to be a complete characterization of ABAC models or ReBAC models. They are only a partial classification but sufficient to draw out the essential relationships between ABAC and ReBAC.

Second it analyzes the safety of the existing $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$ model and proposes two enhanced versions of $\text{ABAC}_\alpha$ so as to analyze the decidability boundary and comparative expressive power for the extensions. One keeps the same safety decidability result while other extension has undecidable safety. The first extension is shown to be equivalent in expressive power to the existing safety decidable $\text{UCON}^\text{finite}_{\text{preA}}$ model.

Third it defines a novel form of ReBAC model (OOReBAC) considering object-to-object relationship independent of users to control access of resources and an implementation of it for multicloud resource sharing in OpenStack object storage Swift.

6.2 Future Work

There are several opportunities to extend the comparative study and analysis of Attribute and Relationship Based Access Control Models presented in this dissertation.

The relationship between ABAC and ReBAC can be define more concretely through config-
uration of more sophisticated ReBAC we have these days. More significantly metrics beyond
theoretical equivalence need to be brought into consideration to better understand the relative ad-
vantages and disadvantages of these two approaches. Performance is one such metric but others
such as maintainability, robustness, and agility, also need to be studied. The families of model we
have presented are semi formal. To study formal comparison we need to consider formal represen-
tation of sophisticated ReBAC models with multiple asymmetric relationships between different
entities (such as users, resources etc.), policy individualization, incoming and outgoing actions and
then application of this framework in the general computing system.

The OOReBAC model presented here is motivated by object-to-object relationship in object-
oriented systems and version control systems while it is more influenced by ReBAC in social con-
text. It only considers one type of symmetric relationship whereas object-oriented systems contain
different types of asymmetric relationship (inheritance, composition, and association). Version
control system considers one type of relationship “derived from” however the graph is a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) and the relationship is asymmetric. It would be interesting future work to
develop a model evolved from OOReBAC, which can instantiate access control for an already ex-
isting object relationship application such as object-oriented systems and version control systems.
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